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“In any observation process there must be a signal coming from the
observed system to the recording apparatus, and since the propagation
of any signd requires a finite time interval. this gives the possibility of
defining the arrival of the signal to be later’ than the time of emission.”

L. Rosenfeld, Study of Time, p. 479

This chapter reviews basic concepts and common elements that characterize time and frequency
dissemination. The means by which time and frequency can be disseminated fall into four main
categories: radio broadcasts, on-site comparisons, events in nature, and hardline wire systems.
Interrelated elements include active and passive transfer methods and supplementary techniques
available from systems with differing primary objectives (piggyback operations). Three categories of
time and frequency users are classified according to accuracy needs, and means of providing these
needs are shown. Various characteristics of time and frequency dissemination systems are charted
and evaluated in terms of such factors as accuracy, ambiguity, geographical coverage, reliability, cost
of user equipment, etc. Appraisal of these factors reveals many interrelationships and limitations to be
functions of nature, economics, need, and availability. Annexes give descriptions of radio frequency
propagation in various bands as well as characteristics of stabilized radio broadcasts useful for time and
frequency dissemination.
The most accurate means of time and frequency dissemination today is through portable clocks,
such a s on-site visits and/or aircraft flyover; accuracy needs of the majority of time and frequency
users can be met in a variety of ways; and existing or planned navigation and communication systems
show excellent potential for time-frequency dissemination at little or no additional cost. We conclude
that (1) no one system will satisfy all user needs, (2) any general purpose timing system should cost
the user in proportion to his accuracy requirements, and (3) existing or proposed electronic systems
with a time-frequency dissemination capability should be utilized to the fullest extent to realize
frequency/spectrum conservation.
Key words: AC power lines; Aircraft Collision Avoidance System (ACAS); aircraft flyover; characteristics
of stabilized broadcasts; commercial radio; HF radio; L F radio; line-10 TV; Loran-A; Loran-C;
meteor trails; microwave systems; moonbounce; navigation systems; Omega; portable clocks; pulsars;
radio propagation; satellite; standard frequency broadcast; telephone; television; TIMATION; timefrequency accuracy; time-frequency dissemination; time-frequency evaluation; time-frequency user
needs; timekeeping; TRANSIT; very long base interferometry (VLBI); VLF radio.
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10.1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, advances in technologies of
communication, transportation/navigation, timekeeping, and space tracking have placed stringent
requirements on time and frequency information.
In general, one might consider that optimum comparison of frequency standards or time scales to be
through side by side measurements in a laboratory.
Many needs of time and frequency, however, are
at great distances from a standard time and frequency center. In this chapter we consider what
means are available to bridge the distance gap
between a standard-time and frequency source and
a remotely located user. The concept of our presentation is graphically shown in figure 10.1, with a
standard time and frequency source at the center
of a circle and segments of larger concentric circles
portraying various independent means of transferring this standard to a diverse group of users.
The majority of dissemination methods employ
some type of radio transmission, either in dedicated
time and frequency emissions or established systems such as navigation and television. The most
accurate means of time and frequency dissemination today is through portable clocks, such as on
site visits and aircraft flyover. Looking into the
future, one foresees that satellite systems and microwave communication networks will play a large
part in providing time and frequency information
to many users.
This chapter reviews some of the basic characteristics and limitations shared by most time and
frequency dissemination (TFD) systems. Some
systems, such as radio stations CHU and WWV,
were built specifically for TFD while others, such
as the Loran-C navigation system,-can be adapted
for TFD; in a few cases it even is possible to use a
natural event such as a pulsar for time transfer.
A user of a TFD system is generally trying to
establish one or more of the following: time of day or
date; frequency or time interval; and synchronism.
The degree to which he can achieve these objectives
will depend upon a number of elements which
characterize the system, e.g., accuracy, ambiguity,
repeatability, coverage, cost, etc. These various
factors are interrelated; they are limited by nature,
as well as the users' resources and skill. Such
characteristics form a common base which permit
evaluation of both new and old systems in similar
terms of reference. Classification of timing needs
into low, medium, and high-accuracy users gives
one an overview of the general time and frequency
community. From the discussion it is apparent that
no one system will satisfy all user needs; that any
general purpose timing system should cost the user
proportionately to his accuracy requirement; and
that actual or proposed electronic systems, having a
potential for dissemination of time and frequency at
additional modest cost, should be employed to stem
a proliferation of limited-scope, special purpose
timing systems. The dissemination techniques are

adaptable to a great variety of user needs and these
should be properly weighed in any evaluation, con-

sideration, or application of specific methods.
The intent of this chapter is to give a broad overview of various ways of disseminating time and
frequency. Because of the scope and breadth of
such an objective, one cannot give complete details
for a given system; however, we have attempted to
include adequate references for further study of
specific dissemination techniques. Excellent publications exist which describe general aspects of
time and frequency [I, 2,3,4].' (Our approach does
not consider detailed system-receiving techniques;
these will be detailed in later NBS publications.)
Section 10.2 of the chapter defines and describes
basic concepts inherent in time and frequency
dissemination. This is followed by a section discussing aspects and techniques of radio dissemination of time and frequency. The final sections of the
chapter discuss portable clock techniques, dissemination by other than radio means, and classification of users and evaluation of the various
dissemination techniques. Annexes briefly describe
radio propagation in various bands and give
characteristics of stabilized broadcasts useful for

TFD.

10.2. DISSEMINATION CONCEPTS
This section touches on basic considerations
inherent in the transfer of time and frequency
information; discusses elements that characterize
the dissemination system; and describes utilization
of a transfer standard. The section sets a foundation
for comparative insight into the various techniques
of time and frequency dissemination. It is taken for
granted that the desirability of transferring time
and/or frequency from a prime standard to a user
as depicted in figure 10.1 is paramount. Frequency/
time standards are not discussed in detail in this
chapter; for such information the reader is referred
to Chapters 2,3,4,5,6,and 9. We base our discussion on the following clock concepts. A clock is the
fundamental component of timekeeping; it consists
of a frequency standard, a means for counting and
keeping track of oscillations, and a readout device
for displaying the count. Often an interpolation
device is added for use between counts. In essence,
a clock is a device which accumulates the cycles of
an oscillator (frequency standard) and presents the
result in some convenient form.

10.2.1. Basic Considerations Inherent in
Transfer of Time and Frequency

There are several basic concepts implicit in the
transfer of time and frequency information, including
date, frequency or time interval, and time/frequency
(T/F) synchronization. By date we mean time of day
'Figures i n brackets refer
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the references at end of this chapter

FIGURE10.1. Concept and methods of time and frequency dissemination.
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such as 1965, July 12th, 12h, 24m, 43.010. . . s. In
other words the time of an event reckoned from
some concensual origin. Time interval refers to
duration- the difference in time between two dates.
Note that a time interval of l h can be shown by a
clock that is not on time, although running at the
correct rate. Also, time interval and frequency are
closely related concepts; the frequency of some
phenomenon can be determined by the number of
occurrences within a measured time interval.
Synchronized clocks read the same time at a given
point in time, although not necessarily on the basis
of an absolute time scale. A coherent communications system is a good example of showing a requirement for synchronization. High rate messages, perhaps of 10 p s duration, are transmitted, to an
addressee who must be synchronized in time with
the sender to obtain the message. For further discussions of these basic concepts the reader is referred to Chapter 1.
Time is a basic dimension that, apart from
physical aspects, influences everyone. History has
shown man attempting to keep time by various
crude and sundry instruments such as water
buckets, candles, sundials, and pendulum clocks [5].
In today’s world, time indicators vary from wristwatches, chronometers, wall clocks, and radio
signals to crystal oscillator and atomic clocks. Each
of these timing devices shows varying degrees of
accuracy and precision; a wristwatch meets a casual
need, whereas exact time may require an atomic
clock. For any particular event to occur, within
some accuracy framework, it is important that all
devices maintaining time indicate the same time of
day; but since all time pieces are less than perfect,
they gradually “drift” and must be continually set to
a standard. The time standard has evolved through
the years as pointed out by Humphrey Smith [6], and
today the second is defined in terms of the resonance
of cesium (see chap. 1).However, the cesium standard is much more stable than a time standard based
on the earth movement, i.e., the lengths of atomic
seconds are nearly identical. On the other hand,
atomic time is essentially independent of that time
required by navigators, geodesists, astronomers, and
others requiring time based on earth rotation. Thus,
a time scale called UT1 (universal time corrected
for polar motion of earth) is also necessary; UT1 is
referenced to the 0 meridian at Greenwich.
Many people today depend upon the electric wall
clock whose rate is fixed by the power company’s
generator. In the United States the power utilities
synchronize their generators to the National Bureau
of Standards’ low frequency broadcast, WWVB [7].
Thus, the U.S. clocks generally run at the same rate.
The U.S. citizenry normally set such clocks through
time announcements, either by radio or telephone.
Radio time signals can be used either to perform
a clock function or to set clocks. When one uses a
radio wave instead of a clock, however, new considerations evolve. One is the delay time of approximately 3 p s per km (propagation delay) it takes the

radio wave to propagate and arrive at the reception
point. Thus, a user 1000 km from a transmitter
receives the time signal 3 ms later than the on-time
transmitted signal. If time is needed to better than
3 ms, correction must be made for the travel delay.
An additional allowance must be made for the signal
to pass through the antenna/receiver (receiver
delay). Other problems related to radio wave propagation will be discussed later on.
In most cases the standard time and frequency
emissions such as CHU, JJY, WWV, and WWVH
are more than adequate for everyday needs. The
launching of earth satellites during the late 1950’s,
however, required snychronization of worldwide
tracking networks to better than 1 ms. In addition,
the appearance of portable atomic frequency
standards initiated planning of new navigational
and communication systems requiring microsecond
timing.
Today, many systems exist which are able to
disseminate standard frequencies and time signals
with sufficient convenience and accuracy for most
users in metrology. These same systems may be
used someday to disseminate other standard units
of measurement, including those for electromagnetic
force (volt), length (meter),and attenuation (decibel),
among others. These dissemination systems,
together with the inherently high precision of frequency standards and of frequency/time metrology,
may help to establish a unified standard for measurement [8]. The progress and feasibility for a unified
standard is discussed also in Chapter 7.

10.2.2. Frequency from Time Measurements
Dimensionally, frequency is the reciprocal of
time interval. Frequency implies periodic motion
or oscillation such as cycles per second (Hz). Its
unit can be given as the period of one cycle, i.e.,
‘/so Hz = 17 ms. It is no surprise, then, that a frequency dissemination service can be useful for
timekeeping and that frequency information can
be obtained from a time broadcast. Any “time
dissemination” service can be used as a frequency
reference. If the time difference between a user’s
clock and the reference clock increases between
measurements, the user knows that the oscillator
in his clock is running at a different rate than that
of the reference clock, and he can compute his
frequency offsets.

10.2.3. Elements that Characterize the Dissemination System
A number of common elements characterize most
time/frequency dissemination systems. Among the
most important are: accuracy, ambiguity, repeatability, coverage, availability of time signal, reliability, ease of use, cost to the user, and the number
of users served. There does not now appear to be
any single system which incorporates all desired
characteristics. The relative importance of these
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characteristics will vary from one user to the next,
and the kind of compromise solution for one user
may not be satisfactory to another. We will introduce these common elements through detailed
examination of a possible radio signal.
Consider a very simple system consisting of an
unmodulated 10-kHz signal as shown in figure 10.2.

REPEATABILITY (DAY-TO OAY-VARIATION)

RECElVED
SIGNAL

FIGURE10.2. Single tone time dissemination.

A positive going zero-crossing of this signal, leaving
the transmitter at, 0000 UT, will reach the receiver
at a later time equivalent to the propagation delay.
The user must know this delay because the accuracy of his knowledge of time can be no better than
the degree to which this delay is known. (By accuracy we mean the degree of conformity to some
specified value or definition.) Since all cycles of
the signal are identical, the signal is ambiguous
and the user must somehow decide which cycle is
the “on time” cvcle. This means, in the case of
our hypothetical IO-kHz signal, that the user must
know the time to 2 5 0 ~ (half
s
the period of the signal). Further, the user may desire to use this system,
say once a day, for an extended period of time to
check his clock or frequency standard. However,
it may be that the delay will vary from one day to
the next, and if the user is unaware of this variation, his accuracy will be limited by the lack of
repeatability of the signal arrival time.
Many users, geophysicists and seismologists for
example, are interested in making time coordinated measurements over large geographic areas.
They would like all measurements to be referenced
to one time system to eliminate corrections for different time systems used at scattered and/or
remote locations. This is a very important practical
consideration when measurements are undertaken
in the field. In addition, a one reference system,
such as a single time broadcast, increases confidence that all measurements can be related to
each other in some known way. Thus, the coverage
of a system is an important concept. Another

important characteristic of a timing system is the
percent of time available. The man on the street
who has to keep an appointment needs to know
the time perhaps to a minute or so. Although he
requires only coarse time information, he wants it
on demand so he carries a wrist watch that gives
the time to him 24 hours a day. On the other hand,
a user who needs time to a few microseconds
employs a very good clock which only needs an
occasional update, perhaps only once or twice a
day. An additional characteristic of time/frequency
dissemination is reliability, i.e., the likelihood
that a time signal will be available when scheduled. Propagation fadeout can sometimes prevent
reception of HF signals. The characteristics discussed so far are for the most part related to the
design of the signal and to the propagation characteristics of the medium. However, there are some
important economic and human considerations.
Economic and human factors in a TFD system
include (1)the cost of establishing and maintaining
the service; (2) the number of users to be served
by the system; (3)the cost of equipment investment
to meet a given need; (4) the operator skill required for operation; and (5) data analysis required
for timekeeping.
These factors are interrelated such that various
combinations can determine accuracy levels,
number of users served, and ultimate costs to both
TFD sender as well as receiver. It appears to be an
important corollary that the cost to the user for a
particular time service should be proportional to
the level of need. It is also true that as the accuracy
needs become more stringent the number of potential users decrease.
10.2.4. Basic Techniques Common to a Clock
Synchronization System
Identi$cation, synchronization, and delay calibration are three operations that are common to
all time dissemination schemes. In a standard time
emission an event such as the transition from the
zero to the one state in a binary system, or the
beginning of a tone or a particular zero-crossing of
a continuous tone in an analog system, is chosen to
represent the time mark. This event must be identified unambiguously at the time reference transmitting station, and synchronized with the reference
clock. The equipment delay is calibrated and the
transmitted time adjusted accordingly. In order to
recover the time from the received signal, a user
must unambiguously identify the time mark in the
signal format and synchronize his clock to it after
accounting for the delay both in propagation and
the receiving equipment. Thus identification,
synchronization, and calibration operations must
be performed at both the master and the user time
stations. In the case of a standard time broadcast
service these operations are being performed
simultaneously by many users, while they are being
performed only once at the reference station.
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The dissemination “system” should be construed
to include the equipment of all users as well as that
of the reference station. The costs of the standard
time broadcast service “system” are allocated such
that the investment in user equipment at a single
user station is vastly less than the investment in
equipment at the reference station. Thus a standard time broadcast servide is designed along the
lines of a public utility, where a great many customers require the availability of similar services
at all times. It is convenient, but not necessary in
principle, for time or frequency information to be
transferred from the reference station to the user
station by a radio emission originating at the
reference station.
Let us now consider the concepts of a time-transfer system as shown in figure 10.3. Assume that
the reference station A arid the user station B both
have receivers tuned to monitor some electromagnetic event that is going to occur at a remote location TS. The coordinates of locations A, B, and TS
are not known but are fixed. Both points A and B
have monitoring devices that will record the time
displayed by their clocks at the reception of the
electromagnetic disturbance associated with the
event. Finally, assume that clocks A and B are on
time with each other. At t A seconds after the event
occurs, the time TA displayed by clock A will be
recorded, where t A is the propagation delay from
TS to point A. (This clock reading will depend on
both the propagation delay and when the event
occurred.) The time T,, displayed in clock B, will
be recorded t s seconds after the event occurs.
Since the time at which the event occurred is not
known, and since the distances of points A and B
from the source TS are not known, t A and t B are
not predictable. But if the time readings T A and
TB are compared (i.e., subtracted), one can learn
the difference in r d l in the propagation delay time
along the two fixed paths. If a second event is monitored at some later time the new readings, T i
and T i , recorded at A and B will obviously be
different from the first set. But the time difference
r d l will be the same as before (provided that the
clocks are still synchronized).

A change in this difference, r d l ,could only be explained by a loss of coordination or change in path
delay between clocks A and B. If clock B is adjusted by an amount equal to the change in r d lthen
it will once again be synchronized with clock A,
since we had assumed initially that clocks A and
B were synchronized. If no further loss of synchronization occurs, r d l computed for yet another event
will be identical to its initial value. Thus the time
difference between a reference clock and a user’s
clock can be determined by comparing each in turn
to an independent “tick” available to both, and then
differencing the comparisons. It resembles comparisons with a portable standard known to be operating
at the correct rate but not necessarily on time.
The time is “transferred” by a standard which is
not, itself, on time; hence the term “time-transfer’’
technique.
The example used was chosen to emphasize the
following aspects of the transfer standard technique:
(1) The coordinates of the reference station, the
user station, and the source of the transfer
standard need not be known although they
must not change.
(2) The “event” monitored contains no time information, and the time of its occurrence
need not be known; it must only be unambiguously identifiable.
(3) If the “transfer standard” is a radio broadcast, as it normally is, the transmitting station
plays no active part in the process and need
not even be aware that it is being so used.

The requirement that the event must be unambiguously identifiable implies that the time
separation between “events” must be greater than
the uncertainty associated with the knowledge of
both the user’s clock time, and the propagation
delays. If other means are employed to maintain
gross clock coordination and the “transfer” technique is being used to keep track of short-term
drifts, then the time separation of events need only
be greater than the peak-to-peak drifts involved.
Synchronization pulses from commercial television
transmitters serve nicely for this purpose; Loran-C
is also commonly used.
If a user wishes to initiate this technique to transfer time to a location having a clock not known to
be on time, he may begin making comparisons and
bring in a portable clock to “calibrate” the link at
his convenience. He can then reconstruct the time
history of his clock prior to the portable clock visit
as well as maintain an “on time” clock.

10.3. RADIO DISSEMINATION OF
TIME AND FREQUENCY

DIFFERENTIAL TIME BETWEEN
S T A T I O N S A A N D B.Td ‘tg-tA
1

This chapter attempts to delineate distinguishing
features of both present and future means of dis-

FIGURE
10.3. Time transfer system.
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seminating time and frequency information to a
distant user. Radio waves are essential to most
dissemination techniques. Although different radio
frequency bands show characteristic and relevant
traits, and a multitude of techniques have emerged
in these bands within the last 40 years, the words
of NBS scientists in 1932 still hold true; “radio
waves of which the frequency is carefully controlled
and accurately known furnish a standard of frequency which is simultaneously available everywhere that the waves can be received.” [9]. In 1932
the transmitted accuracy of WWV, based on the
primary frequency standard was about 1 x 10-6; this
accuracy could readily be obtained from received
signals. Today the accuracy of the transmitted
signal has been improved some five or six orders of
magnitude, but the accuracy of the received signal
has lagged considerably behind.

A complete evaluation of propagation characteristics of the various bands used for time and
frequency dissemination is beyond the scope of
this chapter. (Frequency bands 4 through 10 are
used and include VLF through SHF (3 kHz to 30
GHz)).~ A summary description of propagation
factors and general experience in these bands is
given in the table of Annex A. Descriptions and
mathematical models of the propagation medium
useful for designing and understanding time/
frequency dissemination systems are given by
Wait, Budden, Crombie and others [ l l , 121, Johler
[13], Davies [14], and Thompson et al. [15], among
others. Various noise processes, such as additive
and multiplicative, and considerations in signal
design for TFD systems have been discussed by
Jespersen et al. [16]. Basic understanding of radio
propagation in the various frequency bands should
permit one to optimize a choice for either dissemination or reception of timelfrequency information.

10.3.1. Radio Propagation Factors
Radio has offered attractive means of transferring
standard time and frequency signals since the early
1900’s [lo]. As opposed to the physical transfer of
time via portable clocks, the transfer of information
by radio entails propagation of electromagnetic
radiation through some transmission medium from
a transmitter to a distant receiver. Let’s consider
a typical standard frequency and time emission.
In such broadcasts the signals are directly related to some master clock and are transmitted
with little or no degradation in accuracy. In a
vacuum, and noise free background, one should
be able to receive such signals at a given point
essentially as transmitted, except for a constant
path delay with the wave propagating near the speed
of light (i.e., 299,773 km/s). The propagation media,
including the earth, atmosphere, and ionosphere,
as well as physical and electrical characteristics
of transmitters and receivers, influence the stability
and accuracy of received radio signals, dependent
upon the frequency of transmission and length of
signal path. Variation and anomalies in propagation
delays are affected in varying degrees by extraneous
radiations in the propagation media, solar disturbances, diurnal effects and weather conditions,
among others.
It is possible to classify radio dissemination
systems in a number of different ways; one could
divide those carrier frequencies low enough to be
reflected by the ionosphere (below 30 MHz) from
those sufficiently high to penetrate the ionosphere
(above 30 MHz). The former may be observed at
great distances from the transmitter but suffer from
ionospheric propagation anomalies that limit accuracy; the latter are restricted to line-of-sight applications but show little or no signal deterioration
caused by propagation anomalies. The most accurate systems tend to be those which use the higher,
line-of-sight, frequencies, while broadcasts of the
lower carrier frequencies show the greatest number
of users.

10.3.2. Radio Dissemination Techniques
Referring to figure 10.1, one sees the variety of
radio means for disseminating time and frequency
information. This section gives pertinent characteristics of the various techniques, including advantages and limitations, and refers the reader to
in-depth studies of various aspects. These techniques include dedicated systems as well as those
outside the allocated bands; included are VLF,
LF, and HF broadcasts; navigation systems; and
methods using television, satellites, and microwave
signals. Passing mention is made of techniques of
limited potential such as meteor burst and commercial radio broadcasts. In this cursory survey
lack of space prevents comprehensive analyses of
various systems; some of the newer and more promising techniques are described at some length.
a. Standard Frequency and Time Broadcasts

The World Administrative Radio Council (WARC)
has allocated certain frequencies in five bands for
standard frequency and time signal emission as
shown in table 10.1. For such dedicated standard
frequency transmissions the CCIR recommends
that carrier frequencies be maintained so that the
average daily fractional frequency deviations from
the internationally designated standard for measurement of time interval should not exceed 1x
Annex B gives characteristics of standard frequency and time signals that are assigned to allocated bands, as reported by the CCIR. Annex C
gives characteristics of stabilized frequency and
time signals that are broadcast outside the allocated frequencies which can, however, provide

By international agreement. frequency band

0.3 X

Annex 10.A.
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“N” is the frequency range between
between 300 kHz and 3 MHz. See

loN Hz and 3.0 X loN Hz. Thus. band 6 lies

TABLE10.1. International standard time and frequency radio
assignments

Band No

Designation

Frequency Range

4

VLF (Very Low
Frequency).

20.0 k H z 2 5 0 Hz.

6

MF (Medium F r e

2.5 MHz*5 kHz.

quency).

7

HF (High Frequency)

9

UHF (Ultra High
Frequency).

10

SHF (Super High

II

5.0 MHz-+5 kHz.
10.0 M H z k 5 kHz.
15.0 M H z f l O kHz.
20.0 MHz? 10 kHz.
25.0 M H z k 10 kHz.
400.1 MHz*25 kHz
(satellite).
(satellite-space to
earth).

Frequency).
(satellite-earth to
space).

useful time and frequency information. Information
contained in Annexes B and C includes transmitter
coordinates, frequency, radiated. power, and accuracy of transmitted signals. The map in figure
10.4 shows the location of many radio stations used
for TFD.
b. Very Low Frequency (VLF) Time and Frequency
Systems

TFD systems in the VLF band nominally operate
at frequencies from 10 to 30 kHz. The 10-13 kHz
band is used by the Omega Navigation system and
is described later in Section 10.3.2.e.(1). In this
section we describe briefly the development and
uses of VLF apart from the Omega system. VLF and
the related LF transmissions are not new; they
were used in the early 1900’s for long range communications between colonial empires, by various
navies, and for general transoceanic services [17,
181. Even at that time VLF transmissions showed

FIGURE
10.4. Worldwide location of broadcasting stations useful for TFD. (annexes 10.B and 10.C give additional information to
keyed broadcast stations.)
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good reliability with relatively low signal attenuation over large distances [19]. Many of these transmissions were replaced later by the lower-cost
high frequency (HF) broadcasts which employed
much smaller antennas, at increased efficiency over
VLF antennas. Many different VLF antenna configurations have been built, e.g., long cables have
been strung several km across volcano craters and
valleys or from towers several hundred meters in
height [MI. The present NAA antenna at Cutler,
Maine (radiated power 1 Megawatt) is a top hat
system supported by 26 masts 300 m in height,
covering an area -2.2 km2; its radial ground
system consists of
3.3 X lo6 m of buried copper
wire.
During World War I1 and shortly thereafter,
attention was directed again to the low frequency
band for navigation and communication. From such
interest evolved the “Radux” navigation system
[20, 211, where the low frequency carriers showed
the excellent stability required for navigation
systems. From the mid-1950’s onward, there have
been great strides in worldwide frequency and time
comparisons via low frequency broadcasts. Methods
used by Pierce, Mitchell, and Essen [22]; Pierce
[23]; and Crombie et al. [24], among others showed
improvement in frequency comparisons of two to
three orders of magnitude better than those of HF
techniques. It is particularly noteworthy that the
more stable atomic frequency standards were replacing the crystal oscillator control of many of
the VLF transmissions about this same time; thus
in 1%0, Pierce, Winkler and Corke showed that
transatlantic phase comparisons of a 16-kHz carrier
frequency could be made to about 2 ps in a 24h
period using atomic cesium standards [25]. Attention thus was directed towards VLF standard
frequency broadcasts [23, 26, 271, and the VLF
method has proven advantageous for comparing
atomic frequency standards at global distances
[28-321. Today most VLF transmissions used for
TFD are controlled by atomic frequency standards
referenced to a coordinated international time base
(UTC - see chap. 1). This has resulted in a reasonably economic and reliable means of disseminating
frequency to several parts in 1011 or better in a 24h
period.
The characteristics of various VLF broadcasts
(outside the Omega band) useful for TFD are given
in Annex 10.C. The propagation of VLF signals is
described in Annex 10.A. Of particular significance
are the diurnal phase shifts which are somewhat
frequency dependent but quite distance related.
Typically, these predictable shifts range from 20
to 80 ps for distances of 2000 to 10,OOO km at
frequences of 14 to 20 kHz [33,34].
Within the last decade a variety of VLF techniques have been developed for time and frequency
comparison. These methods have confirmed the
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excellent stability shown in the 1950’s and even
today there is evidence that the limiting precision
of VLF measurements has not been reached [35,
361. We will briefly review several VLF time and
frequency techniques.
(1) VLF Single Frequency Comparison. A common and economical VLF method utilizes single
frequency phase comparison, such as shown in
figure 10.5 [37]. In such an electromechanical
system the servo-driven phase shifter continuously
phase locks a synthesized signal from the local
standard to the received VLF signal. A linear
potentiometer output, connected to a constant
direct voltage, generates a voltage signal and
permits an analog recording of the phase shifter
position. In other words, the recording shows the
amount of phase shift the local synthesized signal
experiences to agree with the phase of the received
signal. A very narrow bandwidth (-0.01 to 0.001
Hz) is required for extraction of the coherent VLF
signal level from characteristic higher noise levels
> 20 to 40 dB. (Electronic-servo VLF comparators
with internal calibrator-signal generators are now
available; these units are more stable than the electromechanical type and provide improved control
for clock synchronization.)
Measurements are made on the phase records
generally at 24h intervals and at times when the
propagation path is sunlit and phase fluctuations
are minimal. The duration of such a quiet period
varies with the seasons, reception path, and the
path direction. (The standard deviation of phase
fluctuations in NBA signals received and compared at NBS, Boulder-4300 km- were several
tenths of a as for a series of 20 min measurements
taken over a 7h period [38].) The single VLF
comparison technique does not permit initial clock
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FIGURE10.5. Typical VLF single-frequency comparator.
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rynchronization; it does, however, give day to day
:omparisons of a local clock to microseconds [2,
19-41]. Corrections to many VLF broadcasts can be
nade after the fact from periodic publications of
rarious laboratories such as NBS [42], the USNO
431, and the Research Institute of the Swedish
Vational Defense 1441.
(2) Multiple-Frequency VLF Techniques. Another
V‘LF approach is the so-called multiple-frequency
echnique which uses two or more coherently
-elated, closely spaced signals which are transnitted sequentially [45, 461. The method is based
In similar principles as the Radux-Omega Navigaion system [21]. It is the hope that this method
night permit initial synchronization of clocks at
-emote sites and/or resynchronization of interrupted
:locks. There is a distinction between such synZhronization; i.e., initial synchronization, via a
-adio signal, requires accurate knowledge of the
xopagation delay. Initial synchronization along
with direct measure of the propagation delay,
iowever, can be performed by transportation of a
2ortable clock to the site. On the other hand,
docks can be resynchronized through the multiple
iequency technique by adjusting for the known
propagation delay. There is evidence that theoretical
predictions of propagation delay compare favortbly with experimental results [47].
The multiple carrier VLF method extracts
iming information in the difference frequencies,
tllowing individual cycle identijcation of one of the
:arrier frequencies. The method has been used
with WWVL and is applicable to the Omega frexuencies [48, 491. The technique demands extreme
Stability in the signals as transmitted, the transnission medium, and the receiving/comparison
:quipment. In a typical synchronization, coarse
ime would be set initially via HF radio transnissions to several ms to resolve the difference
requency ambiguity ( < Y 2 of the difference frequency period; i.e. -2.5 ms for the dual Omega
“requencies of 12.5 and 12.7 kHz). In using Omega
iequencies of 12.5 and 12.7 kHz, it is necessary
.hat the residual phase error (differential propa;ation delay corresponding to one cycle offset
1.26 p s ) be less than 0.6 p s for resolving cycle
3mbiguity at 12.5 kHz 1491. That is, each cycle of
12.5 kHz (individual cycle period of 80 ps) shows
1 differential phase offset of 1.26 p at an approiriate comparison point of the 12.7 kHz signal.
rhe number of error cycles within the difference
‘requency interval depends upon the so called
magnification factor, fi/
f 2 -f
or 63.5 in the example of the 12.5 and 12.7-kHz signals d f l and f2 respectively). Thus, the product of the magnification factor
m d thef2 period gives the period of the difference
frequency. A lower magnification factor places
lesser demands on the measurement sensitivity.
The multiple carrier VLF method includes a
local calibration signal for simulating the frequency

=+

of the received signal to relate the local time scale
to that of the transmitter. Agreement between the
received and calibrated VLF phases is made
systematically and the local clock phase-shifter
adjusted until all simulated signal phases are
identical to the actual received signal phases for
a single setting of the phase shifter. This phase
relationship remains essentially unchanged (except
for clock interruption and -.phase loss), and the
VLF receiver can be turned off and on without
affecting the calibration.
A basic paradox in using 2 VLF signals for clock
synchronization is that an increase in the spacing
of the frequencies improves the cycle resolution
problem but places more stringent requirements on
the coarse timing. Reception of three or more VLF
signals, such as provided by Omega, gives a combination of both narrow and wide separation of frequency pairs, thus insuring cycle identification of
the prime carrier; the stability, after synchronization, should be equivalent to that of the single frequency system. Several laboratories have used the
multifrequency VLF techniques in combination with
other systems for resynchronization timing [40, 481.
(3) VLF Time Transfer Techniques. A time transfer VLF technique has been demonstrated by
Becker [31]. This method also uses a simulated carrier calibration which obtains a daily time difference
between the local time scale and the received signal.
The USNO simultaneously each day makes identical
measurements. The daily differences of these At’s
gives a time difference of the time scales of the PTB
and USNO via given VLF transmissions. These
measurements, confirmed by Loran-C data, averaged over an 18 month period (NSS to PTB path
6000 km) show an uncertainty of
lx
Becker also asserts that filtering and averaging techniques used at the PTB for analysis of VLF data
could be employed profitably by the BIH in formation of the International Time Scale (TAI).
(4) VLF Pulse Methods. Several VLF transmitters periodically broadcast time signals (see ann.
l0.C). Time pulses transmitted at VLF show a slow
rise time (15 ms at NBA- 18 kHz in 1960) because of
the high Q of the antennas and a resultant large time
delay. Stone determined time from the NBA transmitted pulses at Summit, Canal Zone to a receiver at
NRL in Washington, DC to a precision of -500 ps
1501. While such time determinations might be
resolved to higher precision, limiting factors include
the difficulty in fixing the start of the pulse and the
uncertainty of the transmitter, propagation, and
receiver delays.
(5) Statistical Smoothing of VLF Datu. Allan and
Barnes [51] and Guktrot et al. 1521 have shown
means for statistically reducing phase fluctuations
on long term data. GuCtrot applied optimum smoothing techniques to differential VLF data of NSS (21.4
kHz) and WWVL (20.0 kHz) over reciprocal paths in
a study with the USNO. The results were compared
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with portable clock measurements and showed day
to day deviations of 70 ns over this 2400 km path.
(6) Time Comparison via Frequency Shift Keying
(FSK) of VLF Curriers. Frequency Shift Keying
(FSK) of VLF stabilized communication transmissions has been proposed for TFD [53]. This method
shifts two carrier frequencies either plus or minus
50 Hz with bit lengths of 20 ms and a transition
time between shifts of 2 ms. At such rates, phase
coincidence of the two carrier frequencies occurs at
a point within each transition time. The 20 ms time
markers will occur nearly continuously and permit
coarse timing to such a level. The transition points
are “on time” within f l p s of the station clocks.
FSK transmissions are planned in 1973, and it is
believed that the mid-point transition times can be
resolved at a receiving site to ?I 10 p s since the VLF
signal periods range from 30 to 60 p s a particular
cycle can be identified and time extracted from the
cycle zero crossing to 1 p . It is proposed also to
transmit time-code pulses once an hour, possibly
the last five minutes before the hour. Stone et al.
[53] give results of two techniques for resolving FSK
signals at a receiving station to about f l o p s ; e.g.,
through frequency discriminator techniques and/or
those of a synchronous detector as used in many
VLF tracking receivers. A signal averager is used
for optimum resolution. The method shows promise
for precise timing although receiving equipment is
somewhat complex and costly.
(7) Summary Statement of VLF Use in TFD. The
stability and reliability of VLF standard frequency
transmissions during the last decade is attested to
by their use for international comparisons of atomic
frequency standards as previously mentioned; for
control of HF standard frequency emissions [54];
for navigation [55]; for propagation studies [56-581;
and for adjustment of rubidium frequency standards
which control the frequency of color TV broadcasts
[59]. The Sperry report on methods for synchronizing
remote clocks states in its conclusions: “DOnot overlook the possibilities of obtaining both accuracy and
low cost in the combination of a clock stabilized by
reference to VLF signals and set once by a master
clock” [2].

-
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Advantages of VLF systems for TFD
VLF phase comparisons can be made to several
p s continuously at continental distances from
a transmitter up to 10,000 km and with low
signal attenuation and stable propagation.
This is an improvement of several orders of
magnitude over HF techniques.
Generally continuous transmission (24h per
day) and many stations located at widely
separated points.
Single frequency comparisons can be made
with relatively low-cost receiving equipment.
Most VLF transmitters today are stabilized
with atomic frequency standards, which, in
part, accounts for VLF signal stability.

-

Many VLF transmissions are monitored by
national laboratories which publish corrections
and permit reference to their time scales
(after the fact).
Although VLF signals are subject to diurnal
phase variations, such changes are both
predictable and repeatable.
Once a propagation path is calibrated, multiple
frequency VLF techniques can permit resynchronization of clocks at a remote site.
Limitations of VLF Systems Used f o r TFD
Atmospheric noise at VLF is quite high and
coherent signals often must be detected well
below the noise. Noise from lightning strokes
is a maximum at these frequencies, and the low
attenuation rates of atmospheric noise at VLF
allows worldwide propagation of such static.
VLF propagation is subject to many phase
anomalies such as diurnal variations, cycle
slips, strong attenuation over ice fields, solar
disturbances (Sudden Ionospheric Disturbances-SID’s), long versus short path interference, nuclear blast effects, seasonal changes,
and nighttime irregularities. In many cases,
however, these are easily recognizable and can
be accounted for. Some reduction in phase
anomalies can be realized through composite
wave analysis suggested by Pierce [40].
For best results, phase measurements should
be made when the transmitter-receiver path is
sunlit. Some paths at high latitude can show
limited sunlit conditions, however.
Maximum success in VLF measurements
requires atomic frequency standards at both
the transmitter and receiver; good temperature control of equipment; back up battery
supply for AC power; periodic phase and amplitude calibration for detection of phase drifts
or jumps in the local equipment; and periodic
checks of antenna connections, circuit board
and chassis contacts [58].
VLF transmissions received at distances of
1000 km or less from a transmitter are difficult
to interpret because of the interference
between ground and sky waves. There are also
sensitive path distances at which modal interference critically destruct a received VLF
signal, particularly during sunset and sunrise.
VLF techniques alone are not now capable
for initial clock setting at a remote site. Generally, propagation delay is determined and
initial clock setting is performed by a portable
clock visit.
VLF signals experience dispersion (different
phase velocities) and this can result in prohibitive variation in received signals for cycle
identification in the multiple frequency
technique.
VLF techniques, although simple in concept
and design, require experienced personnel to
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properly interpret and analyze the signals as
transmitted, propagated and received at a

LF signals usually propagate with greater attenuation than VLF, although perhaps at improved sta-

bility at distances up to -2500 km. Ground wave LF

remote site.
c. Low Frequency (LF) Time and

Frequency Dissemination

LF signals are transmitted in the band between
30 and 300 kHz. Today, at least 10 LF broadcasts
(shown in annexes 10.B. and C.) are frequency
stabilized in the accuracy range of k O . 1 to 10 parts
in 1 O l o and are useful for TFD. As the'development of LF transmissions paralleled the VLF
broadcasts, no attempt will be made to trace its
history. Also, the Loran-C navigation system
(100 kHz) is described separately in Section
10.3.2.e.(2).
Although the LF band also has long been known
for its stability and reliable propagation to long distances, it was not until the late 1940's that Pierce
showed the value of LF transmissions for navigation r201. In 1950 the British commenced standard
frequency broadcasts at 60-kHz (MSF) at daily
short intervals of time [61]. In 1956 NBS also commenced low power 60-kHz broadcasts (KK2SEI later
changed to WWVB) [62]. From limited broadcasts of these two stations, Pierce was able to
predict daily measurement accuracies of 1 or 2
parts in 10" for LF comparisons [63]. He was
limited to a large extent by the variable crystal
oscillator control of most transmissions at that
time. As Pierce's predictions proved true, especially with the advent of atomic frequency control
of transmitters, many frequency stabilized LF
transmitters were constructed and are used for
time/frequency dissemination today.
At this point we will discuss certain low frequency
and time measurements in terms of the National
Bureau of Standards WWVB broadcasts at 60
kHz. The NBS low-power LF station was moved
to Ft. Collins, CO in mid-1963; today its radiated
power is -13 kw [64], and it generally can be
received as a stable frequency source anywhere
in the continental USA. Three types of LF time
and frequency comparisons are considered:

(1) Single-Frequency Phase Tracking at LF. This
method is quite similar to the VLF procedure [65].
SUNSET-GREENBELT. MD

r SUNRISE-GREENBELT.

MD

signals provide a very stable reference at distances
up to about 500 km. A typical WWVB phase record
for the Ft. Collins, CO to Greenbelt, MD path
(-2400 km) is shown in figure 10.6. This 50 p s full
scale record shows (a) the excellent phase stability
during the sunlit portion of the path; (b) the repeatable diurnal phase shift at both sunset and sunrise
when the effective ionosphere rises and lowers;
(c) a typical cycle slip or fadeout at sunrise (Greenbelt); and (d) the somewhat irregular phase pattern
when the path is in darkness. It is of particular note
that WWVB transmitted with a radiated power of
about 2 W at this time with frequency control via a
rubidium atomic frequency standard. As previously
pointed out, WWVB was used together with WWVL
to remotely control the frequency of WWV in Maryland prior to its move to Ft. Collins, CO, to several
parts in loll over a 21-month period [54]. The construction of a simple and economical receiver (cost
$100) has been described for local WWVB comparisons [66].
(2) WWVB Time Code. Although the WWVB
antenna shows a relatively high Q, its transmission
characteristics are such as to support time code
modulation. Since 1965 WWVB has broadcast time
information continuously via a 10-dB level-shift carrier code. This binary coded decimal (BCD) code is
synchronized with the 60-kHz carrier which, in turn,
is referenced to the UTC(NBS) time scale [64]. Figure 10.7 shows the format of the WWVB pulse-width
code which is repetitive and updated at one minute
intervals. Basically, the code consists of one second
markers, generated by reduction of the carrier
power by 10:dB at the start of each corresponding
second; power is restored 200 ms later for an
uncoded marker or binary 0; 500 ms later for a
binary 1, and 800 ms later for either a 10-s position
marker or minute reference marker. Thus, the leading edge of each negative going pulse is on time;
each minute frame contains coded information within
12 groups which includes complete UTC(NBS) timeof-year data in minutes, hours and day-of-year, the
estimated difference of UT1 minus UTC (called
DUTl), and the positive or negative relationship of
the UT1 scale with respect to the UTC scale. The
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FIGURE10.6. Typical LF phase record (WWVB transmission from NBS, Boulder, CO and received at Greenbelt, MD).
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FIGURE10.7. Format of WWVB one-minute time code.

individual pulses yields seconds information; the
minute reference marker begins at zero seconds.
Complete details of the WWVB time code are given
in reference [64].
Equipment is available for automatically decoding
the WWVB time code, and it has been stated that
the time information is available to 50 ps over a wide
geographical area with the provision that propagation delay corrections are made from station WWVB
[681. The WWVB standard frequency and time code
broadcasts are used to maintain synchronization
of interconnected power grids in the continental U.S.
[TI. Improved system control, using these low frequency broadcasts, has been proposed to attain frequency and time agreements between North
American power areas of k O . 0 0 1 Hz at 60 Hz and
better than 50 ms respectively [69]. The code is used
also for time reference of seismic recordings [70,
711; and the WWVB 60-kHz signal is used as a
standard for the telephone company [72].

the minimum overall error occurs when the amplitude point selected for measurement on the decay
envelope is between 75 and 90 percent. The timing
error is directly related to the amplitude point
chosen and depends also on (a) changes in pulse
shape caused by variations in the transmitting
antenna; (b) variations in propagation conditions
and; (c) amplitude measurement errors of the
received pulse envelope. During the measurements
it is important that the phase between the received
signal and the local reference remain unchanged
during the integration time. In Brussels, Belgium the
method has been used for time synchronization with
-40 ps accuracy and for frequency measurements
with an error less than 7 parts in lo1*over periods of
a year [67].
The advantages and limitations of LF trans,
missions for TFD are quite similar to those showr
for VLF. Some additional characteristics mighi
include the following:

(3) LF Pulse Decay Time Measurements. Andrews,
Chaslain, and DePrins reported on time pulses
emitted by HBG (75 kHz) and WWVB (60kHz) at
distances 80 to lo00 km and obtained time to an
accuracy of &40 ps or better from measurements of
the arrival time of an LF pulse [67]. Basically, they
selected a point on the decay curve of the pulse
(essentially transmitted as a square wave) and,
through photographic integration, determined that

Advantages of LF Signals for TFD
Stable results are obtained within groundwavc
distance of an LF transmitter because ground
wave and skywave signal interference is no
present at such ranges.
Time pulse modulation, which is possible ai
LF, permits time synchronization to 100 ps
or better, provided the propagation delay is
known.
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The WWVB time code has proven of value in
timing of seismic events, and coordinating
North American power grids.
Single LF Phase ComParisons can be made
at accuracies of parts in 10” per day with
reasonably simple and economical receiving
equipment.

ms. (Long term refinements can improve these
accuracies as described later).

Accuracy of signals received beyond groundwave
range of an HF transmitter (-- 160 km) has not
improved since World War 11. This is shown
in figure 10.8 where the frequency
accuracy of WWV transmissions is plotted for a
50-year -period since 1923. Most of the restrictive
ionospheric effects at HF are described in Annex
10.A. These uncontrollable ionospheric factors

Limitations of LF systems f o r TFD
Automated decoding of LF time codes requires
relatively expensive equipment.
Because of attenuation factors LF signals are
generally less useful than VLF at large distances from a transmitter (>2500 km).
Ionospheric anomalies degrade reception of
WWVB in some geographic areas of the United
States.
LF propagation is subject to ionospheric
variations; phase changes occur from diurnal
effects, solar disturbances, and modal interference. (This latter factor can cause “cycle
slippage” at critical propagation distances.)
As for VLF comparisons, extreme care is
required of LF receiving equipment for optimum results. Proper interpretation of data
requires experienced personnel.
It is not now possible to initially set remote
clocks to high accuracy via LF radio techniques
alone.

dictate the accuracy levels of HF time and frequency dissemination via skywaves and would
preclude frequency accuracy improvements in the
NBS high frequency transmitting equipment. At
the receiving end, systems using diversity techniques for automatically and continuously locking
on the optimum signal of several WWV or WWVH
frequencies may provide some improvement in
accuracy of received signals [75]. Also other
diversity techniques such as separation of antennas
in space, frequency separation and antenna polarization might be beneficial [76].

d. High Frequency (HF) Time and
Frequency Dissemination

Today there are some 20 countries broadcasting
stabilized HF standard time and frequency signals
[73, 741. Characteristics of many of the international stations, broadcasting in the frequency band
between 3 and 30 MHz, are listed in Annex 10.B
and 10.C. The ease of usage and worldwide reception capability of HF signals for TFD attests to
their acceptance and value. In the U S . the Navy
first broadcast spot-time signals about 1904 [lo];
in 1923 the NBS station WWV, commenced standard frequency broadcasts from the Washington,
D.C. area. These transmissions were improved
and later included standard time signals; in 1948
coverage of such T&F information was extended to
the Pacific area with the WWVH emissions from
Hawaii. The accuracy of the WWV signals as
transmitted and received initially was about a part in
lo5. Improvements in equipment and frequency
control raised this to parts in lo7 during the 1950’s.
Further progress, principally through use of atomic
frequency standards as reference oscillators,
improved the transmitted accuracy several orders
of magnitude to today’s value of a few parts in lo’*
[64]. Unfortunately, ionospheric propagation of
HF signals via skywaves generally restricts the
accuracy of received standard frequencies to a
few parts in lo7 and received time signals to
1
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FIGURE10.8. Accuracy of WWV transmissions from 1923 to
1973. Shaded area shows WWV as received via sky-wave path.

Many excellent HF broadcasts exist for TFD such
as CHU, JJY, and MSF; various HF emission formats for TFD are illustrated in reference [73]. At this
point we will describe briefly the WWV/WWVH formats to show the composition of a typical HF standard time and frequency transmission.
Station WWV now broadcasts from Ft. Collins,
CO at the international allocated frequencies of 2.5,
5.0, 10.0, 15.0, 20.0, and 25.0 MHz [a,
77, 781; station WWVH transmits from Kauai, Hawaii on the
same frequencies with the exclusion of 25.0 MHz.
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FIGURE10.9. WWV transmitter building and antennas at Ft. Collins, CO.

The WWV transmitter building is shown in figure 10.9. The hourly broadcast formats of both
WWV and WWVH are shown in figure 10.10; the
broadcast signals include standard time and frequencies and various voice announcements. Complete details of these broadcasts are given in
reference [64]. Both HF emissions are directly controlled by Cs beam frequency standards with periodic reference to the NBS atomic frequency and
time standards [79]; corrections are published
monthly [42].
Besides the standard carrier frequencies, an important part of the WWV and WWVH emissions
includes audio tones and time ticks as shown in
figure 10.10. The 1-second UTC markers are transmitted continuously by WWV and WWVH, except
for omission of the 29th and 59th marker each minute. With the exception of the beginning tone at each
minute (800 ms) all 1-second markers are of 5-ms
duration; these WWV and WWVH pulses consist of
5 cycles of 1000 Hz and 6 cycles of 1200 Hz respec-

tively as shown in figure 10.11; this figure shows also
the spectra of the WWV and WWVH pulses. Each
pulse is preceded by a 10-ms period of silence and
followed by 25 ms of silence; time voice announcements are given also at 1-minute intervals. All time
announcements are Greenwich Mean Time and the
actual reference time scale is the Universal Coordinated Time Scale UTC(NBS) (see chap. 1 for time
zone changes from Greenwich).
WWV and WWVH also continuously emit a
100-Hz time code. This is an I R I G H type of code
with a 1-minute time frame; it uses the BCD system,
includes 60 markers per second, and the leading
edge of each pulse coincides with a positive zero-axis
of the 100-Hz modulating frequency. The code contains similar information to the WWVB time code
and 10-ms resolution should be obtainable. For
details of the WWV/VH time code see reference
~641.
There are various means of using the HF standard
frequency and time emissions; they include the
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FIGURE10.11. Characteristics of time-pulse emission from NBS radio stations WWV and WWVH.
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zero-beat method of comparing frequencies (employing either multiplication or division to obtain a suitable frequency), time comparisons for either time or
frequency information, and decoders for the I R I G H
time code [ l , 4, 80, 811. Although the previously
stated accuracies for HF comparisons generally
hold, Watt et al., have shown that improvements in
precision can be obtained through averaging [27].
Their results are plotted in figure 10.12; frequency
measurements are less precise than those by time
pulse. They used a running 10-day average technique to obtain precisions of several .parts in 1010
for a 30-day period. Angelotti and Leschiutta studied
the MSF 10-MHz si nals (path length 1040 km from
Rugby, England to orino, Italy) and for 3500 independent daily measurements over a 10-year period
obtained a yearly mean average time difference of
200 p s between received signals and local clocks.
Winkler also reports that WWV can be received at
the USNO (15 MHz at the same time each day) to
about 200 ps [83].
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(b) record no measurements when an ionospheric
disturbance is in progress;
(c) use the highest reception frequency which
gives consistent results;
(d) avoid radio paths that pass over or near
either auroral zone:
(e) use a good quality communications or special
timing receiver with directional antenna
oriented to provide shortest propagation path.

As with all radio systems, the determination of
propagation delay limits the usefulness of HF
signals for timing. An approximation for propagation delay for one hop skywaves, reflected from the
E and F layers of the ionosphere, can be determined from a graph developed by Morgan and
shown in figure 10.13 [84]. (E-layer exists during
daytime only.) This graph shows an error of about
400 ps for a variation of 200 km in ionospheric
height at a 3000 km single hop distance. HF methods
are critical, especially at distances where transitions
between dominant modes may occur; also in the
determination of the existence of one-hop, twohop, etc., conditions. With consideration of error
sources, one can probably estimate HF propagation
delay to about 1 ms. Bargh_ausen et al., have
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developed methods and techniques for predicting
long-term performance of HF telecommunication

systems [85]. Their computer programs -can yield

much useful information on given frequencies and
propagation paths as described in Annex 10.A.

Advantages of High Frequency TFD
Receiving equipment and antennas are simple
and economical for time accuracies of 1 ms.
The widespread location of HF time and
frequency transmitters, broadcasting UTC
signals, enables reception of at least one of
these transmissions almost anywhere in the
world; they also serve an unlimited number of
users simultaneously.
HF transmitters and antennas are smaller,
simpler, and of less cost than the low frequency broadcasting stations.
Long-term averaging of HF data can remove
some propagation anomalies, approaching
precisions of parts in 1O'O over 30-day periods.
Groundwave signals (- 160 km from transmitter) can be received with about the same
accuracy as transmitted.
Sufficient bandwidth is available at these
frequencies to enable time pulse modulation.

-

Limitations of High Frequency TFD
Received H F skywave signals suffer erratic
excursions in time delay from ionospheric
irregularities; this both degrades time and
frequency comparisons and causes unreliability of reception.
Propagation delays of HF skywaves are difficult to determine to better than 1 ms because
of ionospheric variability from sunspot activity,
time of day, seasons, distance, Doppler shifts,
etc.
The transmission modes (number of hops
propagated) are difficult to predict for HF
radio paths exceeding 3500 km.
Atomic frequency control of HF broadcasts
give instantaneous frequency stabilities in the
transmitted signal some four orders of magnitude greater than that realized at a receiver via
skywave propagation; it appears that no
equipment improvement can overcome this
limitation of nature.

As one example of how standard time transmissions can be used for navigation consider the idea of

range-range or rho-rho navigation. Refer to figure 10.14; assume that a time signal transmitted
from TI is received at a ship located at A. If the coordinates of the transmitter are known, and the ship
has an on-time clock, one could readily determine
the propagation delay, t d , of the received signal. This
value would enable one to compute the distance,
dl (since td.C=d,, where c= velocity of light). It is
thus determined that the ship is somewhere on a
circle of radius dl. If one receives another time signal from Tz, whose coordinates are also known, such
information would also place the ship on another
circle of radius dz, either at point A or B, the intersection points of the two circles. Such a position
ambiguity could be resolved by other navigation
means or by measuring a time signal from a third
transmitter of known coordinates.

FIGURE10.14. Concept of range-range navigation.

-

e. Radio Navigation Systems for TFD

Radio navigation systems have much in common
with standard time and frequency radio emissions
[86]. Both depend upon the constancy of the speed
of light for their concept of operation and both
employ some type of periodic format. Because of
some nearly identical requirements in timing, communication, and navigation, various radio transmissions of precisely controlled frequency can serve
multiple roles.

A corollary to this example is the use of navigation systems for time and frequency dissemination;
it would be necessary that the signal format generator be frequency stabilized and that some recognizable character within the format be synchronized
with the time tick. The accuracy of ranging and timing capability of some systems are graphed in
figure 10.15.
Characteristics of some navigation systems useful
for TFD are given in Annex 10.D. The following subsections give details of the radio navigation systems;
Omega, Loran-C and Loran-A.
( 1 ) Omega Navigation System for TFD

This system was originally conceived as a VLF
radio navigation system for ships, submerged submarines, and aircraft [87,88]. It is expected that both
civilian and military craft of many nations eventually
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will navigate by Omega. For the past decade the system has been operating experimentally, using only
four of the proposed eight transmitters broadcasting
at low power and showing potential in both navigation and timekeeping [89, 901. On October 1, 1968
the U.S. Defense Department approved an eightstation, 10-kW, Omega system with an operational
target date in early 1970. (Now scheduled for the
mid-1970's.) System implementation will involve
capital expenditures of about $100 million. Four
cesium beam clocks will be installed at each of the
eight transmitting stations. The eight-station system
will provide reliable and near-global coverage. Figure 10.16 gives the proposed worldwide location of
the eight-station network. (The Omega station at La
Moure, North Dakota (USA) is now operational at
full power.)

In the Omega system, each transmitter broadcasts
several time-shared carrier frequencies between 10
and 14 kHz. The primary navigation frequency is
10.2 kHz. The basic Omega pattern consists of an
eight-element 10-second format, within which the
fundamental signals are of about 1-second duration
[59] (see fig. 10.17 as an example of one proposed
format). At a receiver, phase differences between
10.2-kHz signals from pairs of transmitters define
hyperbolic lines of position. Since the observed
phase differences of one frequency as received from
two transmitters show multiple ambiguities (repeat
at intervals of one-half wave length- about 29 km at
10.2 kHz) submultiple frequencies are employed in
stages to permit observer location or so-called lane
identification (equivalent to cycle identification in
the timekeeping sense). Stated accuracies are about
1 km in the daytime and double that at night, and
the VLF Omega frequencies can be recei;ed adequately at ranges up to about 13,000 km. After an
initial fix (and barring unforeseen instrumental or
transmitter difficulties), a ship's receiver system will
automatically keep track of lane position while the
ship is underway. Although the Omega signals are
sensitive to propagation vagaries such as diurnal
variations, solar activity, and polar cap attenuation
[91], compensating factors such as the provision of
multiple frequencies can overcome many of these
degrading influences.
Conversely, in terms of TFD, frequency comparisons via Omega signals can be made now to a few
parts in 10" per day with commercially available
equipment; extraction of timing information is similar to VLF techniques previously described. Daily
phase values of currently-operating Omega transmissions are published weekly in terms of UTC
(USNO) [43]. In this way corrections can be made
after the fact. With the new Omega system, it is
anticipated that one can continuously maintain
phase to 3 p s or less per day and/or make frequency
comparisons to several parts in 1012 at global distances [59]. Lead-edge envelope timing measurements can be made with a precision of about 100 p s

1

I

FIGURE10.16. Proposed worldwide location of eight-station navigation Omega (VLF) network [59].
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Proposed Omega eight-element 10-secondformat [92].

[59]. Since the phases of all the transmitted frequencies are closely synchronized, there is opportunity
to employ the multiple VLF carrier technique such
as NBS used with the WWVL broadcasts [46]. This
method should resolve the basic timing ambiguities
inherent in VLF techniques and permit identification of a specific cycle, thus allowing resynchronization of remote clocks. An experimental Omega
precise timing receiver has been developed recently
and is now being evaluated [92]. The Omega format
also offers an excellent opportunity for disseminating time information such as day/hours/minutes in a
low-bit-rate time code using two unique frequencies
assigned to each station [93]. Such timing would not
be required in the navigation function; it does, however, illustrate the significant potential of operational systems providing alternate functions to
diverse user groups at negligible cost and
inconvenience.
Civilian direction of the operational Omega system will be under the Department of Transportation
(DOT) with control of non-US. stations provided by
the foreign country furnishing the transmitter site.
Such an arrangement, subject to international agreement, should insure some degree of permanency
and reliability to both civilian and military users.
Advantages of the Omega system f o r TFD
Transmitted frequencies of each station are
based on concensus of four commercial cesium
beam standards, and assure both reliability
and stability of the Omega transmitted signals.
The eight-station network will be synchronized
to about 1 p s and can provide VLF signals
from 3 to 5 separate stations to global receiving
sites.

Day to day phase maintenance of several p s
appears feasible with corresponding frequency
measurements to several parts in 10".
System offers a strong potential for disseminating a time code at small additional costs.
Nearly continuous operation of 24h/day.
Some propagation factors are predictable,
and time is traceable to UTC(USN0) through
U.S. Naval Observatory monitoring and
reporting.
Omega system has potential for providing
simultaneous timing and navigation information
without interference to either.
Limitations of Omega TFD include the .following:
Repeated measurements at various frequencies
or an external time source may be required to
initially set the date or periodically verify
coarse time.
Modal or long-path/short-path interference can
adversely affect reception, especially at critical
ranges.
Stable phase periods are generally restricted
to certain times of the day, and the VLF signals
are subject to degradation in accuracy from
propagation factors, such as SID's, diurnal
effects, SPA'S, etc. (see VLF limitationssec. 10.3.2.b.)
The Q of the transmitter antenna limits the
accuracy to which pulse transmission can be
accomplished at VLF.
( 2 ) Loran-C Navigation System for TFD

Loran-C ( a n g RJnge Navigation) is a navigation system which evolved from World War I1
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technology to provide precise position for ships.
submarines. and aircraft . In the early 1960’s NBS
explored the timing potential of this navigation
system and found encouraging results [94. 951.
Since then many studies have verified its usefulness for timekeeping [96-981 .
Loran-C uses an LF 100-kHz carrier frequency
(20 kHz bandwidth) and pulse transmission to
form hyperbolic lines of position . The U.S. Coast
Guard now operates and manages the system with
close synchronization to the U.S. Naval Observatory time scale [UTC(USNO)]. The basic Loran-C
unit is a chain. consisting of a master station and
two or more slave stations located within groundwave range of the master transmitter. There are
now eight worldwide chains in operation. which.
together with slave stations. comprise a total of
about 34 stations . These stations are listed in table
10.2. Note that four chains. with details given in

Annex 10.D, are time synchronized and phase
controlled within k 15 ps of UTC(USN0). The other
four chains employ Cs standards for frequency
control but are not maintained within the limits
of 215 p s of UTC Synchronization of stations
within a chain is held usually within 20.2 ps . The
coverage of the multicontinental Loran-C system
is shown in figure 10.18.
Loran-C uses a pulse-coded format with rates
assigned to (a) separate and identify chains and its
members. (b) eliminate stray interference that is
coherent. and (c) provide the optimum SNR for
given geographic chain coverage. Pulse transmissions enable users to separate multipath (skywave)
signals from the earlier arriving and more stable
groundwave signals . Within a chain. a master station
transmits exactly spaced groups of nine pulses and
slave stations eight pulses. within the Group Repetition Period (GRP) assigned to the particular chains.

.

TABLE10.2. Characteristics of Loran-C stations
Chain

Rate

Stations

Emission Delay
(W)

U.S. East Coast

ss7

M Carolina Beach. NC .........................................
W Jupiter, FL ..............................
13,695.48
36,389.56
X Cape Race, NF ........................
Y Nantucket Is., MA ....................
52541.27
Z Dana, IN ................................
68,560.68

Mediterranean

SL1

M Simeri Crichi, Italy .......

Norwegian Sea

SL3
X Bo. Norway .............................

North Atlantic

North Pacific

SL7

SH7

15,048.16
48,944.47
63.216.20

Angissoq, Greenland ...........
Sandur, Iceland .......................
Ejde, Faroe Is ..........................
Cape Race, NF ........................

15,068.10
27,803.80
48312.80

M St. Paul, Pribiloff Is ......................
X Attu, AK .................................
Y Port Clarence, AK ....................

Z Sitkinak, AK ...........................
Central Pacific

s1

Northwest Pacific

ss3

Southeast Asia

SH3

............
14,875.30
31,069.07
45,284.39

M Johnston Is ....................................................
X Upolo Pt., HI ...........................
15,972.44
Y Kure, Midway Islands ...............

(kW)
1.ooo
400
2. 500
400
400
300
400
300
300

Y Sandur, Iceland .......................
Z Jan Mayen, Norway ..................

M
W
X
Z

Power

34353.02

400
400
300
1500
300
500
1.500
4q0

2. 500
400
400
1.800
400
400
400
400

.

M Iwo Jima, Bonin Islands ....................................
W Marcus Island ..........................
15,283.94
X Hokkaido, Japan ......................
36,684.70
Y Gesashi, Okinawa .....................
59,463.34,
80.746.78
Z Yap, Caroline Islands ................

3 000
3.ooo
400
400
3.ooo

M Sattahip, Thailand ..........................................
13,182.87
29,522.12
43,807.30

400
400
400
400

X Lampang, Thailand ..................
Y Con Son, South Vietnam ...........
Z Tan My,South Vietnam ............

*Approximate value. station operation scheduled to begin fall. 1972.
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FIGURE10.18. Coverage of Loran- C navigation system.
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The Loran-C pulse group format is shown in figure 10.19. This figure also shows a typical pulse with
a rise time near 30 ps (following first 3 cycles) for
reaching about 60 percent of peak value; a feature
permitted by the relatively wide bandwidth of
k 2 0 kHz.
For timing it is important to know the time of coincidence (TOC) of Loran-C signals relative to a universa1 time second on the UTC scale. Since these
signals are transmitted by each station once during
the GRP, only a particular pulse coincides with the
UTC second, followed by periodic coincidence.
Times of coincidence vary for the different rates; for
example a repetition period of 59,600 p s gives a
coincident interval of 149 whole seconds, whereas a
rate of 49,600 p s repeats every 30 s. The basic rates
and specific times of coincidence for Loran-C signals are shown in table 10.3. Generally, a Loran-C
pulse coincides with a UTC second at least once
after each 10,OOO repetition periods [98]. The USNO
devised a null ephemeris table which provides specific coincidences for the master Loran chains in
operation. Coincidence measurements using slave
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Specific

Basic+ S

SH

SL

ss

0

50,000
49,900
49,800
49,700
49,600
49,500
49,400
49300

60,000
59,900
59,800
59,700
59,600
59,500
59,400
59300

80,000
79,900
79,800
79,700
79,600
79,500
79,400
79300

100,000
99,900
99,800
99,700
99,600
99,500
99,400
99,300

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Pulse group repetition interval- p s .

TABLE10.3.b. Period of time between U T S 2 and Loran rate
coincidences (seconds)
Specific

O1
2
3
4
5
6

7

I Basic+S I

1
I

49;
249
497
247
493

1
1

SH
59;
299
597

1

1

SL
79%
399
797

297
593

I

I

SS

1
999
499
997
497

UTS =Universal Time Second or UTC second.

stations must account for corresponding emission
delays. The initial date (epoch) for all Loran-C master stations has been set arbitrarily at O O W W ,
1 January 1958. The USNO publishes the periodic
coincidence from this origin in null ephemeris tables
for each calendar year in the Series 9 of the Time
Service Announcements [99].
The accuracy of timekeeping via Loran-C
depends upon (a) the propagation delay and its variation between the transmitter and receiving antenna,
(b) the delay through receiving equipment, and (c)
operator skill in cycle selection. (The daily relative
phase values are published by the USNO [43] and
corrections can be made later.) In addition, synchronizations should be made at TOC seconds and
time of the local clock must be known to better than
one-half of the period of the appropriate chain repetition rate to eliminate GRP ambiguity (-25 to
50 ms).
The propagation delays depend upon such factors
as all sea-water paths, mixed land and sea-water
paths, groundwave or skywave propagation, and irregular terrain effects. Propagation delays can be
computed using methods devised by Johler [loo],
Johler and Berry [loll, and Wieder [102], with fair
success. Potts and Wieder [lo31 point out that a single
portable clock visit to a user site can calibrate propagation delay for skywave propagation and reduce
the error to within an order of magnitude of that
observed in groundwaves. If signals are embedded
in noise, special procedures are required to enhance
the Loran-C pulses. Stetina and Zufall give useful
details for obtaining time synchronization of remote
clocks from Loran-C signals [98]. Their report pre-

sents a description of Loran-C techniques for clock
synchronization of the Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN) and illustrates use of the USNO Time
of Coincidence (TOC) charts.
Pakos [97] has assessed the various errors involved in Loran-C timing and has devised some
qualitative error budgets for different categories of
synchronization; e.g., synchronizing to the same
Loran-C station, two stations within a chain,
stations in different chains, or “real” time or
“after the fact” synchronization. Based on such
estimates he obtains an rms error of about 0.35 ps
for two users within groundwave distance of the
same station, wishing to synchronize with each
other but not with the UTC time scale. Typically,
much larger errors occur when synchronizing to
stations in different chains. Shapiro [lo41 reports
microsecond timing capability for Loran-C signals
received at groundwave ranges of 1500 km landward
and at twice this range over water. (The groundwave
range is limited or effected by transmitter power,
ground conductivity, noise, interference and signal
averaging time.)
Users outside the normal groundwave range of
the LF Loran-C signals can obtain useful timing
information from skywave propagation but at
reduced accuracy. Stone [lo51 has reported skywave
synchronization accuracies at night of 2 5 0 ps over
mixed land and sea paths of 8000-km length. (This
experiment was a visual technique requiring synchronous detection.) Doherty [lo61 has shown
carrier phase stabilities of 2 1 and & 4 ps for daytime
and nighttime, respectively, at ranges to 3200 km
for single hop skywaves. Mazur recently reported
time synchronization to better than 25 ps using
nighttime skyway reception of Loran-C at distances
of
15,400 km [107]. He points out that such
results are demanding of both receiver performance
and operator technique.

-

Advantages of Loran-C for TFD
A fully operational system with firm implementation plans for equal status chains (i.e.,
UTC synchronization) will provide coverage
to a large percentage of the world.
Redundant cesium frequency standards are
used for frequency and time control with
monitoring and referencing to USNO(UTC)
in most cases; phase corrections for six
chains are published weekly by the USNO.
Groundwave stability of Loran-C signals
show microsecond precision capability with
accuracies limited to about a ps because of
propagation effects. Skywave capabilities, depending upon hops, can give ? 10-50-ps
synchronization accuracy. TOC for time
coordinated chains are published in advance
by USNO.
Depending upon user requirements, equipment costs are reasonable but increase as
timing needs become more stringent.
The accuracy and stability of the Loran-C
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system enable comparison of frequency
standards and time scales of many nations and
provide a highly rated input to the International
Atomic Time (TAI) scale at the BIH in France.
As with the Omega system, timing and navigational functions can coexist in one system
with minimum interference, thus conserving
electromagnetic spectrum.
Limitations of Loran-C f o r TFD
The timing accuracies are limited to how well
both propagation and equipment delays can be
determined. Mixed ground and land paths,
coupled with terrain effects, can limit accuracy.
The local clock time must be known to better
than half the chain repetition period to eliminate GRP ambiguity.
Cycle selection is difficult and requires high
operator skill.
Coverage is not global and many areas in the
southern Hemisphere are unable to receive
Loran-C signals.
( 3 ) Loran-A Naoigaiion Syrtem for TFD

Loran-A is an MF radio navigation system, developed during World War 11, to operate in the frequency range of 1.750 to 1.950 MHz [108,109]. In this
frequency range, coverage is limited to a typical station service area of radius 1800 km (groundwave
range over land is reduced considerably); however,
installations are worldwide (essentially in the northern Hemisphere) and are located at or near coastal
areas. Some 60 pairs of Loran-A stations border the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. Figure 10.20 gives a
projected coverage map for the wide spread
Loran-A stations. The U.S. Coast Guard maintains
operation of the system, and it is used extensively
for navigational purposes. Within certain restrictions, Loran-A is capable of microsecond relative
timing or synchronization within moderate coverage
areas of particular stations [2].
Loran-A stations operate in pairs using pulse
transmissions on three frequency channels as
follows:
Channel 1
Channel 2
Channel 3

ating on the Channel 1 frequency (1.950 MHz), a

PRR of 20 pulses per second and a specific repetition period of 39,500 ps. Pulses from two transmitters of a Loran-A pair are radiated with a fixed
delay to ensure identification of the master and slave
signals within the coverage areas. Baselines of
Loran-A pairs range from about 300 to 1200 km and
specific repetition rates are chosen to minimize
interference from other pairs. Sometimes a third station is provided to form a Loran-triad. This station

can operate on both specific repetition rates and
perform mixed functions. The Loran-A pulse envelope has a cosine square shape; the pulse envelope
rise time at the 50 percent amplitude point is about
20 ps and the width at this point is about 40 ps. A
typical Loran-A pulse is shown in figure 10.21.
Limited clock synchronization via Loran-A is
feasible. Since each pair transmits independently,
synchronization can be accomplished only within
the coverage area of a particular pair. There is no
UTC time base for Loran-A stations; each pair
has its independent time base. Reception of these
sky signals is limited by propagation effects [110].
Propagation of these MF signals over land paths
is extremely limited. The groundwave signal
strength of a 100-kW transmitter at 2 MHz received
over an 200-km land path is about equivalent to
that received over a 1200-km seawater path. On the
other hand, the propagation of skywave signals is
about equivalent for water and land paths. Skywave
signals, via one-hop E-nighttime transmissions,
are usable to about 2500 km, but with reduced
accuracy. The ambient noise level experienced at
MF also effects the usable range of Loran-A. A
typical signal level of 5 pV/m is required during
the day in the middle latitudes to provide a maximum range of about 1200 km.

-

Advantages of Loran-A for TFD

The system provides a means for synchronization to several p s within coverage range of
pairs of stations (in the sense of a transfer
standard) within groundwave proximity to the
transmitters. Synchronization to 5 p s is claimed
for nighttime skywaves received in an area
of over 3000-km radius about the transmitter

1.950 MHz
1.850 MHz
1.900 MHz

PI.

Ultimate system precision, through application
of corrections for propagation effects, is predicted at 0.1 ps over seawater [110].
Receiving equipment and antenna requirements are minimal, however, commercial
Loran-A receiving systems are not available
solely for purposes of T/F comparison.
System employs many worldwide stations in
northern hemisphere with signals available to
many coastal areas.
All Loran-A transmitters are accurately located
to within about 30 m (equivalent to less than
0.1 p s error).

Specific pulse repetition rates (PRR) are assigned a
given Loran-A pair and each station transmits one
pulse per Loran-A sequence [2]. The three basic
repetition rate are 20, 25, and 33 '/3-pulses per second coded as S, L, and H respectively. Repetition
periods for given PRR's are coded zero through
seven; each integer represents 100 microseconds to
be subtracted from the basic repetition period of
-40,000 ps. Thus a Loran-A pair is designated by
frequency channel, pulse repetition rate, and specific repetition period; e.g., 1% denotes a pair oper-
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FIGURE10.21. Typical Loran- A pulse envelope.

Disadvantages of Loran-A .for TFD
Pairs of stations in the Loran-A network are
not linked together in time and repetition
rates; they have no relation to the UTC time
scale and are essentially 60 independent
broadcasting systems.
The area over which Loran-A time measurements could be made is limited to that in which
signals from either of a pair of Loran-A
transmitters can be received.
Frequency generators are crystal oscillators
which show aging effects relative to time; phase
corrections are not published.
Reception of Loran-A signals is limited to
relatively short ranges and is subject to fluctuations inherent in MF propagation.
The altitude of a receiving site above the
surface is a factor that must be corrected for
in precise time measurement; i.e. in an aircraft.
Range of transmission coverage is affected by
ambient noise level and is related to location
on the earth, season, and day or night transmission.
Land masses in the course of signal path
adversely affect propagation.
f. Television TFD Techniques

Time and frequency comparisons via television
signals have become a valuable and useful technique in many countries during the past 5 or 6
years [111-120]. Tolman et al., first demonstrated
the utility of synchronizing remotely located clocks
with television pulses transmitted over many
microwave links; VHF television signals from one
transmitter also provided clock synchronization
to the same accuracy within the local TV broadcast
service area [ l l l ] . A primary concern in long-term
TV comparisons is the constancy of the propagation
path delay between a multiplicity of microwave
relays. Many studies have substantiated that such

path stability is in the range of 0.1 to 1.0 ps [112,
113, 116, 1191. For “on time” synchronization it
is necessary to know the propagation path delay
between the transmitter and receiver. This can be
calibrated by a portable clock visit. Tolman et al.,
[ l l l ] reported that measured path delays agreed
well with calculated values based on geographical
distances and assumption of speed of light propagation. Leschiutta recently compared geographical
delay computations for the Rome to Turin path in
Italy (- 745 km)with both round trip TV measurements and Loran-C data [120]. Geographical delay
was determined by an ellipsoid computer program
using established coordinates for transmitters,
microwave relay stations, and receiving points. The
calculated differential path delay agreed with the
Loran-C data to less than 1 p s and with the round
trip TV values to about 6 ps. Uncertainties in
coordinates account for variation in these data.
Such computed delays could prove useful to TV
clock comparisons, dependent upon the accuracy
required.
At this point we will consider the mechanism of
various TV techniques for TFD. The following four
categories have been investigated and will be discussed in terms of experience in the U S . :

(1) Time dissemination. TV transmissions can be
utilized without auxiliarv coding as a “transfer
standard’’ (passive) f i r clocc coordination
[111, 112, 1171.
(2) Time and frequency dissemination. Sync
pulse trains can be stabilized in frequency,
then aligned in some fashion with a time
scale [121].
(3) Frequency dissemination. Frequencies contained in the TV transmission can be stabilized, providing accurate frequency information directly, or they can be used in a “transfer
standard” application [116, 1221.
(4) Time and frequency dissemination. Time
and frequency information can be injected
into unused portions of the TV format for
dissemination (active) [116, 119, 323, 1241.
~

(1.a) Sync Pulse “Transfer Standard” Clock
Coordination. The method was first demonstrated
in 1965 when synchronization via TV microwave
links was accomdished between Prague, CzechoSlovakia and Potsdam, Germany [ l l l].-The method
has since gained wide acceptance. In 1968, NBS
began using TV sync pulses from a common transmitter to synchronize the time broadcasts from
Fort Collins, Colorado, to the UTC(NBS) Time
Scale at NBS, Boulder [79]. The accuracy of such
measurements is better than 1 p s with an rms
day-to-day deviation of about 30 ns.
(1.b) NBS Line-10 “Transfer Standard” Time Dissemination. Following the work of Tolman and
others, NBS developed the TV line-10 system as a
passive means of comparing geographically-separated precision clocks [116, 1251. Figure 10.22 gives
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FIGURE10.22. Overview showing routing of TV signals for
time/frequency comparisons.

an overview of the system which permits periodic
comparison of clocks throughout the U S . via commonly received network broadcasts at a specified
time. The broadcasts used by NBS originate from
the New York City studios of three commercial TV
networks (ABC, CBS, and NBC).3 These originating
networks stabilize their transmissions with independent atomic frequency standards (rubidium gas
cells). The New York signals, broadcast without
auxiliary time coding, traverse varied and long paths
using relays at microwave frequencies. This relay
system is a chain of broadband radio links encom3 The results of this report are not to be used for advertisingor promotional purposes.
or to indicate endoresement or disapproval oi the product(s)and/or services oi any commercial institutions by the National Bureau of Standards.

passing the continental United States at line-of-sight
distances of 40 to 60 km between repeaters. The
routing of such networks in NBS experiments is
shown in figure 10.23. The microwave relay sytem
carrying over 95 percent of intercity television programs is known as the TD-2 system [126]. At a
terminating station, such as an affiliate local transmitter, the microwave signal from the applicable
repeater station is converted to a video signal and
retransmitted by VHF or UHF (commercial TV) to a
local service area. Reception points for typical
line-10 experiments included the USNO at Washington, DC and NBS at Boulder, CO.
This version of TV timing uses the pulse identifying line-10 of the odd field in the 525-line system M
(F'CC standard for the U. S. and one of some 12
worldwide system [127]), as a passive transfer
pulse. This pulse occurs during the blanking retrace
interval between successive fields as shown in figure 10.24. The line-10 pulse, as the transfer standard
element, is easy to identify with simple logic circuits. Figure 10.25 shows a typical equipment configuration for line-10 clock synchronization, at a
receiver site. Clock comparison occurs through
differential measurements of TV line-10 data. Basic
data are taken simultaneously from a common TV
broadcast at given receiving sites; the differences
between clock-counter output readings remain
essentially unchanged within a few microseconds
from day to day except for infrequent reroutes of
microwave signals and/or instability or relative
frequency offsets among the reference clocks [125].

\

J!

FIGURE
10.23. Microwave relay routing of different networks across continental U.S. used for
NBS television experiments.
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FIGURE10.25. Typical equipment configuration for line-10
clock synchronization at a receiving site.

Likewise, other clocks in the U.S. can be related
to the UTC(USN0) and UTC(NBS) scales through a
similar reception and data processing technique.
Comparisons can be made with daily line-10 measurements made at the USNO and NBS and published periodically [42, 431. If the system is to be
used to accurately set the clock's date, the delay of
the propagation paths involved must be known; e.g.,
calibrated with a portable clock. Since the period of
one TV frame is 33.3 . . .ms, it is also necessary to
resolve this ambiguity at the receiving site to
-16 ms.

Typical TV signals in the U.S. may be routed over
paths two to four thousand kilometers in length. The
occasional network reroutes mentioned previously
will produce an effective change in the propagation
path delay. If the rerouting is not common to all
clock comparison links it will adversely affect the
results; consequently, it is highly advantageous to
use all three networks to enable identification of any
such changes in one link.
A detailed analysis was made of TV line-10 data
for the period June 1969 to December 1970 [128].
Figure 10.26 gives a plot of fractional frequency
stability A U ~ ( Tversus
)~
the sample time T in days
for the microwave paths between Washington, DC
and Boulder, CO for each of the three networks;
the instabilities of the reference time scales are
assumed negligible. The time fluctuations were
analyzed directly, and it was determined that the
TV noise was reasonably modeled with an (Y = 1
process, i.e., flicker noise phase modulation for this
path [129, 1301. The dashed line in figure 10.26
corresponds to a noise process with (Y 3 1. The
fractional frequency between AT(USN0)s and

'The symbols used in Chapter 10 are defined in the glossawin Annex8.A of Chapter

8.
"he
designation ATWSNO) parallels our designation AT(NBS); it follows the
New Delhi CCIR Recommendation 458 of Study Group 7 for Standard Frequency and
Time Signals. USNO (Mean) or A.l (Mean) in reference [I311 is identical to AT(USN0)
as used herein.
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plot of relative time differences (average rate removed) of the AT(NBStAT(USN0) time scales for
the 1969-71 test period in terms of three-network
TV line-10 (weighted), Loran-C, and cesium
portable clocks. Good agreement is shown with
portable clock measurements, and the maximum
spread is well within + 2 ps. The results of the
TV line-10 study indicated that this three-network
TV system (properly filtered) could be used in major
portions of the United States to maintain clock
synchronization within an RMS precision of about:

0
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\A
FLICKER NOISE PHASE
MOWLATION

'(x

Y

e\

7uY(7)
= 5ns 71/3s-1/3

,

(10.2)

\ o

FIGURE10.26. Fractional frequency stability uy( 7 ) versus
sample time of AT(USNOFAT(NB.5) time scales compared
by three-network TV line-10 technique.

AT(NBS) [131, 1321 calculated over the period of
analysis was:
4.48 X

Y

~

~

(

~

~

YAT(NBS )

~

~

=) -4.43
Y

4.56

via ABC

x
~ 10-13
~ ( ~via~ CBS.
S )
(10.1)
X

lO-I3 via NBC

The precision of these measurements is k 3 X
as indicated by the stability shown at 7 = 224 days.
The three essentially independent networks
enables one to optimally combine the data by
weighting each network set inversely proportional
to its variance. The squares in figure 10.26 represent
the combined network stability using such an optimum weighting procedure. Figure 10.27 gives a

a(AT(USN0)

where 7 ranges from 86400 s to about 2 X lo7 s
(1 to 224 days). Equation (10.2) is based on the
assumption that the clocks were synchronized
previously [128].
(2) Real Time Synchronization from Stabilized
TV Sync Pulses. The USNO recently proposed a
modification of the TV line-10 passive time synchronization technique [121]; in this method the TV color
subcarrier frequency (3.57 . . . MHz) is stablized
with a cesium atomic standard [122] and phase
shifted so that sync pulses in the vertical interval
coincide with 1-pps signals referenced to the USNO
master clock (MC). The method can be used to set
remotely located clocks in a TV local service area
within several nanoseconds of an absolute time
scale. In a particular experiment the USNO stabilized the color subcarrier frequency of a local TV
station in the Washington, DC area and maintained
coincidence between the line-10 pulse marker (odd
field) with a one-second pulse of the USNO-MC.
Coincidence occurs at exactly 1001 seconds (16 min
41 s) intervals because of the unique TV frame repetition rate (33.366, 667 ms per frame-see refer-

- AT(NBS)) - DAY COUNT X 34.56ns/DAY
VIA

I

LORAN-C
0
3 NETWORK TV
Q
Cs PORTABLE CLOCK A

1969

1970

1971

FIGURE10.27. Relative time differences of the AT(NBSFAT(USN0) time scales compared by
the Loran-C, three-network TV line-10, and cesium portable clock techniques (plus arbitrary
constants).
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ence 11251). Such a relationship permits calculation
of time of coincidence (TOC)dates or times, months
in advance, referenced to some arbitrary initial
TOC. The USNO has set an initial coincidence as
0000 UT January 1, 1958 and computed 3 time of
coincidence Ephemeris Reference Tables similar to
those used in Loran-C (see sec. 10.3.2.e(2)). An
example of TOC table use for "on time" clock comparison is shown in table 10.4.
The USNO line-10 TV measurements at a receiving site are identical to those discussed previously
in the NBS line-10 section. In the USNO experiment [121] the cesium oscillator controlling the local
TV transmitter was not maintained in synchronism
with the USNO Master Clock; however, over a
2-month period only a small drift of about 1 ps was
recorded between the two frequency standards.
Absolute frequency stabilization of a TV transmission, together with TOC charts, offers an economical and accurate synchronization technique for
referencing clocks in local TV service areas at any
convenient time and completely independent of
contact with the time referencing laboratory.

Certain advantages and limitations of passive television time synchronization techniques are outlined
in table 10.5.
( 3 ) Stabilization of TV Color Subcarrier. In the
U S . the major TV networks provide a means for
precise frequency measurements in their color
broadcasts. In such broadcasts a color subcarrier
of 63/88 of 5 MHz (3.57 . . . MHz) is derived from
a rubidium oscillator/synthesizer (stable to
1
part in 10l2 per day) at the originating station in
New York City and transmitted on each horizontal
sync pulse, together with the picture information.
It is used as a reference to phase-lock the crystal
oscillator in the home color TV receiver for demodulating the chrominance sidebands and maintaining
color shades. Frequency stability measurements of
the color subcarriers of the three major networks
(originating in New York City) have been made
at NBS, Boulder, Colorado [122]. The received subcarrier is compared in frequency to the NBS standard, and the networks are advised of their frequency
offset so that they can adjust their oscillators. The
rubidium oscillator frequencies are measured

-

TABLE10.4. Example of using USNO Time of Coincidence (TOC) Ephemeris Reference Tables for frequency stability-TV, line-10 [121]
(a) Assume a clock synchronization was desired at about 1930 UT on September 19, 1971 in a local TV service area. Measurements
between the local clock and the received line-10 signals gave the following printout:
h

min

s

19
19

30
30

02
01

19 9 8 7 . 6 7 ~ s
18 987.67

19

30

00

17 987.67

19
19

29
29

59
58

16 987.67
15 987.67

(h) TOC table values:
Table 1
First TOC
each Day

Table 2
All TOC's
per Day

TOC-Sept. 1971
Near 1930 UT
(Addition Tables 1 and 2)

Table 3
Interpolation
of Seconds
Between TOC's

/I

9/19/71

h

min

s

00

12

26

near
1930 UT

h

min

s

19

11

09

1;

;i

1

I

19
19
19

23
40

56

?:\57

19h
19

29"
23

6

6OS
35
25

6"25"+ 17 9 6 6 . 6 7 ~ s
(c) :.The TV line-10 odd pulse following the 19h30m00SUT I-pps will be transmitted at 19h30"0.017966.67s.
(d) Calculation of clock differences:
Local clock difference with received TV line-10 pulse
(19h30m00s-September 19, 1971)
Propagation time

17 9 8 7 . 6 7 ~ s
- 18.00
17 969.67,

TOC chart time of transmission
Clock difference
Thus UTCOocal ~lock)-UTC(TV,~)=3.00ps (1930 UT September 19, 1971).
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- 17 966.67
3.00~~.

TABLE10.5. Advantages and limitations of passive television techniques for TFD
Television Technique

Advantages

Limitations

(1.a) Transfer standard (dif- 1. Precise clock comparisons can be made to 1. Clock readings must be taken simultaneously
ferential) using a TV sync
better than 100 ns.
by timing centers requiring synchronization.
pulse received in a TV 2. Comparisons can be made at any time during 2. Data must be exchanged between participating
transmitter local service
transmission without modification or influence
stations after the fact of measurement.
on network programming.
area.
3. Technique gives only comparative clock dif3. Method is independent of microwave network
ferences. Calibrated path delays between
routing.
stations is required for absolute time comparison.
4. Comparison equipment at a receiving station $. Coverage is limited to line of sight VHF or UHF
is relatively inexpensive.
signals which may be subject to multipath interference within a local TV service area.
5. Measurement methods are simple.
6. Simultaneous clock measurements can be made
at an unlimited number of stations within a local
service area.
(1. b) Transfer standard (dif- 1. Precise clock comparisons can be made to
ferential) using received
about several microseconds nearly anywhere
TV line10 throughout conthroughout continental U.S.
2. Three television networks with atomic clock
tinental U.S.
references (Rb) provide redundancy and
enable cross synchronization; system has no
effect on network programming.
3. The required instrumentation is simple, easy
to use, and reasonably inexpensive. (The line-10
pulse code generator costs less than $200.)
4. One-a-day measurements are adequate for
precise frequency standards.
5. Users can compare TV line-10 measurements
with published NBS and USNO values and
relate time scales if propagation path is
calibrated.
6. Modular frame intervals can permit advance
predicted TV delays.

1. Microwave paths can be interrupted or networks
rerouted without notice.
2. Clock readings must be made simultaneously
by all stations requiring synchronization.
3. Measurements require simultaneous viewing of
“live” broadcasts originating from New York
City studios for near-continental coverage;
present network distribution system uses a delay
tie-in with West Coast transmission lines which
limits coverage of West Coast area; also there is
limited availability of simultaneous viewing of
nationwide network programs.
4. System will not work with tape delays.
5. NBS and USNO measurements are not made on
weekends and reference data at these times are
unavailable.
6. Line-10 TV system ambiguity is 33 ms.
7. Propagation anomalies may limit system’s usefulness in some areas of the continental U.S.

(2) Real time transfer from
time-scale-related transmissions (line-10 in local
TV service area).

1. Requires installation of atomic cesium clock and
phase shifting synthesizer at local TV transmitter.
2. Absolute clock calibrations require knowledge
of delay between the transmitter atomic standard
and local standard at TV receiving site.
3. Clock time must be known to half the system
ambiguity or 16 ms.
4. Same as item 4 for technique (1.a) previously
given.

1. System can set or synchronize clocks within
the local TV service area to a few nanoseconds
of a reference clock.
2. The stabilized modular frame intervals permit
prediction of TOC between 1 pps of an atomic
time scale and emitted line-10 odd pulses,
months in advance. This allows construction
of TOC charts and independent clock synchronizations.
3. System will operate with existing line-10 TV
receivers.
4. Operation is without interference or effect on
regular programming.
5. Measurement methods are simple.

regularly at Boulder in terms of the rate of AT(NBS),
and the average weekly data are published for the
benefit of users throughout the country [42]; representative data are given in table 10.6. Note the agreement in offset frequency among the three networks
during the week of January 22-26, 1973. Such
agreement was intentional to permit interchange
and split screen synchronization of the three network TV cameras during President Nixon’s inauguration; the AT(NBS) scale was used as a
common reference for such adjustment. (TV color

-

-

subcarrier frequencies are still offset from nominal
by about -300 parts in lolo.)
NBS designed instrumentation both to synthesize
the output of a 1-or 5-MHz local frequency standard
to 3.57 . . . MHz and to compare phases of the
local synthesized signals to the received subcarrier
frequency [122]. Figure 10.28 gives a block diagram
of such a calibration system. Frequency stability
measurements of the color subcarriers received
at Boulder indicated resolution of the phase difference between the subcarrier and local 3.57 . . . -
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TABLE 10.6. US. television network atomic standard frequencies in terms o f A T ( N B S )
y s FRACTIONAL FREQUENCY
I

Dates of
Measurement Period
1973

FOR

1\

Cs P.C.

LOEAN-C

A
0

TV-LINE 10 0
rv-COLOR
SURCAPRIER

Average Fractional Frequency
Offset (parts in 1O'O)
ABC

.- 305.18

2 Jan.- 5 Jan.
8 Jan.-l2 Jan.
15 Jan.-18 Jan.
22 Jan.-26 Jan.
28 Jan.- 2 Feb.

-305.25
-299.23
-299.37
-299.36

From NBS Time and Frequency Services Bulletin, February
1973. See reference [42].

VHF COLOR SIGNAL
FROM LOCAL TV
TRANSWITTERO R I G l N A T I N G FROM
NYC S T U D I O S .

)
jJ

FIGURE10.29. Relative fractional frequency stabilit ubl
(7)
versus sample time for CBS TV color subcarrier; EbrarrC;
three-network TV line-IO; and cesium portable clock.

~

Some advantages and limitations of the TV color
subcarrier technique (3) of comparing frequency
standards are as follows:

360'

PHASE
OIFF.

LOCAL STANDARD

00

TIME-

FIGURE
10.28. Equipment configuration for TV color subcarrier
frequency comparisons.

MHz signal to less than 10 ns; this corresponds to
a frequency resolution of about one part in 10"

-

in
17 minutes. A plot of relative fractional frequency stability versus sample time is given for the
following data in figure 10.29: CBS TV color subcarrier; weighted three-network TV line-10; cesium
portable clock and Loran-C [128]. An estimate
of the time dispersion of the color subcarrier data
plotted in figure 10.29 is as follows:
7uy(7)= 0.3ns

~ 1 / 3 s - ' /,~

A dvant ages
Provides resolution of frequency differences to
about one part in 10" in less than 30 minutes;
excellent short term stability is shown.
TV color subcarrier comparisons can be made
to the NBS(UTC) time scale through periodically published data [42].
Comparison equipment is relatively inexpensive
and simple to use (parts cost for the 5.0 to
3.57 . . . -MHz synthesizer and linear phase
comparator is about $100).
The several independent networks allow both
flexibility and redundancy of measurement.
Limitations
Requires TV color transmission referenced to
atomic frequency standard (originating network
in New York City).
Microwave relay links can fail or be rerouted
causing disruption of signal.
West coast tie-in to "live" programming from
New York City is limited and the networks give
minimal coverage to West coast areas of the

U.S.
Taped programs with local low grade oscillator
control is unsatisfactory for color subcarrier
comparisons.
Propagation anomalies can limit usefulness of
TV color subcarrier comparisons in some areas
of the U.S.

(10.3)

with T in the range 125 =S 7 s 384 s. The measured
frequency stability of the color subcarrier gave a
T C ~ ( T )of 1 nanosecond in the range 1 p s c T
1 s.
Figure 10.29 permits comparison of relative stabilities (precision) of the several techniques; e.g., at
T = 200 s the values of ~ ~ ( for
7 )Loran-C, TV
color subcarrier, and cesium portable clock are
1 X 10-10, 1 x 10-11, and 4 X 10-l2 respectively
[128].

(4) Injection of Time and Frequency Information
into TV Format (Active).Techniques for transmitting
time and frequency information within the broadcast TV format have been developed at NBS. Initial
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tests were made at Denver, CO, using lines 15 to
17 [116]. In January 1971, Koide and Vignone tested
the technique on a 45-km path in California and
found the synchronization accuracy better than
100 ns [133]. The favorable results experienced in
the early tests led to refined experiments across the
continental U.S. from New York City to Boulder,
CO and to Los Angeles, CA [123, 1241. This active
line technique, called the "NBS TV Time System,"
used line one of the vertical blanking interval for
transmission of time and frequency information.
Such a proposed time and frequency dissemination
system is undergoing evaluation. A section of the
system, useful for local area distribution, is shown
schematically in figure 10.30. The time and frequency information is injected into line one as shown
in the wave form diagram of figure 10.31.
The user station is equipped with a TV receiver, a
decoder, an alphanumeric character generator, and
optional auxiliary equipment for automatically
measuring the time difference between the received
time signal and the user's clock. Several modes of
operation are available to the user (see fig. 10.30).
(a) Coarse time (hours, minutes, and seconds)
can be displayed on demand on the user's TV screen
in alphanumeric characters.

(b) The time difference between the received time
and the user's clock time can be displayed on the
TV screen with nanosecond resolution.
(c) The received 1-MHz sine wave can be used for
direct frequency comparison.
Digital time dissemination: A reference time
standard and a time code generator are installed at
the point of program origin (network or local studio).
Both the code and its complement are sent for redundancy. The code, injected in the second half of
line-1, carries hour-minute-second (HMS) information derived from the reference time standard
(see fig. 10.31). The system does not measure propagation delay time; this delay is treated as clock error,
which is insignificant for coarse timing. The user
must make a calibration of the path delay between
the clock at the code injection point and the clock
at the receiver if accurate time is desired.
At the user's clock station a decoder is required.
Optional comparison instrumentation is available
if desired. The active line system provides an HMS
readout on a modified commercial TV receiver,
which includes a built-in digital clock regulated by
the time code. In the event no code is received, the
digital clock reverts to internal control.

FIGURE10.30. Active-line TV Time system at local television station.
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1 -'MHz frequency dissemination: The active line
system also provides a precise frequency standard.
A stable 1-MHz carrier is transmitted during the
interval between the first and second equalizing
pulses of lines 1 and 262% (see fig. 10.31). At the
decoder, a phase-locked oscillator recovers this
signal using an approach similar to the detection
of the color subcarrier in a color TV receiver.
Results at NBS indicate that such a received
standard frequency permits calibration of a local
standard to 1 part in 10" in less than '/2 h.
LINE-525,

-

VERTICAL BLANKING
INTERVAL

]

1 hHz

'INE

I

F U L L WHITE = 100 I R E

W A V E MESSAGE CODE

FIGURE10.31. Method of injecting time-frequency information
on active line in vertical blanking interval.

TABLE10.7.

The reported active line-1 experiment compared a
cesium reference 1-MHz signal at NBS Boulder to
a TV line-1 received 1-MHz signal generated by a
cesium standard at the ABC New York City studio
[123, 1241; typical phase variations of about ? 10 ns
were shown in one hour as indicated by a comparison record given in figure 10.32. The short term
stability of a 1-MHz quartz oscillator, phase locked
to the received 1-MHz TV signal originating at New
York City, was determined; measurements indicated that this active line-1 data were only slightly
less stable than the color subcarrier data except for
measurement times < 20 ms [124]. This is noteworthy, in that the line-1 system is sampled at
about 1/100 the rate as that for the color subcarrier.
Figure 10.33 is a block diagram which shows the
capability of phase-locking a local crystal oscillator
to a received 1-MHz signal from an active TV line.
This TV system shows a long term (several days)
stability of a few parts in 10l2. (It should be noted
that the Department of Commerce petitioned the
FCC in December 1972 for the use of line 21 in the
vertical interval for time and frequency dissemination similar to the line-1 active system.)
Capabilities and limitations of the active line TV
dissemination of time and frequency are listed in
table 10.7.

Capabilities and limitations o f active line TV time1frequency dissemination (category 4 )
~~

Television Technique
Time and frequency
coding of active line in
Blanking Interval.

Capability

~~

~~

Limitations

1. System permits calibration and phase-locking
of remote oscillator to about 1 part in 10"
within '/z h.
2. System can transfer real time to submicrosecond accuracy in a local service area; provides hrs., min., and seconds in continuous
digital update.
3. It is estimated that 70% of the U S . population
could be reached by installing synchronized
coders at network centers in New York City
and distributing the active code over existing
microwave links.
4. Transmission of data has no effect on network
programming and system transmission is cost
free to user.
5. As the UTC scales of both NBS and USNO
are mutually coordinated to k 5 ps of each
other, users of TV active line system would have
effective access to both scales.
6. User cost is proportional to required precision.
7. System is unambiguous to 24 h for date information, and reliability to 10 fis.
8. Three or four major networks would provide
redundancy and permit cross checking.
9. System supports other uses such as captioning
for the hearing impaired.
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1. Requires installation of cesium standard and
e n c o d q s at TV transmitters. (A time and frequency decoder, capable of nanosecond resolution, would cost about $1000.)
2. Clock decoder must be installed at clock comparison receiving station.
3. Microwave paths can be interrupted or networks
rerouted without notice.
4. Equipment requires modification to allow time
code compatibility with local time in case of
taped shows.
5. The viewing time of nationwide network programs is limited; the active line must be "live"
for measurements referred to the network
cesium beam standard.
6. Real time comparisons require knowledge of
propagation and equipment delay time between
the transmitter atomic standard and the frequency standard at the receiver.
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FIGURE10.32. (a) Typical equipment configuration for phase versus time measurements (TV); (b) phase record comparing 1-MHz
signal from cesium standard at Boulder, CO with 1-MHz signal derived from line-I active code generated from cesium standard
at New York City studio.
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VHF (and higher) radio signals, can overcome the
radio delay uncertainty problem to a large extent

[139]. Propagation delays of satellite signals can be

FIGURE10.33. Phase locked crystal oscillator via TV line-1
(1-MHz reference signal).

g.

calculated to high accuracy ( C 10 p s ) ; the refractive index for most satellite-to-earth radio paths
is near the free space value since the ionosphere
and troposphere constitute a small fraction of the
total path; and multipath effects are negligible for
all but the highest accuracy users who might receive
the signals at low elevation angles. On the other
hand, satellite systems are expensive, launched for
primary missions other than TFD, and the satellite
is never exactly fixed in position relative to a user
antenna. Consequently, there is a multiplicity of
choices and tradeoffs to be made in designing a
satellite system for a given situation.

TFD via Earth Satellites

The appearance of Sputnik satellites in 1957
signalled a new potential in terrestrial-space radio
techniques. Since then, artificial earth satellites
have been proposed and used for a variety of purposes including telecommunications, navigation,
geodesy, traffic control, and safety [134-1381. It
is significant that many of these applications require
time/frequency techniques, yielding an ancillary
capability for TFD. Satellites are more advantageous
than many conventional TFD techniques in terms of
global coverage, accuracy of time transfer and
propagation degradation. This occurs through the
unique height position of a satellite relative to earth,
allowing satellite visibility to intercontinental areas
using line of sight radio frequency propagation.
During the past decade many TFD experiments have
been made via satellite; the results have been very
encouraging. In the future, satellites may broadcast
time and frequency signals on an operational basis;
such transmissions, however, will no doubt be
supplementary in function, as the cost of construction, launch, and maintenance would seem to
prohibit a dedicated satellite solely for purposes of
TFD. It is beyond the scope of this study to examine
in detail the many satellite transfers of time and
frequency. In turn we will (1) discuss some basic
concepts of satellites as related to TFD, (2) give
comparative results of TFD via satellite over the
last 10 years, (3) briefly describe several U.S.
Navy navigation satellite systems useful for TFD,
(4) show the NBS approach to distributing time and
frequency signals via satellite, and (5) outline
both advantages and limitations of satellite systems
for TFD.
( 1 ) Some Basic Satellite Concepts. The major
problem confronting the user of TFD techniques
by earth-bound radio signals is the difficulty of
predicting the radio delay path which results from
the complexities and reflections in the ionosphericatmospheric propagation. Artificial satellites,
however, are used both as relays and signal sources
with onboard clocks and, in combination with

Altitude
Classification

Medium
High
Low
(Synchronous)

1

Altitude Range- km
(Above earth's
surface)
900- 2,700
13,ooO-20,000
22,000-48,000
36,000

Satellite Period

- 100 to 150 min.
~

7 to 12 h
13 to 35 h
24 h

Consider the matter of orbit. Should it be circular
or elliptical? At what altitude above earth? Easton
classifies satellites by altitude as shown in table 10.8
[140]. Very deflnite characteristics are implicit in
these 3 classifications. Figure 10.34 shows one of
these; namely, the farther out the satellite is the
greater the earth coverage until near maximum coverage is reached at synchronous altitude. On the
other hand, the signal strength decreases with altitude increase; also, if the satellite is equipped to
maintain a precise orbit and fixed orientation to
earth as well as possess the capability of transponding signals, additional integral components are
required. Or, look at the factor of earth coverageone synchronous equatorial satellite is constantly in
view (24 h) to about V 3 of the earth's surface (3 satellites could provide near global coverage); a decrease
in satellite altitude is characterized by a shortened
period with nearly global coverage (in view for short
periods of time at one station), and the Doppler
effect, sometimes used in navigation, becomes more
pronounced. Operation of a satellite with an
on-board clock complicates clock maintenance and
necessitates periodic adjustments, although no continuous RF transmission is required from the
ground. Use of a satellite relay or transponder permits the clock to be maintained on the ground and
allows use of a general purpose communication
satellite on a time-shared basis. In a one-way satellite system the users receive signals from the satellite in a listen or receive-only mode. A two-way
satellite system usually involves bilateral communications between separated reference and receiver
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transmitted terrestrial standard source is relayed by
the satellite transponder to the earth receiver. The
accuracy of time transfer in this mode is dependent
upon the knowledge of the absolute propagation
delay between the ground transmitter- satellite
transponder- and ground receiver.
With VHF transponders (ATS 1 and 3) the available bandwidth is -100 kHz which limits use of
pulses at fast risetime. An alternative means for
resolving time differences in the one-way mode
employs the so-called side-tone ranging technique.
(This technique also can be used in the two-way
mode.) There are variations even in this technique;
one method uses a 10-kHz tone, phase locked to a
time standard with its zero crossing coincident with
the clock's 1 pps [141]. Bursts of the 10-kHz tone are
transmitted at different repetition rates to resolve
ambiguities. The receiving station detects the satellite-transponded signal and decodes with sampling
rates equivalent to the transmitted tone-burst rate in
terms of the receiver clock. A typical decode by this
technique is shown in figure 10.36, where burst repetition rates of l , 10,100, and 1000 times per second,
as well as the continuous frequency of 10 Hz, were
transmitted and received to determine the total relative time difference between two remote clocks. The
beginning of each tone burst marks the time delay
increment for each different pulse rate except that
the continuous 10-Hz signal is read when the tone
crosses the zero axis. The lowest tone used reduces
the ambiguity of the timing information, while the
highest tone provides the limit of resolution. The
delay thus determined includes the clock differences, equipment delays, and propagation path
delays.

SYNCHRONOUS

FIGURE10.34. Relative earth coverage by satellites at various
altitudes.

FIGURE
10.35. One-way satellite timing mode.

clocks on the ground through relay via the satellite
transponder. In either one or two-way transponder
mode the satellite must be visible to both the ground
transmitter and all receiving stations at an angle of
at least 5" above the horizon of each. An on-board
clock mode provides timing information directly
from a satellite in a one-way mode. The following
discussions describe the 3 major means of satellite

TFD:
One-way mode. The users operate in a listen or
receive-only method. As shown in figure 10.35 the

FIGURE
10.36. Example of arrival time via side-tone ranging of
satellite signals [150].

If the path delays can be separated out, the other
factors are resolvable to high accuracy. Path delays
may be determined from orbital elements which
sometimes are relayed by satellite. (Orbital elements
describe the satellite's orbit and its position in that
orbit at a given date; they include six constants of
motion which in one form include period, eccentricity and inclination [142].) The orbital elements
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are obtained from observations over a period of time
and are issued periodically by agencies responsible
for operation of a given satellite. A major difficulty
in timing via the one-way mode satellite system is
the variability in delay caused by the satellite motion.
A Root-Sum-Square (RSS) error analysis for the
one-way mode is reported as 0.9 ps when factors of
equipment and VHF propagation delays, position
uncertainties of the satellite and receiving stations,
and clock instabilities are taken into account [2];
another analysis, without a clock instability factor,
gives an RSS error of 0.35 p s [3].

-A--Bw

CLOCK T I C K S
I

I

I
I

CLOCK T I C K S

I

I

FIGURE
10.37. Typical two-way satellite time diagram.

Two-way mode. The users operate in both a listen
(passive) and transmit (active) mode, although the
satellite still relays the signals as in the one-way
case. However, an exchange of information between
the two ground sites permits a measure of the path
delay, thus obviating the need for knowing the location of either the satellite or earth stations. A simplified timing diagram for a two-way satellite system is
shown in figure 10.37. Specific techniques vary but
the following is ’given as an example. Assuming
that the master and slave clocks are synchronized
to one second, one can adjust the transmitted time
signals to arrive “on time” at the slave site via a
voice communication link. The total delay in the
transmitted time signal is designated A in figure
10.37. A is related to the time difference between
the master and slave clocks, S t , and the one-way
path delay between ground transmitter- satellite slave ground station, Td, as follows (using 1 pulse
per second time ticks):
(1-Td).

(10.4)

Following synchronization of the slave clock with
the master clock, the slave station transmits uncorrected clock signals directly back to the master
station where they arrive via the satellite relay at a
time B later. B has the following relationship

B = bt + Td.

(10.5)

Since one can measure both A and B at the master
station, the difference between the two ground
clocks, bt, can be determined by combining eqs
(10.4) and (10.5) with the propagation delay, Td,

dropping out. Thus,
6t=

(A+B-1)/2.

(10.6)

In this case 0 C S t < Td; in most cases 6t will be less
than T d which is 0.25 s in the synchronous satellite case. (Different formulas hold for other clockdifference, propagation-delay relationships.)
Jespersen et al., used the above technique with
alternate pulse rates of 1 and 100 pps to synchronize
widely separated clocks to about 4 ps with a synchronous-satellite transponding VHF signals [143].
Degrading factors such as satellite movement
during satellite signal exchange, nonreciprocity
of path, carrier frequency dispersion, and variation
in equipment delays can adversely affect the
accuracy of the two-way mode. If one neglects clock
instability, two reported error budgets give RSS
values of 0.2 p s [2] and 0.14 ps [3], of which
equipment delays are principal contributors.
On-board clock mode. This satellite technique
can employ either a crystal or atomic clock within
the satellite which transmits timing information
directly to a terrestrial receiver. (It is conceivable
that aircraft also could receive such timing information for use in collision avoidance or air traffic
control.) The degree of accuracy realized in this
timing mode is directly related to the certainty
with which the propagation delay between the
satellite and ground station is known, as in the oneway mode. This technique offers an excellent means
of clock time transfer whereby two stations receive
the same satellite transmission and difference
their results over a period of time (time transfer
technique). Although the position of a clock-carrying
satellite in geostationary orbit could be fairly well
established, time data from such synchronous
satellites would be subject to relativistic gravitational shifts of -50 ps/day and second order
Doppler shifts of about 4.4 pslday [144]; these
constant terms, however, are compensable and
should not limit the accuracy.
On the other hand, TFD via low altitude orbiting
satellites is complicated by the Doppler effect of
the moving transmitter which can cause shifts as
large as 25 X 10-6 in the received frequency at a
ground station (minimum Doppler shift occurs at
closest approach to an earth receiver). Thus, timing
resolution requires accurate tracking information.
An error budget for the satellite on-board clock
has been given as 0.25 p s RSS [3] and 0.7 ps RSS
[2]. The variations of these estimates result from
differences in the assumptions for carrier-frequency
propagation errors and uncertainties in both satellite
position and equipment delays.
In summary, the one-way mode can satisfy a
multiplicity of users at widely separated points with
some sacrifice in accuracy principally because of
path delay uncertainties caused by satellite position
error. The two-way mode can service only a small

-
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number of users, but, with elimination of the path
delay problem and the addition of a communication
link, it appears this method could realize submicrosecond capability. On-board clock techniques have
similar advantages and limitations of the one-way
mode.
(2) Some results of TF comparisons via satellites.
The first time experiments via artificial satellites
were conducted in August 1962, using the communication satellite Telstar [145]. These experiments related time at the USNO in Washington, DC to that at
the Royal Greenwich Observatory (RGO) in England
to about 1 p s (with about 2 20 p s assigned to an LF
ground link error). The two-way mode was employed

using 5-ps pulses at a 10-pps rate and microwave
carrier frequencies. Since that time many experiments have been made via the one-way mode and
the low orbiting on-board clock technique. Laidet
reports a relative accuracy of 20 ps between the
TRANSIT satellite on-board clock and Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES) network clocks
[146]. Table 10.9 shows results of various time and
frequency experiments via satellites during the past
ten years, including applicable satellite characteristics. These results indicate the excellent
potential for TFD via satellites between widely
separated global points in the microsecond accuracy
range.

TABLE10.9. Selected TimelFrequency Comparisons via Satellites (1%2-1973)
~

~~

Date

Satellite

Orbit
frequency

August 1962

TELSTAR

February 1%5

RELAY

June-July 1%7

ATS- 1

November- December

1%;

January 196SApril 1972

March-October

1%9

February 1970

J u n r J u l y 1970

February- August 1971

II

August 1971- 1973

- 4800 km
- 800 km

Elliptical
Apogee
Perigee

- 4800 km
- 1400 km

Equatorial neai
synchronous

1 (SHF) 1.714.1 CHz

~

~ _ _ _ _ _

Purpose
of test

Two-way relay

Clock comparison-RGO
(England)and USNO
(Washington, DC) via
Andover. ME

Two-way relay

Clock comparisun-RRL
(Japan) and USNO via
Mojave, CA

~

Stated
accuracy

- 1 ps

- 0.1 ps

(VHF) 149.2/135.( Two-way relay
MHz

Two-way time sync
experiment

422 w

ATS- 1

Equatorial near
synchronous

(VHF) 149.2/135.( One-way relay
MHz

Worldwide time sync
experiment

10 to 6 o p s '

3EOS-II

Elliptical near polar
Apogee 1480 km
Perigee 11 10 km

(VHF) 136.3 MHz

Time sync of some 8
worldwide tracking
stations

25 ps

TRANSIT

Low altitude 1- 1100 (UHF/VHF) 400.0/ One-way from
on-board
km) rircularlpolar
150.0 MHz
rlock

Synchronization of 6
French satellite control
networks

20 ps

DSCS

Near synchronous
drifting
259day

Experimental program to
determine feasibility of
replacing military
portable clock trips

0.1 ps

Time sync experiments at
C-band carrier frequencies

0.05ps

Two-way relay

(SHF)

-

One-way from
on-board
cluck

ATS-3

Equatorial near
synchronous

(SHF)(C-Band)6.2 Two-way relay
6.3/4.1GHz

TACSAT

Equatorial near
s ynchrunous
Equatorial near
synchronous

(UHF/VHF)303.4/ One-way relay
249.6 MHz
(UHF/VHF)302.7/ One-way relay
249.1 MHz

Low altitude ( - 925
km) circular 70'
inclination

(UHF) 400 MHz

LES-6

Late 1971

Apogee
Perigee

~

Mode of
measurement

TIMATION I1

ATS-3

Equatorial near
synchronous

~

One-way from
on-board
clock

(VHF) 149.2/135.6 One-way relay.
wide area
MHz
broadcast

Dependent upon age of orbital elements.
Within 2 weeks of orbital element date.
$ Within 12 h of orbital element date.
4-day old orbital data.
mm 6-day old orbital data.

t
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I"1

valuation of one-way
mode for clock sync at
stations in North and
South America

Satellite time sync
experiment
Experimental Time/Frequency Dissemination

(U

- 0.2ps:

150 pst
25 ps $
--Ips.

-4ps

- 50 ps

..

TABLE10.10. Characteristics of the Operational TRANSIT Satellites

Scientific
Name

Designation

Launch Date

Period

Perigee

Apogee

Inclina-

Eccen-

Right Ascension of

(min)

(km)

(km)

tion

tricity

Ascending Mode (deg)

0.018
0.0076
0.0050
0.0022
0.0018

238.2
279.0
88.1
12.4
348.8

(den)
1970
1968
1967
1967
1967

67A

12A
92A
48A
34A

30190
30180
30140
30130
30120

27 Aug
2 Mar
25 Sept
18May
14Apr

1970
1968
1967
1967
1967

106.98
106.93
106.75
106.96
106.48

949.7
1024.7
1036.0
1066.8
10%.9

( 3 ) Timing via U.S. Navy navigation satellites.
(a) Navy Navigation Satellite System (NNSS)TRANSIT. The NNSS is primarily a means for
determining accurate navigation fixes through Doppler measurements of accurate radio signals transmitted from low-altitude moving satellities (velocity
2 7 m/ms) [142, 158, 1591. A secondary function,
of interest to TFD, is the continuous transmission
of timing marks at 2-minute intervals. These marks
are referenced to the UTC time scale and are periodically updated through a ground support network.
The TRANSIT system became operational in 1964;
it presently consists of 5 satellites with on-board
clocks and in nearly-circular polar orbit as shown in
figure 10.38. The satellites were spaced initially so
that their planes of orbit would be -45" apart at
the equator. Each are visible from all points on earth
several times a day due to their orbital motion
around the rotating earth. Characteristics of the 5
orbiting satellites are given in table 10.10.
A fairly elaborate correction network exists for
the TRANSIT system. It consists of 4 tracking stations in Hawaii, California, Minnesota, and Maine,

1218.2
1138.4
1110.6
1099.0
1074.3

90.04
89.99
89.23
89.63
90.20

a computing center, a time reference link to the

USNO, and two ground to satellite communication
sites or injection stations [160]. A pictorial diagram
of the TRANSIT system is given in figure 10.39.
The satellites are monitored continuously with information flow to the computing center; orbit predictions for the 16-hr intervals are determined and
transmitted to the TRANSIT satellites, together
with timing resets, from the injection stations. This
information is rebroadcast from the satellites as
explained below.
The heart of the on-board clocks consists of high
quality 5-MHz crystal oscillators, requiring a frequency stability of at least a part in lo9 for an observation period of
15 minutes. An example of the
TRANSIT crystal oscillator stability is shown in
figure 10.40 where the effects of launch are shown
as well as the stability recovery 12 to 16 hours after
launch. About 2 weeks later the stability per day is
better than a part in 10". Current in-orbit oscillators exhibit stabilities of several parts in 10" per
day over intervals of 100 days [160].
The TRANSIT satellite continuously transmits
crystal stabilized signals at two phase modulated
(PM) frequencies- 150 and 400 MHz. (Two
frequencies are used to minimize the refraction
error which is inversely proportional to the square
of the carrier frequency.) The radiated power is
0.1 watt, providing useful signals up to distances
of about 3500 km [160]. Navigation information is
given in 2-min segments which begin and end at the
instant of each even minute. A digital encoded time
marker is broadcast with time uniquely marked
at the instant of the even minute by the appearance of a 400-Hz switching tone. A typical TRANSIT
timing signal is shown in figure 10.41. Laidet used
such TRANSIT signals in synchronizing worldwide
French tracking stations to 20 ps [146].
In the timing application of TRANSIT signals one
must know the orbit of the satellite and the location
of receiving site. For a stationary receiving position
one can fix the satellite's position from the transmitted orbital parameters, calculate the range and
thus determine the signal propagation delay. Presently, the satkllite time is set to UTC in 10-ps
steps; thus, 10 ps is the upper bound of clock setting accuracy although averaging can reduce these
time step effects [I&]. The equipment for the complete navigation capability for NNSS, including
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NOTE:

A 5 t h S A T E L L I T E WAS
A D D E D I N AUGUST 1 9 7 0

FIGURE10.38. TRANSIT satellites showing 4 polar orbits.
(Consecutive orbits do not repeat around rotating earth.)
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TIME-T2

TRANSIT
’
SATELLITE ORBIT
DOPPLER S I G N A L
O R B I T A L PARAMETERS

I

T R A C K I N G S T A T I O N (MINN.)
0

R E C E I V E S , RECORDS &
D I G I T A L I Z E S DOPPLER
SIGNALS

I1

COMPUTING CENTER ( P T .
0
0

MAGU,

CALIF.)

111

CALCULATES FUTURE
O R B I T A L PARAMETERS
RECEIVES UPDATED T I M E DATA

INJECTION STATION
0
0

E R A S E S S A T E L L I T E MEMORY
T R A N S M I T S NEW O R B I T A L
PARAMETERS & T I M E
CORRECTION

FIGURE
10.39. TRANSIT satellite system operation.

I

m

SATELLITE 301 90 ( 1 97067A)

TRANSMITTED
............... ............... .................
1 2 1
8

I
T‘

T = 4.915 m s

RECEIVED

FIGURE10.41. TRANSIT timing signal (transmitted every 2
min. [146]).
FIGURE10.40. Typical TRANSIT on-board oscillator stability
curve.

costing about $2500 [160].Future plans for TRANSIT
type satellites include crystal oscillator drift correction, coarse time resolution to 200 ns, date adjustment precision
1 ns, and pseudo random noise
(PRN) time-code modulation [160, 1611.

digital computer and data processor is quite expensive, however, a simple non-directional whip antenna
can be used at a ground station with a commercially available “satellite time recovery receiver,”
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,

Name

Launch Date

Period

Orbit

(min)

TIMATION I

31 May 1967

TIMATION I1

30 Sept 1969

TIMATION I11

FY 1974

- 103
103.4

-480

Carrier
Frequency

925

400 MHz

Circular
70" inclination
Circular
70"inclination

925

Circular
125' inclination

(b) Navy TIMATION satellites f o r TFD. TIMATION is a proposed navigation system using a multiplicity of medium-altitude, circular-orbiting satellites
with on-board clocks. Two experimental satellites
have been launched to date in a low-altitude orbit;
a third launch to medium altitude is planned for the
near future [140, 1631. Characteristics of TIMATION satellites are given in table 10.11.
Easton has described a TIMATION timing technique for determining the travel times between a
moving satellite and a receiving station through
phase comparisons of a received radio signal [140].
His technique includes (1) transformation of the
satellite position to that of a celestial navigation concept; (2) use of a Marcq St.-Hilaire type of precomputed intercept chart for plotting arrival times and
determining a fix; (3)transmissions of low frequency
modulations on a UHF carrier, sequenced in order
similar to side-tone ranging; (4) comparison of the
received signals at a remote site where a duplicate
sequence of time-ordered frequencies is generated,
thereby determining an arrival time measurement
consisting of both propagation delay and satellitereceiver clock differences, and (5) plotting the arrival
times on the Marcq St.-Hilaire intercept chart to
determine the clock differences as well as the range
and/or path delay to the satellite. TIMATION satellite positions, both prediction and post-diction, were
obtained from Doppler measurements by the
TRANET tracking network and processed to give
a computed time delay between the satellite and
selected receiving stations.
In 1968, TIMATION satellites were used in an
experiment to compare widely separated clocks in
Alaska; Colorado; Washington, DC; and Florida.
The results of these time-transfer measurements
are given in figure 10.42; the overall RMS error
shown over a period of 10 to 15 days is stated to be
0.55 p s [140]. Experiments in late 1971, using TIMATION I1 passes in a southeasterly direction over the
central USA and the Atlantic Ocean, gave differences between computed and measured delays of
1 p s for 4-day old orbit ephemeris data; 6-day old
data gave results 3 to 4 p s in error [156]. In 1972 time
transfer measurements between clocks at the Royal
Greenwich Observatory (RGO) and the USNO were
made via TIMATION I1 at nearly concurrent times.
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Altitude
(km)

13,875

Oscillator
Stability

1
1

150 MHz
400 MHz

3 X 10-l'

Inactive

1 X lo-"

Active

- 2 x 10-12

335 MHz

Status

1580 MHz

Scheduled
Launch

NRL- ALASKA
rms 0 . 4 4 ~ s
SLOPE O.O3ps/DAY
-2
-4

N R L - COLO.
r m s - Q67us

0
0
c

g
-2
2

-

-A

NRL- TEXAS

eo*.

NRL- FLORIDA
SLOPE

- O.O7rs/OnV

0
20 25

0

5 10 15 20 25 0

5

I O 15 20 25

DAYS

FIGURE10.42. Time transfer results via Timation I1 satellite

[140].

The results were comparable to Loran-C and portable clock measurements within 1.5 ps and indicated a time-transfer capability of 0.5 p s accuracy
[162].
TIMATION 111, scheduled for launch in Fiscal
1974, is a considerably improved version of TIMATION I1 [163]. It will be visible over intercontinental
ranges for observation periods of -2 hr; provide
limited use of pseudo-noise modulation signals at
1.580 GHz, and possess a memory which can store
orbital information. Considerable attention is given
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the TIMATION crystal oscillators to compensate
for temperature changes and radiation effects as
well as lower the crystal aging rate. A TIMATION
satellite receiver has been developed and built; its
cost estimate is $20,000, although quantity demand
should reduce this considerably.
(c) Defense Satellite Communication System
(DSCS)forTFD. The DSCS uses some 21 equatorial
drifting satellites (Phase-1 type drifting 25"/day
at >32,000-km altitude [135, 152, 1641) for communication, and the system provides a precise time
mechanism for comparison of clocks at inter-continental military installations. The DSCS method is
being used to successfully compare distant clocks
to less tban 1 ps, replacing many expensive portable
clock trips.
With certain communications equipment the time
transfer requires no signal insertion or disturbance
of normal operation; the regular pseudo-random
code stream is transmitted, received, and matched
to give a measure of clock difference if the propagation delay is accounted for. Both two-way and oneway modes have been used to determine clock differences in the time transfer method (subtraction of
clock data). DSCS timing tests between Brandywine,
MD and the SATCOM facility at Helemano, HI
gave about 0.1-ps clock difference and a standard
deviation of 0.16-p s for a series of 34 clock measurements in 1970 [152]. DSCS time transfer systems
have been developed for terminals not equipped
with regular communication modems (mini-modems)
[1651. Clock comparisons have been made between
short earth distances to about 0.2 ps using the MiniModem equipment [152]. The DSCS operationally
transfers USNO time, via a microwave link to the
Brandywine, Maryland terminal, to points in
Europe, USA, and the Pacific area to 0.1 ps as
shown in figure 10.43 [166].

-

of equipment prompted NBS to take a somewhat
different approach to still realize the potential of
accurate time and frequency dissemination via
artificial earth satellites. An experimental satellite
timing program has been in progress at NBS since
mid 1%7 and is part of a continuing research effort
to develop systems beneficial to a large number of
users. NBS has worked only with geostationary
satellites, and initially conducted two-way experiments using the NASA-Application Technology
Satellites (ATS) containing VHF transponders at
about 150 MHz. With inexpensive receivers and
transmitters, accuracies of about 4 ps were reported
for these studies [143]. Basic ionospheric effects
did not appear to limit the results. One-way satellite
experiments, using the ATS transponder at VHF,
gave clock comparison accuracies of 10 and 60 p s
for respective orbit positions a) at the time of
measurement, and b) for a one week advanced
prediction [149].
Recently, NBS has performed additional one-way
transmission tests with communications satellites
such as LES-6 (Lincoln Experimental Satellite)
and TACSAT (Tactical Communications Satellite)
[154, 1551 as well as the Application Satellite
ATS-3 [157]. These satellites operated in the VHF
and UHF bands in the frequency range of 150 to
3M MHz. At these frequencies and with the power
of transmission involved, one is able to use small,
inexpensive antennas with a SNR more than adequate for the measurements. A pictorial view of the
master station and five receiving stations used in
typical one-way clock synchronizations is shown in
figure 10.4. The results of such measurements have
been given in table 10.9.

-
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( 4 ) NBS satellite TFD experiments. The high
accuracy and wide bandwidth at microwave carrier
frequencies of complex military satellite transmissions is at the expense of costly equipment which
is beyond the range of many users. Such high cost

FIGURE10.44. Experimental TACSAT and LES-6 satellite
network
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As noted earlier, the satellite positions used in the

NBS experiments have been based on orbital information supplied by the agencies controlling the
satellites. NBS investigated an alternative approach
which could prove adequate for many users. Trilateration techniques were used to locate a satellite
through relay range measurements by three widely
separated stations during simultaneous transmission of timing signals. Concurrent with the trilateration measurements was the synchronization of
clocks at other remote sites; the same timing signal
was used for simultaneous ranging and clock synchronization. The accuracy of the range determination depends upon the accuracy of the clock synchronization at the remote sites as well as the range
measurement resolution. (A rather low range resolution of 3000 meters was obtained for these experiments.) From the determined satellite position,
propagation delays to earth points can be computed;
using this approach, it was possible to synchronize
clocks other than tracking site clocks to about 40ps
over intercontinental distances using TACTAC anr!
LES-6 at two different times [155]. It is estimated
that the technique could provide accuracies near
1 to l o p s if one used precisely synchronized clocks
and improved the range resolution; i.e., less uncertainty in the equipment delays.
A similar technique has been reported by Russian
scientists; they used an ISZ type MOLNIYA-1
satellite (in an inclined elliptic orbit at low to high
altitude [136, 1671) together with the “orbit” television system to synchronize remotely-located time
scales [115]. The satellite coordinates were determined at the moment of time synchronization from
three widely separated points; i.e., Moscow and
Vladivostok in Russia and a reception point of the
“orbit” television signals in France. The experimental results, after establishing earth coordinates
and measuring delays, showed synchronization of
time scales to about l o p s over earth distances of
8000 km. The technique is of value for synchronizing remote sites which are inaccessible to direct TV
reception [115].
At this point we will describe some concepts and
techniques which have evolved from recent experimental work at NBS with the ATS-3 satellite. A
promising experiment, ending in late 1973, consisted
of two 15-min broadcasts (5 days a week) with a
WWV/WWVH type format from ATS-3 [157]. The
broadcasts were “on time” with reference to UTC
and originated at the NBS Laboratories at Boulder,
CO. The signals were transmitted (uplink) to the
ATS-3 satellite via a 149.245 MHz carrier; they
were transponded (downlink) at a carrier frequency
of 135.624 MHz to a wide earth coverage area including North and South America, large parts of the
Atlantic and Pacific Ocean and parts of Western
Europe and Africa.
The 1971-73 experiments show a potential for
various accuracy levels of service; three have been
demonstrated and will be described briefly. First,

a coarse time check is possible through simply
listening to the time ticks or voice announcements
broadcast from the satellite. These signals are
accurate to about 0.25 second- the signals left
Boulder on time but were delayed in traveling to the
satellite at 36,000 km altitude and back to earth.
(The transponder delay is insignificant at this level.)
The second level of accuracy is attained by
measuring the difference between the arrival time
of the received “ticks” and those generated by a
local clock. From oscilloscope measurements one
can achieve 10-ms resolution between the received
signal and his clock by visually averaging the position of a positive-going zero crossing of the first
cycle of the tick. However, as in all one-way satellite
measurements, allowance must be made for propagation delay. To overcome this problem NBS prepared path delay contours on ATS-3 coverage
maps, based on orbital elements issued by NASA, as
shown in figure 10.45. From such contours one can
read the propagation delay from the Boulder transmitter to the satellite and from the satellite to an
earth receiving point. Satellite movement obsoletes
these contours; updated contours were published
monthly, together with receiving antenna pointing
charts which gave elevation and azimuth angles to
the satellite anywhere within the coverage area
[42]. Application of such chart corrections to the
oscilloscope readings provides timing to a few
milliseconds.
The third level of service provides timing to better
than 50 ps. This technique is predicated upon the
accuracy of NASA’s orbital elements which permit
predicted propagation delays from Boulder to any
point in the satellite’s view to within 10 to 20 ps.
Voice broadcast gave the satellite’s longitude, latitude and a radius correction. To take advantage
of this capability for the benefit of the user, NBS
designed a special purpose delay computer in the
form of a circular slide rule [168]. Figure 10.46 shows
a picture of the prototype delay computer. To use
this computer one enters the satellite position information together with the latitude/longitude coordinates of the receiving point and determines the
propagation delay to within 10 to 20 p s .
The differences between theoretical delay measurements and slide rule calculations at NBS Boulder
from the transmitter- satellite-receiver are shown
in figure 10.47. The slide rule calculated delays
agree with the theoretical computer delays to several
microseconds over a relatively large range of latitude
and longitude. The results of these ATS-3 experiments are reported in detail by Hanson and Hamilton
[157]. Figure 10.48 gives both a block diagram and
photo of the receiving equipment that could be used
in the ATS-3 timing experiments. The receiving
equipment can be simple and inexpensive; for optimum results it included a 10-dB gain Yagi antenna,
low-noise transistorized preamplifier and a modified FM receiver which costs $150.
The experimental ATS-3 satellite broadcasts
have proven that concepts of simplicity, various
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FIGURE1 0 . 4 . Slide rule calculator for determining ATS-3 satellite arrival times.
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levels of accuracy, and reliability are achievable
with low-cost receiving equipment and are commensurate with the degree of the measurement
complexity. NBS may provide 24-h experimental
timing at some future time through a Department of
Commerce satellite. Many of the concepts and
techniques developed in these experimental programs would be applicable to an eventual TFD
service via satellite.
( 5 ) Advantages and limitations of satellites for
TFD. The advantages and limitations are given in

table 10.12 for the two categories of the lowaltitude orbiting clock and the synchronous radiorelay. In this evaluation one assumes that these
satellites are not launched or justified solely for
TFD. (Synchronous satellites with on-board clocks
have been proposed but are not considered in this
evaluation.) The net conclusion is that satellites
offer an excellent potential of meeting the timing
needs of many classes of users at various accuracy
levels.

TABLE 10.12. Advantages and Limitations of Satellites for TFD
Satellite Type

Advantages

Low-altitude orbiting satellite
with on-board clock.

1. Worldwide (periodic) coverage is possible even
with one satellite (polar orbit).
2. Timing synchronization is available to an unlimited number of passive users within sight
of the satellite at any one time.
3. Users do not require transmitters as in a twoway mode.
2. Short line-of-sight range between the satellite
and the user gives a favorable SNR at high
elevation angles.
5. Clock differences can be determined between
receiving stations in a short time period
with auxiliary communication.
6. This technique is capable of synchronizing
world wide clocks to one primary time
standard.

1. The satellite dynamic motion causes variation
in the signal propagation delay and requires
correction for Doppler effects. Compensation
for propagation delay is a major factor for use
of these satellites in TFD; knowledge of orbit
position is essential.
2. The availability of timing signals is limited to
10 to 15 min per pass several times a day.
3. Accurate time comparison requires continual
accounting for equipment delays.
4. The on-board clock has limited life and cannot
be repaired or modified.
5. Clocks in orbit require monitoring and periodic
adjustment.
6. Operational military systems require expensive
and complex receiving components which are
impractical for many users.
7. Satellite power can fail and/or the satellites can
be destroyed.
8. The system requires many satellites for redundant and frequent passes.

1. There is continuous availability of timing
signals to a large area of the earth (- 1/3 of
the globe).
2. Two-way modes using simultaneous radio
transmissions over reciprocal paths need no
correction for propagation delays.
3. The system offers an attractive means for rebroadcast of standard frequency radio
signals to simultaneous receivers at high
accuracy and low cost, using VHF-UHF
transponders.
4. The master clock is accessible at a ground
station and can be continuously referenced
to UTC(NBS).
5. Wide band microwave transponders are available which permit fast rise pulses and clock
synchronization at a receiver to less than
1 ps. This is at the expense of costly equipment, however.
6. The ionosphere-atmosphere portion of the
radio path is small in relation to the total
path and causes minor degradation in the
line-of-sight VHF and higher frequencies.
7. System can replace expensive portable clock
trips.

1. Near world-wide coverage requires at least three
equatorial synchronous satellites.
2. Even synchronous satellites show some movement, and accurate orbital elements are
required at the time of measurement for
microsecond time synchronization.
3. The much longer radio path than that of the
low-altitude satellites requires higher transmission power and/or the use of high gain
directional antennas.
2. Synchronous satellites can be moved, thus
changing the earth coverage area, or they may
be destroyed.
5. Synchronous satellites are considerably more
expensive to launch than low-altitude satellites.
6. Accurate time comparison requires knowledge
of equipment delays.

Radio-relay type satellites in
synchronous orbit.

Limitations

-

h. Microwave Time and Frequency Transfer (SHF)

The usefulness of this band for TFD has been
demonstrated by the TD-2 microwave system in the
USA and various systems abroad in long distance
routing of television signals; such techniques were
discussed earlier in Section 10.3.2.f. Two specific
examples of microwave TFD are now described.
Phillips et al., have demonstrated that time and
frequency can be transferred two-way at a frequency
of 7 GHz between the Naval Research Laboratory
(NRL) and the USNO (line-of-sight path of 11.75 km
in the Washington, DC area) [169]. In the NRL/
USNO microwave experiment, NRL transmitted a
1-MHz signal, derived from a hydrogen maser, to the
USNO as shown in figure 10.49. This signal was
compared to the USNO master clock; also, the
USNO transmitted time and frequency information
simultaneously to NRL by the algebraic addition
of a 1-MHz signal and 1-pulse per second, both in
terms of the USNO master clock. Such a technique
enables continuous comparison of both phase (frequency) and date (time) at NRL. Phase resolution
was found to be better than 10 ns and date transfer
s O . 1 ps. A second microwave link between the
USNO and the Waldorf Satellite Research Communication Station (path length of 32.2 km) also
provided phase resolution to better than 10 ns. Such
a link to nearby Brandywine, MD will be used in
connection with the DSCS network for disseminating T/F information to continental terminals [170]
(see sec. 10.3.2.g).

-

The NRL/USNO link has been operating for
more than 3 years and shows no diurnal dependence
with little effect from seasonal or temperature
changes. Wet snow accumulating on the antenna
did adversely affect the results. The effects of highdensity air traffic crossing the transmission path at
a local airport were minimal and of small consequence. The propagation delay is determined by a
portable atomic clock. The carrier frequency stability was not critical, and the narrow beam width
minimized multipath error. The first information
received was by direct path so that the pulse leading edge was used for timing when multipath reflection occurred.
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) is also pursuing microwave TFD to link 3 remotely located
precision timing systems to a master timing source
over distances up to 16 km at the Goldstone Deep
Space Communications Complex (GDSC) [171].
They transmit a 1-pps of 50 ps duration at baseband
frequencies generally above 2.5 MHz. The rise time
of the return pulses is 0.4 ps between 10 and 90
percent of the initial slope as compared to half that
time for the input pulse. Over a period of time some
microwave system drift was noted, up to 2200 ns.
These changes were cyclic and believed to be
related to weather anomalies such as relative
humidity, temperature changes, and dust storms. In
a typical lO-day period the total cyclic excursion
did not exceed 2 2 0 ns. This microwave system
presently links two stations in the Goldstone complex to a relative synchronization accuracy of better
than 1 ps.

-

-

-
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FIGURE10.49. NRL/USNO microwave links.
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Advantages o f Microwave TFD
The system provides extremely accurate transfer of frequency and time information, i.e.,
phase resolution to 10 ns and time to 0.1 ps.
System is reliable generally showing small
effects from diurnal changes, propagation
anomalies, weather, or temperature.
Once established, the measurement system is
simple and straight-forward.
Simultaneous time and frequency measurements are possible between remote sites of
limited range (- 40 km) with good reliability.
System requires very low power of radiation
(- 1 watt).
Multipath causes small interference and carrier frequency stability is not critical (precise
modulation).

member encouranged this clear channel station to
improve the precision control of their broadcasts.
They have demonstrated that, today, a commercial
broadcast station can transmit precise time and
frequency information traceable to NBS and at
relatively low cost [174]. The carrier frequency is
phase locked to the WWVB received signals at 60
kHz through division, multiplication, and long-term
integration, and the resultant frequency stability
is s 1X
In addition, a 1-kHz time pulse signal
of 400 ms duration is broadcast every 15 minutes.
This time is referenced to WWV, with allowance
made for propagation delay, and is considered
accurate within the range of 1 to 10 ms [175]. A lowcost receiver frequency-marker-generator ($100) has
been designed and built; this unit will receive the
650-kHz signal, to which a 10-MHz crystal oscillator is locked, and produce marker pulses from
10 MHz down to audio frequencies. Initial tests
have shown satisfactory results from Nashville to
both Evansville, IN (- 225 km) and to Boston, MA
(- 1500 km). Generally, the signal is stable during
daytime, but multipath adversely affects it at night.
The received accuracy of the broadcast carrier
within groundwave distance should be equivalent
to that as transmitted in the local Nashville area;
received accuracies at skywave distances will be
degraded in a similar manner as MF transmissions.

-

Limitations of Microwave Time and Frequency
Transfer
Initial cost of microwave equipment is high.
The system is limited to line-of-sight distances
of maximum range 40 km.
Accumulation of snow or ice on the dish antennas can seriously affect the microwave
transmission.
Only a very limited number of users can be
served with a microwave T&F system because
of geometric limitations of the transmission
beams.

-

i. Commercial Radio TFD Techniques

The idea of providing standard frequency signals
from commercial radio broadcasts is not new,
having been employed in the United States in the
middle 1920’s [172]. In 1927 there were 13 socalled standard frequency stations broadcasting
in the range of 17 to 1000 kHz and referenced to
standards at the National Bureau of Standards at
Washington, DC. The number of stations was
limited to those which could be received regularly
and reliably at NBS; the results of these measurements were published monthly. Additional “constant frequency stations” were designated when
broadcast frequencies were maintained close to
licensed values. Of course the accuracies of these
signals were many orders of magnitude less than
now obtainable; they do, nevertheless, foreshow a
potential means of standard frequency dissemination possible today.
About 36 years ago a commercial station in
Nashville, TN stabilized their broadcast carrier at
650 kHz to an accuracy of 1 part in lo6. They used
a multiple temperature-controlled oscillator which
was periodically checked with WWV at Beltsville,
MD [173]. Within the last several years a CCIR

-

Advantages o f Commercial Broadcast TFD
Simple, cheap and readily available receivers
can be used to obtain time and frequency information to relatively high accuracy within ground
wave distance of a commercial broadcast station. The commercial station thus serves as a
secondary standard which is directly traceable
to NBS standards of time and frequency.
The commercial broadcast station can perform
an additional service to the public at small
additional cost to itself through NBS lowfrequency broadcast reference.
The service would be of special value to a great
number of users who do not require the full
accuracy capability of the NBS standard time
and frequency broadcasts.
A network of frequency-stabilized commercial
broadcast stations located throughout the larger
populated areas of the U S . could provide
secondary time and frequency references to a
large percentage of the population.
Limitations of TFD via Commercial Broadcast
Stations
The high accuracy signals generally are limited
to ground wave range around the transmitting
antenna.
Special techniques are required for high accuracy comparisons through skywave reception of
commercial broadcasts.
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j. TFD from VHF Signals Reflected from Meteor Trails

Both in the United States and Russia, investiga-

RECEIVER

tors have reported that meteor burst links will
support precise time synchronization and frequency
comparisons between remote sites via reflection of
VHF signals [176-1781. Sporadic meteors, entering
the upper atmosphere about 120 to 80 km above the
earth’s surface, evaporate and form a thin ionized
15 to 50 km long with a typical lifetime of
trail,
fractions of a second (100% > 150 ms and 2% = 1.5 s
[179]); durations up to a minute, however, have been
observed [180]. Meteor scatter forward reflection
provides optimum support at the lower portions of
the VHF band and the maximum great circle range,
limited by the earth’s curvature, is
2100 km.
Sporadic bursts occur randomly with some 40 to 150
usable meteor trails available per hour. Latorre
indicates the minimum time between bursts as
one second with only about 5 percent of the intervals
between bursts exceeding 100 s [179]. The number
of bursts predominate in July with a minimum in
February. There are orientation restrictions in
transmission and reception of the VHF signals, and
directional antennas generally are used. Reflections
are specular (angle of incidence equals the angle of
reflection at the grazing point of the meteor trail),
and the time and frequency measurements depend
upon mutual reciprocity of the reflected VHF signals.
Sanders et al., report an equivalent rate in change
of the propagation path delay as 0.137 p s / s for operation at 46.55 MHz [177]. Such a change, even for a
1 ms time interval between alternate reflections from
a common meteor trail, represents -0.1 ns and
would be insignificant in precise timing.
Most of the time synchronization studies via
Meteor Burst in the U.S. were made between
Seattle, WA and Bozeman, MT during the 1960’s
[176, 177, 1811. The great circle path distance was
880 km and a 46.55-MHz carrier frequency was
used at a peak power of
1 kW. In one mode of
operation both stations transmitted 50 to 100 pps,
derived from local clocks which were coarse synchronized to several ms through WWV broadcasts.
At the occurrence of a usable meteor trail, each site
simultaneously receives pulses transmitted from
the opposite station since they traveled the nearly
reciprocal path and experienced the same propagation delay. The time relationship of the received
pulses to the local clock pulses provides a measure
of the time difference, 6, between the clocks at the
two remote sites. Consider the simplified timing
diagram in figure 10.50. Transmitter No. 1 transmits
a square wave pulse with positive-going leading edge
at t = 0 ; at the time t = 6, transmitter 2 also transmits a pulse. While a meteor trail is reflecting, station 1 receives a pulse at time To+ 6 and station 2
at a time 7‘0-6 as measured at stations 1 and 2
respectively (where TO is the propagation delay
between a transmitter, meteor and receiver). As
different meteors with varying paths are used, TO
will vary but 6 will remain essentially unchanged
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FIGURE10.50. Simplified meteor-burs-t timing pulses.

for precise atomic clocks. The difference between
the readings at the two stations cancels the propagation delays and yields twice the clock error; the sign
of the difference shows the sense of one clock error
in terms of the reference clock. A comprehensive
analysis must include allowance for transmitter
equipment and receiver delays as well as the degree
of reciprocity in the propagation delays. It is felt
that these delays can be determined ultimately to
several hundred nanoseconds [182]; use of identical
equipment at each end of the path would minimize
the delay determination. The meteor burst method is
unique in that the actual propagation delay is
measured and can be known.
Different modes of operation have been tried,
including both manual and automatic systems.
Sanders et al., from timing measurements over a 30day period, determined the frequency offset SvlvO
between two remote frequency standards; these
data agreed with VLF/LF phase measurements to
several parts in 1O1O [177]. March et al., has shown
the inherent phase stability of .the meteor-trail,
reflected VHF signals and reports that time synchronization via this method has ps capability [181].
In 1971 it was reported that the Khar’kov State
Scientific Research Institute of Metrology (Kh
GNIM) compared time scales with the State
Standard Scale of the All-Union Scientific Research
Institute of Physicotechnical and Radiotechnical
Measurements (VNIIFTRI) via meteoric reflection
of radio waves [178]. Their method is similar to that
previously described except that they employ duplex
transmission and retransmission of different pulse
trains between two remote sites. This permits an
independent readout of the clock difference, 6, at
each station. The method also minimizes equipment
delay errors provided that identical equipment is
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10.3.3. Advanced T/F Systems Using Radio
Techniques

used at each station. The system uses a 72.0-MHz
carrier frequency with a pulse power of 30 kW and
a directional antenna; pulses are of 4 p s duration
and grouped into code pulses-4 for interrogation
and 7 for reception. The marker repetition rate is
10 ms. Measurements were made at 0100 to 0400
(Moscow time) to eliminate interference from AM
and FM broadcasting stations, usually off the air at
this time. A series of 12 timing measurements for
one day over a 4-hour period showed deviations less
than 0.8 ps and standard deviations of 0.2 to 0.3 p s .

Varied types of advanced systems with primary
or related time synchronization capability, have

been operated and/or proposed within the last
several years. Several of these such as very long
base interferometry (VLBI), the “moon bounce”
(lunar radar) synchronization method, and aircraft
collision avoidance systems (ACAS) are considered
briefly to acquaint the reader with their capabilities
and characteristics.

Advantages of VHF Refiction from Meteor
for TFD
The phase stability of the VHF propagation
enables comparison of time scales to high
accuracy (< 1 p s )and frequency to parts in 1011
at remote sites up to several thousand km apart.
This distance probably could be extended
through intermediate repeator stations.
The technique is based on the natural event of
meteor bursts and from this standpoint is
independent of man-made devices or systems.
The system would be useful for time and fiequency c o m p a ~ s o n sat remote sites such as
the far north and/or inaccessible islands where
other techniques are unsuitable or unavailable.
The technique does not appear to be limited by
the propagation, and lack of delay reciprocity
seems to be minimal.
Portable equipment could be used as accurate
knowledge of-path distance is not required.

.
.
.

.
.

Limitations of the Meteor Burst System for TFD
The accuracy of the system is equipmentlimited by bandwidth, SIN, and the ability to
measure actual component delays.
The number of potential
is severely
restricted because of the directional nature of
the propagation.
The meteor bursts are sporadic, unpredictable
as to time of occurrence, and of variable short
life. (Some of these limitations can be overcome by statistical techniques and coherent
detection.)
Reception and pulse recognition is hampered by
multipath effects, such as Sporadic E, aurora,
multiple meteor trails, or changing trail patterns.
These effects will vary with such factors as
season, time of day, location on the earth,
operating frequency, and the orientation of the
meteor trail (reflections are specular).
The meteor burst channel is noncontinuous,
and it is indeterminate when time and frequency comparisons can be made.
Curvature of the earth’s surface limits the maximum great circle distance between sites to
2100 km.
Additive noise can adversely affect the leading
edges of the received pulses causing uncertainty in the pulse position measurements.
The necessary equipment is somewhat complex with relatively high initial cost.

a. Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) Time
Synchronization

Within the last several years, a new technique of
radio interferometry has evolved whereby a point
source of radio radiation can be received and coordinated at independent antennas, separated by
thousands of kilometers, through precise timing
available with atomic frequency standards [1831861. Initially, long baseline interferometry was
used for precise angular measurements of extraterrestrial radio sources. The increased sensitivity
of VLBI, resulting from long, widely-separated baselines with independent coherent time references at
each end, gives impetus to various scientific experiments and proposals; included are studies of global
geodesy, radio a s t “ v ,
tidal oscillations, continental drift, polar motion, earth rotation, relativity
measurements, and globa1 time and frequency
synchronization [187-1901.
Let’s look initially at the basic concepts of VLBI.
Figure 10.51 gives the geometry of VLBI in simplified form. Two antennas, Nos. 1 and 2, are separated
on earth by a distance D , and this baseline forms an
angle, 8, within a line to the source of electromagnetic radiation. With extraterrestrial radio sources,
the wave front is ‘Onsidered
Plane to the earth
surface and traveling with the speed of light in a
vacuum (disregarding at the moment atmospheric
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=
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FIGURE
10.51. Geometry of VLBI receiving sites.
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effects, etc.). At points A and B, tile signals are
identical; however, the phase of the received signals
at antennas 1 and 2 will differ by the delay time,
At,,. (At,,is a key factor in nearly all VLBI proposals
and experiments, and its determination results
from many measurements of various point sources
at different observatories with a complicated statistical structure, involving many parameters.) Shapiro
and Knight [188] point out, however, that the various
geophysical effects proposed for study all have
characteristic time variations in the observed At,,,
and extraction of the estimated relevant geophysical
quantities is feasible.
At a given antenna, the received signals are converted to video frequencies, tape recorded on magnetic tape, and time referenced to local atomic
clocks. The recordings from two widely separated
and independent receivers are then brought together and cross correlated through computer
reduction and manipulation; maximum cross correlation occurs when the recordings are offset in
time by At,, for the various frequencies of radiation
(essentially microwave band), based on synchronous
time sources at both antenna sites. Corrections are
made for the earth’s orbital motion and Doppler
shifts from the earth rotation. In one series of
measurements in January 1969, reported by Shapiro
and Knight [188], an 845-km path separated the
MIT 120 ft. (-37 m) diameter Haystack dish
antenna in Tyngsboro, MA, and the National Radio
Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) 140 ft ( - 4 3 m)
diameter dish antenna in Green Bank, WV. The
measurements were at L-band (1.6 GHz) of 24 hours
duration, and included observations of sources 3C
273,3C 279,3C 345, and 3C 454.3. The experiment
included 30 different measurements of Atv from
these four distant objects to determine some 12
parameters. The error in determining each At,, was
estimated as 1 ns, and the standard error in determining the baseline, d, as about 1.5 meter (5 ns).
This is tempered with the statement that the “true
error may be somewhat greater.” Hydrogen masers
were used at both receiving sites. The worldwide
net of radio astronomy stations that have participated in VLBI experiments are shown in figure
10.52. More recently, VLBI experiments were performed at a baseline length of 8035 km between
NRAO, Green Bank, WV and the Crimea Astrophysical Observatory on the Crimea peninsula,
USSR [191].
With such promising results, it is not surprising
that suggestions are made to use the VLBI technique in reverse to synchronize remotely located
clocks; i.e., to provide precise time transfer via a
common source [186, 188, 1901. Such a technique
requires knowledge of the geometric delay, Atv.
Thus, recordings of signals from a point source,
received at two widely separated fixed points and
referenced to precise frequency standards, could
be time shifted to obtain maximum correlation. The

FIGURE10.52. Worldwide net of radio astronomy stations
participating in VLBI experiments.

difference between this time offset and At, is essentially the clock difference. VLBI time synchronizations are limited by the precision in the Atv determinations; Rogers and Moran state that “without first
using the interferometer as a survey instrument, the
geometric delay can only be computed reliably to
within 20 nanoseconds” [190]. Uncertainties in At,
occur from errors in estimating positions of both the
source and receiving antenna as well as variable
propagation delay of signals through,the atmosphere
[192]. It is predicted that intercontinental synchronizations of precise clocks can be made via
VLBI techniques within the range of 1 to 50 ns
[186, 190, 1921. Recently, frequency differences
between two hydrogen frequency standards were
determined as several parts in 1014 through VLBI
measurements over a 16-km baseline; (10-min to
4 h measuring period [193]). Lunar and/or satellite
beacons as well as moon based antenna have been
proposed for increased sensitivity of VLBI [188].
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Advantages of VLBI Clock Synchronization
Clock synchronizations to nanoseconds or
better at widely separated intercontinental
distances appear possible.
Although the present VLBI systems are fixedbase, portable installations with transportable
antennas 3-5 meters in diameter, could be
situated globally for time synchronization
purposes [194].
At the 50-ns region the results are relatively
independent of ionospheric and atmospheric
effects [19OI. Ionospheric effects can be reduced through the use of frequencies above
5 GHz [195].

-

The actual sync measurements require short
integration times (in order of minutes), although
the data reduction, correlation and processing
may take days. Rogers and Moran [190], however, suggest that suitable HF links could be
tied into a computer to obtain nearly real-time
synchronization.
Radio astronomy sites are geographically well
known and already the installations include
much of the equipment required for VLBI.
Radio astronomy sites could provide primary
time synchronization referenced to a national
or international time scale.
Clocks can be compared independent of physical transfer, and the synchronization possibilities could be extended to aircraft or ships
at sea through appropriate communication links
and computer facilities.
Apart from clock synchronization, VLBI
methods offer promise of precisely determining
many geodetic and radio astronomical factors
as well as relativity effects.
Limitations of VLBI Time Synchronization
The system is elaborate, cumbersome and
requires expensive instrumentation, such as
high-speed, digital tape recorders, low-noise
microwave receivers, and auxiliary equipment.
In addition, the data must be reduced and cross
correlated by computer analysis. Equipment
costs, apart from computer time but including
atomic clocks and dividers at an observatory
with a large dish antenna is estimated at about
$145,000.
The method is limited to the extent to which
the geometric delay, At, can be determined.
This determination is based upon systematic
errors in source positions, receiving site locations, baseline length, and sidereal time.
VLBI is subject also to errors from atmospheric
delay caused by variation in water vapor content, ionospheric and plasma phase delays,
signal to noise ratio of the receiving system,
instability of atomic frequency standards during
measurement (timekeeping for maintaining
minimum “clock offset errors” between interferometer sites may require 8h clock stability
of 0.1 ns; many measurements now are integrated over 3-min periods), and changes in
antenna orientation. Minimum atmospheric
errors occur when the zenith angle is small at
both terminals; however, separations at intercontinental distances at various latitudes give
different elevation angles at the receiving
antennas, and high accuracy measurements
at such locations would require atmospheric
correction.
The system cannot determine time through
single frequency recording of a given radio
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source, but requires wide band measurements
to resolve the A t , factor through sampling
many widely-separated narrow band frequency
channels [1%].
Clock synchronization via VLBI is now at the
experimental and proposal stage. While the
technique shows great promise, much work yet
remains in making measurements at many
sites, encompassing diverse global baselines
at different latitudes, from various extraterrestrial sources to adequately define the geometric delay, A t v , and to simplify the reduction and correlation processes of the data
analysis.
Clock synchronizations would be delayed after
the fact.
b. Moon Bounce Time Synchronization (MBTS)

This technique, also called a lunar radar time
synchronization system, was devised and designed
by the Jet Propulsion Lab, Pasadena, CA [197-i99j.
The system is in operational use for deep space
tracking and synchronizes clocks within 20ps or
better at 5 worldwide tracking stations with a master
clock at Goldstone, California, through reflections
of radar signals off the moon.
Basically, the MBTS method uses biphase modulated, X-band radar (8.4501 GHz) signals which are
transit-time and Doppler shift corrected, bounced
from the moon, and received on time at tracking
stations. A primary concept of the system stresses
simplicity of the receiving antenna and the receiver
operation at the tracking site; the moon must be
simultaneously visible to both the transmitter and
receiver for at least 10 minutes daily. This latter
point coupled with the necessity of computer corrections for transit time and Doppler shifts at a
given station, dictates that only one station can be
synchronized at a given time period.
A simplified diagram of the MBTS system is
shown in figure 10.53. Briefly, the essentials of
operation are as follows:
The X-band transmitted signal is pseudonoise (PN) modulated; it is both frequencycompensated for Doppler shifts at the receiver
and time-advanced by 2-3 seconds for propagation time delay determined by a computer.
The PN code is transmitted at one minute
intervals and scans k 3 0 p s in 1-ps steps.
The transmitted signal is directed at and reflected from the moon at an effective subradar point and received and compared at the
remote station with a PN code generated by
the local clock and identical to the transmitted code.
The offset between the received and locally
generated code is determined by cross correlation between the two as shown on a strip
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FIGURE10.53. Simplified diagram of MBTS (Lunar Radio) system.

chart recorder at the receiver. Thus, maximum correlation occurs when the two codes
are in coincidence; typically, this point occurs
within the 60-second scan of 1 ps/second
(&30 ps overall) and gives the time differences between the master and receiver,
provided the propagation delays, Doppler
shifts, etc., are correct. If the receiver clock
has an error in excess of -+ 30 p s or if there is
a clock failure, one can resynchronize to 10
ms through radio standard-time transmissions
such as WWV. The Goldstone control facility
can change the transmission code rate scan
to 10 or 90ps/s thus giving a search range
flexibility of up to 5400 ps. This technique
permits setting a clock within 10 ms of true
time and synchronizing to the original accuracy
of - 2 0 ps by scanning through 3 transmission periods.
Some interesting work reported by Higa and Ward
[200] gives evidence of lunar topography causing
fluctuations in the MBTS method. Librations of the
moon cause the subradar reflection point to move
from hills to valleys within the lunar period of 28
days; this front cap can be considered as a complex
surface about 180 km in diameter which moves from
day to day. Higa and Ward, through meticulous
calculation, determined the varying altitudes of the
equivalent frontal cap for a three-month period in
1970 and converted these distances to equivalent
propagation delay times. At the same time, MBTS
measurements were made between the Goldstone
transmitter and a receiver at the USNO. Figure
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FIGURE10.54. MBTS (Lunar Radar) results at Goldstone, CA
(Courtesy Jet Propulsion Laboratory).

10.54 gives the results, and a very high correlation
exists between the two sets of measurements. It
is concluded that the MBTS accuracy can be improved from about & 20ps to 5ps through corrections for lunar topography. Much work has been
reported by JPL in the prototype work, implementation, and operational use of the MBTS method
[201-2031. Higa lists advantages and limitations of
the MBTS [198], some of which appear below:

*

Advantages of MBTS for TFD
MBTS can provide & 20ps accuracy as proven
by portable clock measurements. With further
improvement and lunar topography corrections the technique shows an accuracy potential of * / A S ; as such it could provide worldwide time synchronization to widely separated
clocks.
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Varying ionospheric or earth atmosphere
propagation effects have minimal influence on
this TFD system.
Receiving sites maintain atomic frequency
standards and time scales which can provide
ps timing related to NBS or USNO time to
about +lops and can serve as time reference
stations for portable clock calibrations.
The moon is likely to hold its orbit indefinitely,
its position can be determined and predicted
with precision, and it passively reflects radio
signals in contrast to the limited and inherent
electronics of artificial satellite transponders.
Accurate ps measurements require a relatively
short time period (about 10 min).
The receiver operation is simple and requires
a minimum of man-power and maintenance.
The complicated computer programming for
continuously updating the ephemeris and
Doppler delays is performed at the transmitter,
and these functions are independent of the
receiving site.
The system is capable of resetting clocks on
time provided rough synchronization to about
10 ms can be obtained by other means such as
HF radio time broadcasts.

Limitations of MBTS for TFD
Receiver systems are expensive (about $50,000
per unit); however, Baumgartner [197] states
a simplified ‘receiver could be built for about
$15,000.
The moon must be in common view of both the
transmitter and receiver sites for T/F measurements. The time period of common views for
worldwide sites can vary from
10 min to
several hours per day; there are variations also
at monthly intervals as well as every 19 years.
Propagation delays must be known between the
transmitter and a receiver site (ephemeris
data) well in advance of measurements.
Coordination with JPL and both the USNO
and NBS would be required for time synchronizing a remote site via moon-bounce to
UrC(USN0) and/or UTC(NBS).
The system is subject to various systematic
errors, such as ephemeris discrepancies
(present accuracy can predict moon’s center
of gravity to 150 m which could cause a time
error of about Ips), variation in reflection
points on moon (roughness), errors in station
location, unknown equipment delays, code
jitter and noise sources. The variance of
all these errors is felt to fall well within *lops
limits [204], however.
Fixed station reception at known geographic
sites is required for time synchroraation; as
such, system is unsuitable for synchronizing
clocks at nonstationary or portable sit s.

Only one receiving station can be synchronized at a given time period.
c. Aircraft Collision Avoidance System (ACAS)

Disastrous collisions between flying aircraft
over the past decades, coupled with ever-increasing
aircraft congestion, have aroused much public
concern and shown the need for better air traffic
control. Culminating many years of research and
development, the ATA (Air Transport Association composed of airlines, manufacturers, and government representatives) has proposed a time and
frequency collision avoidance system (TF-CAS)
[205, 2061. In its present concept, the TF-CAS
is complex, expensive and specialized. Because the
system has varied and imminent potential for time
and frequency dissemination for the non-aircraft
user, it is included with a brief description. For
in-depth detail, the reader is referred to publications
in the open literature [207-211].
Basically, the proposed ATA CAS is cooperative
(all aircraft are equipped and carry precision oscillators); will perform in aircraft densities > 1000
in number within 250 miles ( - 400 km) or line-ofsight; and will protect aircraft operating at speeds
as high as Mach 3, up to altitudes of 80,000 ft.
(24 km). The system is T/F referenced and predicated on each participating aircraft maintaining time
synchronization < 1 p s [212, 2131. Prime synchronization is initiated by master ground stations; it
can be maintained by ground stations and/or
other aircraft through a hierarchy classification up
to
40 units, which, dependent upon their time
degradation, can give or receive time information.
The ATA proposal provides for a time-ordered
format of 2000 message slots, each of 1500-ps
duration, repeated every 3 seconds. Each aircraft
or ground station is assigned particular message
slots (for transmission of their CAS data) which
are switched sequentially at 5-MHz increments at
L-band assigned frequencies in the range of 1.5921.622 GHz. A simplified CAS fine time synchronization is diagrammed in figure 10.55. TF-CAS,
relying on both precise time and frequency synchronization, automatically provides one way Doppler ranging, closing rate determination, and altitude
difference measurements between aircraft. The
basic criterion for determining collision potential
is the “tau” ( T ~ )parameter, the ratio of reported
range to closing rate or time to nearest approach or
collision projected under existing conditions. Its
value is the key to no action, or positive instruction
to either climb or descend with a warning period of
60 s or less. As presently conceived, T~ is only as
good as the time synchronization of the on-board
clocks, considered as a common time reference
between aircraft (0.1 p s insures ranging accuracy
of about 100 ft. or 30.5 m). The system can use

-
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crystal clocks in aircraft (stability of 1 X 108 or
better), provided sufficient repetitive resynchronizations are made at least every 3-min to insure
overall synchronization to 2ps [214]. An atomic
clock has recently been developed for airborne CAS
which can extend resynchronization time to more
than 28 hours [215]. Such clocks would be extremely valuable and almost necessary for long,
oversea flights.
A commercial TF-CAS incorporating many of
the ATA recommended features has been developed
and shown successful operation since 1965 for
some 17,000 flights, centered around one ground
station [214]. As presently proposed, time synchronization is zoned around ground stations with
other aircraft in the vicinity supplying backup
synchronization. As a plane leaves a given zone,
supposedly no time degradation would occur at resynchronization with a new ground station. It
has been reported that a network of some 60 ground
stations is planned by the FAA to adequately
cover the continental U.S. [210]. Eventual worldwide networks are implied in the long range plans.
A major problem will be the synchronization of such
ground stations to within 0.1 ps of each other, and
considerable study is now occurring in this area
[216]. A typical ground station timing system has
been suggested by Perkinson and Watson [214]
and is shown in figure 10.56.
Besides the collison avoidance, traffic control,
and navigation/communication aspects of T/F- CAS,
Perkinson and Watson also point out its potential for
TFD [2141. Three particular areas are mentioned:
(1) walk-in service; (2) passive reception; and (3)
active participation. Ground stations, considered as
reservoirs of precise standards referenced to national
standards, could provide T/F synchronization of
portable standards on a walk-in basis. The passive
reception of CAS radio signals within line-of-sight
of a ground station would provide a submicrosecond

-
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FIGURE10.56. ACAS ground timing station.

time source, with calibration of the RF propagation
time between the ground station and the user. A
receiver and decode equipment for such use is estimated as costing $200. The third mode of operation
might satisfy needs of automatic vehicular monitoring (AVM) [217], marine position fixing [218],
and others requiring position of moving vehicles
within range of a T/F-CAS ground station or overflying aircraft. In this case modified equipment,
estimated to cost
$1000, can actively participate
in the TF-CAS and obtain fix position through
trilateration and difference in arrival time calculations. A further consideration of TF-CAS is the
precise clock intrinsic to each aircraft equipment. This provides an excellent potential for aircraft flyover T/F synchronization similar to that discussed in Section 10.4.2. If the system becomes
operational in 8 to 10 years with both flying aircraft
and ground stations synchronized worldwide to 0.1
ps, it will have tremendous impact on time and
frequency technology.

-

-

Advantages of TF-CAS Time and Frequency Synchronization (partlyfrom [ 2 l 4 ] )
Synchronizations to less than 1 ps appear
feasible over large areas of the earth, either
through line-of-sight pwave signals from ground
stations or flying aircraft. Fail safe operation
is assured and the coherent signals are transmitted at low power with little or no interference.
Portable equipment can be synchronized due
to the worldwide coverage of the synchronization network.
At line-of-sight distances, propagation effects
are minimal, requiring little or no correction.
Receiving and comparison instrumentation
should be relatively inexpensive, although there
must be provision for decoding time ordered
slots for time synchronization.
~

TF-CAS provides a network for coordination
and maintenance of a worldwide primary time
scale such as the TAI.
The time period required for synchronization
is only of the order of minutes at the most,
and initial clock setting appears possible.
In some modes no physical transport of clocks
is required.
System could provide multilateral functions
with T/F aspects such as surveillance, navigation, vehicular location, etc.
Limitations of TF-CAS Time Synchronization
The system in its present form is expensive
and requires complex instrumentation techniques (the best aircraft system is estimated
to cost about $50,000 [207], although cheaper,
less versatile systems would be available).
The system will not be operational for at least
8 to 10 years.
The TF-CAS will require exquisite synchronization techniques with backup facilities for
maintaining and controlling worldwide timing
to about 0 . 1 ~ s .
Reception is limited essentially to line-of-sight
distance from a transmitter (aircraft or ground
station).
Possibility exists for multipath interference
causing degradation of time synchronization.
Some time variation may occur as a synchronizee changes references from one master
station to another.

10.4. DISSEMINATION OF TIME
AND FREQUENCY VIA PORTABLE CLOCK
The general method of transporting and intercomparing frequency standards is not new. W. G.
Cady, in 1923, made international comparisons of
frequency standards by carrying portable piezo
resonators to seven laboratories in Italy, France,
England, and the United States [219]. He showed
agreement between primary standards to about 1
part in 103. From 1925 to 1927, the U S . National
Bureau of Standards made similar tests using quartz
crystal oscillators and determined average agreement between frequency standards of five national
laboratories in 1927 as about 3 parts in 105. This
informative comparison and the relation of accurate frequency to reduction of interference in the
new field of radio are ably described by Dellinger
in 1928 [220]. At about this same time, Marrison described the first quartz crystal clock [221], a precise
timekeeping device which integrated or summed
up recurrent cycles of accurate frequency generated
by the crystal oscillator. He indicated the rate of
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these crystal clocks to be stable to a few parts
in lo7 or approximately 10 ms per day. During the
interim between the 1930’s and the present day,
many refinements and improvements were incorporated into quartz crystal standards. A bibliography
of pertinent references is beyond the scope of this
paper; much of the work has been reviewed in the
literature [222-2261 (see also chap. 2). A fundamental problem in quartz oscillators, still existing
today, is crystal aging with time. Aging can be compensated to some extent, however, by drift correction [227].
In the late 1950’s, commercial cesium beam
standards were developed in which a quartz
crystal oscillator was controlled, through electronic
servo systems, to the atomic resonance of cesium.
This provided the impetus for side by side comparison of atomic frequency standards of different
construction. In 1958, two U.S. commercial atomic
frequency standards were transported to the
National Physical Laboratory in England and
compared with the NPL laboratory atomic standard
[228]. Agreement of several parts in 10” was
shown with a measurement precision of several
parts in 10”. In 1958, Morgan proposed synchronizing widely separated clocks by transporting a master
clock to correct remotely-located slave clocks
[W].During 1959, Reder and Winkler organized
a worldwide synchronization of atomic clocks by
air-transporting commercial atomic standards to
slave sites in the continental U S . , Hawaii, Australia,
and South America [229]. Synchronization at the
various stations was maintained between clock
visits via phase tracking of VLF signals. These
test results indicated global time synchronization
via flying atomic clocks then to be about 5 ps
[230]. The experiments also revealed areas for improvement such as reduction in the size and weight
of the frequency standards, a decrease in power
consumption, inclusion of standby battery supplies,
modification of electronic divider circuitry, and a
lessened sensitivity to rotational movements.
In 1962, a portable crystal clock was used to compare time scales between WWV at Greenbelt,
Maryland, and NBS, Boulder, Colorado, with an
overall time closure of 5 ps [231]. Dependent upon
the timing requirements, cost limitation, and accessibility, the crystal clock can be very useful
in time and frequency synchronization.
In 19@, a new portable cesium beam clock was
developed which was considerably improved in size
and weight characteristics; it also showed accuracy
and stability approaching a laboratory standard,
required low power with a standby battery supply,
included a quartz crystal oscillator which of itself
aged at a rate less than 5 ps/day, and was coupled
to an electronic clock which integrated the cesium
resonance frequency to give a true atomic time
output and display [232]. A series of “flying clock”
measurements, using these standards, were made

experiments, between NBS and seven worldwide
laboratories are given in table 10.13. An average
time change of about 50 ps in 16 months indicates
an agreement of time scales to about 2 parts
in 10l2.Also, in 1967, Swiss portable atomic clocks
(cesium) were flown to various time centers in
the U.S., Canada, and the Far East for time comparisons. At the conclusion of these tests, one of the
clocks showed a time closure of 26.7 ps over a
255-day period when compared with the laboratory
standard at the Cantonal Observatory [236].
Smaller and lighter weight cesium beam standards
are being developed [215] ; also, small portable
rubidium clocks are available, however, little has
been written about their use.

from 1964 to 1967 [233-2351. Standard time and frequency were correlated and compared at some 50
laboratories, observatories, standard frequency
broadcast stations, etc., in 18 countries in Europe,
Asia, Africa, and North America through this portable clock carrying technique. The 1967 experiment
continued over a period of 41 days and the clocks
were transported over a distance range of some
100,000 km. The time closure between the reference
standard and the two portable clocks was several
p s , corresponding to frequency differences of parts
in lOI3 between the portable atomic standards.
The time correlations on the 41-day trip were believed to be accurate to about 0.1 p s . Time scale
comparisons, made 16 months apart on two of these

TABLE10.13. Differences between 7 International Time Scales and the
NBS UA Time Scale for two comparisons made 16 months apart via
portable clocks ( f r o m ref. [235] )
1966

1967
Change

Laboratory
Date

Time
Diff.

Date

(USA)

Neuchatel TTUA)
Observatory
(Switzerland)
Dominion Observatory
(Canada)
PhysikalischTechnische
Bundesanstalt
(Germany)
Royal Greenwich
Observatory
(England)

LLS

Il.s

PS

Radio Research
Laboratory
(Japan)
National Research
Council
(Canada)
USN Observatory

Time
Diff.
1,400

- 75

18 Sept.

200,557

+68

79

11 Sept.

165

22 May

2,405

23 Sept.

2,468

+86
+63

20 May

1

17 Sept.

54

+53

3 June

' 433

26 Sept.

489

+56

3 June

59

4 Oct.

154

+95

18 May

1,474

19 May

200,489

18 May

16 Oct.

' 1966 time difference value corrected for known time scale frequency
offset existing from 3 June to 30 December 1966.
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10.4.1. On-site Visits
There have always been and presumably will be
applications for time synchronization that exceed
the capabilities of dedicated time dissemination
services for coverage or accuracy. Portable clocks
can be employed to meet requirements which are
hard to satisfy by other techniques. Basically, a
portable clock consists of a stable oscillator whose
output is integrated or counted by a clock mechanism
to indicate time. Typical outputs include standard
frequencies such as 5 MHz, 1 MHz, and 100 kHz
and time ticks such as 1 pps. The portable clock
method consists of establishing the time of the
portable unit (which may be a quartz crystal or
atomic clock) in terms of the reference time scale
prior to a clock synchronization trip. Usually, the
clock is flown to a general area where the measurements are to be made, with intermediate transportation by auto. A typical scene in the transportation
of a portable cesium beam clock is shown in figure
10.57. Self-contained batteries can maintain power
for periods of hours. Time synchronization consists
of bringing designated time pulses into coincidence
or to fixed delay relationships. Frequency comparison can be made through phase intercomparison
for a given time interval. At the conclusion of a
trip the portable clock is again compared with the
original time scale reference, and the time closure
difference is distributed backwards as the deviation within which the portable clock measurements
fall.

(These station locations are shown in ann. ll.E.l of
chap. 11.) Reference atomic clocks at each of the
time stations are available for precise time measurements which can be referred to the USNO
master clock in Washington, D.C. Periodic portable
clock measurements between the USNO master
clock and the reference station clock show typical
time closures of
1ps [238]. As the USNO and
NBS UTC time scales are mutually coordinated
within
5 ps of each other [239] clock synchronizations at the USNO time reference stations can
also be related to the NBS time scale within this
tolerance (or even better post facto). The effectiveness of portable clock carrying has been demonstrated by the periodic synchronization of some 21
worldwide laboratories or remote sites as reported
by the USNO over the last several years [431.
General methods of maintaining synchronization
at remote stations between portable clock checks
include VLF phase tracking, navigation system comparison, satellite comparisons, and TV measurements as discussed in detail in Section 10.3.2. In
consideration of the portable clock method of time
and frequency dissemination, we list below both
advantages and limitations of the method:

-

-

Advanta~es:
.,
Provides a means of microsecond time synchronization of remote clocks without a dependent link to a master clock with attendant delays
and propagation errors as in radio methods.
A minimum of manpower is required, and the
synchronization can be simply and quickly
performed with the usual equipment found in
a standards laboratory.
The portable clocks are relatively lightweight,
rugged, and have a power operation versatility
from either internal standby batteries or ac/dc
current; such flexibility maintains accuracy,
stability, and reliability over long periods of
time.
The portable clocks are easily transported by
commercial airlines and automobiles.
Newer portable cesium beam standards are
relatively insensitive to shock and vibration,
smaller in size, and lighter in weight.
Limitations:
The most accurate portable clocks are expensive, and the method requires physical
transportation of the clocks, which of itself
can be a monetary concern. The accuracy obtainable is directly related to the cost of the
clock.
The clocks are usually hand-carried and,
although experience has indicated high
reliability, there is possibility of clocks stopping
or changing rate en route due to power outages,
excessive vibration, or environmental changes
of temperature, humidity, or air pressure.
It is difficult or impossible to make portable
clock side-by-side measurements at some loca-

FIGURE10.57. Example of portable clock carrying in Oslo,
Norway during a 1966 clock synchronization experiment (photo
courtesy of Hewlett-Packard).

The success of portable atomic clocks to bridge
distance gaps between a master standard and user
led the U S . Naval Observatory (USNO) to establish
in 1%8 a master clock location and six worldwide
time reference stations around the world [237].
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tions such as inaccessible islands, mountain
stations, beacons, ships, etc. (The aircraft
flyover technique may be used in some of these
instances, however, see following sec. 10.4.2.)
Auxiliary equipment is required to maintain
synchronization between clock settings.
In summary the best clock for a particular
application is not necessarily the most expensive
or accurate clock available. Specific need, environmental conditions, budgets, and other considerations may all interface to dictate the optimum choice
and/or compromise for a given portable clock
measurement. The cost of portable clock comparisons may decrease in the near future with the availability of a new and smaller cesium beam portable
clock [215].

this method were considered in connection with
early aircraft collision avoidance studies. The
method was first reported by Markowitz [240] and
was recently refined by Bessoii [241]. The basic
technique of aircraft flyover synchronization is
illustrated in figure 10.58. The S-band transmissions
(2.2 to 2.3 GHz) are amplitude modulated at a peak
power of about 50 W. The pass band is 10 MHz. The
time scale is coded and sent at a 10-Hz rate permitting 10 time scale measurements per second. The
receiving site uses a counter with 10-ps resolution
and a readout which prints the deviations between
the radio-received time scale and the local time
scale 5 to 10 times per second.
Aircraft flyover determines the clock difference
between the ground station time, H c , and aircraft
time, HA, which is shown to be

I

10.4.2. Aircraft Flyover
Another method of time synchronization is a
refinement of the portable clock technique. In
aircraft flyover, planes carry an atomic clock and
transmit a coherent time signal to synchronize a
time scale at a receiving site. The method dispenses
with cross-country and local transportation, reduces
the time required to synchronize many remote
locations, and affords the opportunity to synchronize
inaccessible sites such as mountain or island stations, ships, other aircraft, etc. Some aspects of

where HA'=received aircraft time at ground station;
=HA- ( T T R - T ~ ) ;
TTR= time
delay of transmitter-receiver
equipment (nearly constant);
time delay for aircraft signal to reach
receiver, dependent upon aircraft
location relative to receiver.
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FIGURE10.58. Aircraft flyover method of T/F comparisons.
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The evaluation of ?TR and T~ should resolve the
time scale deviations, (HG- H A ) . Two methods
have been proposed.
Method 1 . This is a one-way system in which the
aircraft passes over the site to be synchronized at
at a flight speed of about
low altitude (100-3")
50 m/s and transmits timing pulses. The observed
time scale difference, H G - H a t , approaches a minimum as the aircraft reaches the point directly
over the receiver and then increases as flyover
continues. The minimum reading corresponds to the
vertical distance between the aircraft and receiver
and is the true altitude recorded by the aircraft
instruments. This critical distance point should not
exceed 10" from perpendicularity. Besson indicates
that with a transmission rate of 10 sync pulses per
second and a 3-percent altitude error, the propagation time standard deviation, Arpris 30 ns or less.
The instrumentation delay standard deviation,
ArTR, is reported as lons or less [241].
Method 2. This technique is a two-way system
involving simultaneous transmission by both the
user and the aircraft so the propagation time delay,
r p , drops out of the equation for clock time difference. The aircraft does not have to fly directly over
the receiver at a fixed altitude. Limitations in the
two-way system include the degree of accuracy to
which the time scale deviations between the aircraft and ground station clocks can be measured
in the short time available and the difficulty of
measuring the equipment delays at both time
sources.
In September 1970 the French group (Office
National d'Et'udes et de Recherches) cooperated
with several globally located time centers and made
an international comparison of atomic clock scales
through aircraft overflight. The experiment plan
included both one- and two-way type of comparisons with three or four overflights of each time
center. A nonstop one-way flight was expected to
take about 18 hours. The experiment, named
Synchran (North Atlantic Synchronization), was
performed during the period September 9-15,
1970. Corrections included propagation delays,
instrument factors, clock drifts, and relativity
effects. The results show that aircraft flyover
has many attractive features in rapidly intercomparing time scales at remote points with standard
deviations typically 30 to 40 ns [242].
Advantages of aircraft flyover time dissemination
include:
Rapid precise synchronization of many intercontinental clocks without physically transferring clocks; provides a means of quickly
evaluating the TAI.
Enables clock synchronization at remote sites
inaccessible to physical clock-carrying.

The over-all short duration of worldwide comparisons lessons the possibility of clock failures and enhances the probability of successful
clock comparisons.
Insignificant propagation degradation with
line-of-sight microwave frequencies.
Disadvantages include:
Method is expensive; it requires the use of aircraft and auxiliary equipment such as transmitters, receivers, etc.
Clock synchronization at a given site requires
auxiliary techniques to maintain accurate time
between clock comparisons.

10.5. TFD VIA OTHER MEANS
The following TFD methods are unique in that
conventional radio waves are not involved in carrying the timing information. The methods include
optical pulsar signals, telephonelcoax cable transmission, and ac power lines. The techniques are
characterized by some of the most complex as well
as simplest noted in this dissemination overview.

10.5.1. Time Transfer via Optical Pulsar
Signals

The precise periodicity of pulsar radiations can
provide a means of time transfer to remote points on
earth. Pulsars are believed to be rapidly rotating
neutron stars which periodically emit a narrow
beam, like a lighthouse, each time the beam intercepts an observer [243, 2441. Neutron stars consist
of tightly packed neutrons with a mass approximately that of the sun but a radius of less than 30
km [245]. First discovered in 1967 [246], there are
now about 60 such identified bodies [247]. A striking
characteristic of today's known pulsars is the variability of their periods; these range from 33 ms to
about 4 s with the average about 1 s [245]. After
months of study it was found that the periods of
pulsars are increasing; i.e., the apparent pulsations
are slowing down and those rotating the fastest at
the greatest rate. The slow-down rates vary from
about 40 to 0.3 ms per day [243]. Initially, all pulsar
received-signals were from radio sources; in 1968
and later it was discovered that the Crab Nebula
Pulsar (NP 0532) exhibits similar pulsations and
structure at radio, optical, and X-ray frequencies
[248-2511. (As of 1972 the Crab Nebula pulsar is the
only such body known to be radiating optical
wavelengths.)
The Crab Nebula was found to contain the fastest
rotating pulsar- namely the N P 0532 - which flashed
about 30 times a second. This body is 6600 light
years distant and believed to be the remnant of a
supernova explosion observed by Chinese astronomers in 1054 AD [243]. NP 0532 shows a mean pulse

-

period of 33.105 ms (November 1969-April 1970)
36.5 ns per day (- 4
parts in io4 per year in terms of the mean period)
[243]; its emitted optical signal consists of both a
major and minor pulse separated by
14 ms. In
terms of power emitted, the optical flux is roughly
lo2 greater than the radio flux; the X-ray flux exceeds the optical by lo2 [243].
The absolute times of arrival of optical pulsar
signals has been determined to an accuracy of
several p s (UTC) by Papaliolios et al. [250], who also
suggest that time-of-arrival measurements of pulsar
signals would enable clock synchronizations to
several ps at any two observatories with at least
24-in (61-cm) telescopes observing the Crab Pulsar.
Recently, Allan has shown this possibility of transferring time in the ps range between two widely
separated points on earth via near-synchronous
reception of the NP 0532 pulsar optical signals
[253]. He analyzed pulsar reception data from the
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory (LRL), Berkeley,
California, and Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, which were compared previously
[254]. The basic data were obtained at one end of
the link by a method similar to that diagrammed in
figure 10.59. Several thousand pulsar optical emissions, received by a phototube at the focus of a telescope, are amplified, enhanced, and averaged by a
signal averager to improve the SNR. The signal
averager scans the phototube signals at the simulated pulsar rate via a synthesizer referenced to a
precise reference clock. The output of the signal
averager gives the time interval between the pulsar

[252] with a slow down of

-

-

arrival time and the local clock. To evaluate the
pulsar time transfer system, differences were taken

in pulsar arrival times at Harvard and LRL for two
periods in 1970 (adjustments in the raw-data were
required to provide a commonality in the reduced
data). The data difference took the form:

-

3 0 . 2 Hz

T H ( t )- T L ( t ' )

L-

AT(t),

(10.8)

where t and t ' represent the local clock times at
Harvard and LRL, respectively, on nights of mutual
observations. Both the Harvard and LRL local
clocks were referenced to the same time scale via
the Loran-C East Coast system and an atomic
clock at Santa Clara, California, respectively.
The stability of the differential data was determined as follows:

h T ( t + ~ , -)A T ( t )
7,

6v
--9

(10.9)

V

where r8 is the time interval between nights of
mutual observation of the pulsar signals. A data
plot of such differential fractional frequency deviations between the Harvard and LRL clocks versus
sample time is shown in figure 10.60. The dashed
line approximates a fit for the data and indicates
an rms time error of
13ps; the slope of the line,
inversely proportional to the sample time, provides
evidence that uncertainties of the pulsar reception
times are influenced by white noise statistics.
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There are indications that nonuniformity of determining the arrival times at the observatory sites, as
well as equipment differences, adversely affected
the data analysis.
Advantages o f Pulsar Optical Time Transfer TFD:
The pulsar time transfer technique offers both
accuracy and precision in the p s region on a
global basis. (A resolution to 2ps is believed
possible at a 2-h sampling time using a 24-in
(61-cm) diameter telescope [253].
The propagation effects for pulsar optical emissions are minimal; the earth's atmosphere
increases the delay by 10 ns, and the spinning
earth delay is < 8 ns if the earth position can be
known to < 5 ms (1500 km).
Pulsar photons are natural events which can
provide a free source for time transfer without
interference to or dependence on man-made
systems.

-

-

Limitations of the Pulsar Optical Time Transfer
Technique:
Measurements can be made only at night;
measurements are not possible during the latter
part of May, all of June, and early July because
at these times the source is within a few degrees
of the sun.
The signal strength of pulsar emissions at the
earth is low, and relatively expensive equipment
is required for detection and comparison
(- $20,000 without telescope and atomic clock).
Comparisons are restricted to fixed locations
housing telescopes and required instrumentation.
The data anlysis for time synchronization requires computer techniques as well as communications between comparing sites or observatories. Measurements should be made
simultaneously or nearly so for optimum results.
Cloud cover severely affects the effectiveness
of pulsar time transfer.
Pulsar period show jumps because of quakes or
sudden disturbances [250], and this could
cause errors in extrapolated sampling rates for
the signal averager.

10.5.2. TFD in Telephone Line and Coax
Cable Transmission
Telephone lines and/or coax cables often are used
for time and frequency distribution between closely
spaced points (- 1 to 30 km). This section briefly
reviews the properties and characteristics of such
hardwire systems for TFD.
a. Telephone Line Distribution. In 1965 the Naval
Research Laboratory (NRL) in Washington, D.C.,
used underground balanced land lines (broadband 100 to 15,000 Hz) to carry a IO-kHz signal, derived
from a hydrogen maser, for comparison with atomic
frequency standards at the USNO [255]. This
dedicated line was 16 km in length one-way and

passed through no switching centers. Narrow band
amplifiers were used at each end of the line to
improve the SNR and isolate the output. The 10kHz signal was stable in frequency to better than
1 part in 1OI2 as transmitted. The same signal,
returned from the USNO, was compared with the
NRL transmitted signal to determine the effect of
the telephone line on the transmission. The phase
differences were found to be < Ips, and averages
over a 24-hour period gave frequency errors to < 1part in lo1*.Notice that these telephone lines were
underground and thus at fairly constant temperature.
In 1966 Koide also described the use of multipair
telephone lines for TFD [256]. He transmitted a 1kHz standard frequency over leased multipair telephone lines, extending 37 km one-way. (Some tests
were run two-way for a total path distance of 74
km.) This line, from Downey to Anaheim, California,
was routed about halfway underground and the
remainder by pole suspension in air; the voice grade
line was without loading coils or repeater amplifiers. Each multiplier telephone cable consisted of
four pairs (three different wire sizes) with each line
showing a SNR > 50 dB at 1 kHz; at the terminals
the crosstalk between adjacent lines was attenuated 40 dB. It was found that daily temperature
changes caused diurnal phase shifts in the transmitted 1-kHz signal similar to diurnal ionospheric
effects in VLFILF propagation. From relationships
of the 1-kHz phase change vs. temperature change,
and changes in temperature versus dc resistance of
the telephone line, it was possible to determine the
resistance change versus the 1-kHz phase change.
Illustrative simultaneous plots of dc resistance and
phase change over the two-way, 74-km telephone
path are shown in figure 10.61. These plots show
that the dc phone line resistance correlates directly
with the phase changes, and there is significant
phase delay during the nighttime transmission.
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I-kHzphase, caused by temperature change.

Figure 10.61 indicates an increase in dc resistance
of
285 R caused a phase retardation of 30ps
over a 6-hour period. Over a 4-month period the dc
resistance-phase sensitivity averaged somewhat
less; i.e., 8.3 R per p s over this telephone path.
With such information it was possible to design
an Automatic Phase Corrector (APC). This device,
placed at the transmitting end of the line, sensed the
dc resistance change in the telephone line and,
through a Wheatstone bridge and servo potentiometers, maintained a null in the bridge; the servo
simultaneously drove a phase shifter which corrected the transmittal signal an amount proportional to the resistance change. A round trip evaluation showed a corrected phase variation < 0.5 p s
for a 12-hour period in which the actual phase in an
adjacent line varied from -24 to 18 p s . This correction is equivalent to a frequency offset of 1 X
lo-". On short underground telephone lines (2-3
km in length) Koide has used various carrier frequencies from 1 kHz to 1 MHz; the higher frequencies showed stability and noise degradation
coupled with much greater attenuation [257].
Typically, 22 gauge wire shows 5-dB attenuation
per 1.61 km at 10 kHz [258].
In comparing frequency standards at the Mt.
Stromlo Observatory in Australia, Grimsley and
Miller report the transmission of a 10-kHz standard
signal over a 12-km landline ([-10.5 km underground and 1.5 km in air) [259]. During a 40-hour
period with a temperature variation of -lo to
+16.5" C, no diurnal effect was noticeable in the
received signal; a phase comparison between a
rubidium standard and a crystal oscillator at nearly
equal frequency indicated no frequency errors
> 1X 10-11 resulting from the telephone transmission.
The WWV standard time and frequency broadcasts are now available via telephone by dialing
(303) 499-7111 (Boulder, Colorado). The telephone
signals are the live broadcasts as transmitted by
WWV. Propagation and equipment delays limit the
accuracy of these telephone signals to 30 ms or
better as received anywhere in the continental
USA [64]. A service call is automatically limited to
3 minutes.
b. Coax Cable Distribution. Information on the
use and stability of coax cable is limited; we will
review several examples in the literature. In 194546, phase comparisons were made in England between spaced aerial systems via coax cable from
London to Birmingham, a one-way distance of 163
km [260]. The primary signal frequency was 1 kHz,
and the standard deviation of the phase change over
the entire loop (326 km) for periods of several weeks
was 7" or 20 ps. There were unspecified long and
short period variations, and it is unknown whether
the cable was underground. Tolman et al. [lll]
used a coax cable link 340 km long in connection
with microwave TV time comparisons in 1%5 and
determined agreement to 2 p s irrespective of the
transmission medium used.

-
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-

-

Koide mentions the use of coax cable in the distribution of standard 100 and 1000-kHz signals for
slaving electronic counters (external time base
signal) and timing clocks within a manufacturing/
engineering laboratory [257]. He used coax lengths up
to 180 m for distribution within buildings and employed coax impedance transformers. Frequency
checks over such lines, using an Rb atomic standard, indicate that the coax cable contribute errors <
parts in 1Olo [258].
At the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in California, coax cable is used to distribute precise 1
pulse per second (pps) signals over short distances
between distribution amplifiers and microwave
transmitters at the Goldstone tracking facility [261].
About 100 p s in duration, and with a risetime near
200 ns, such pulses were degraded little by the coax
distribution; a combination coax-microwave system
(base bands 3 2.5 MHz) transfers such pulses with
an uncertainty of k 3 ps. In a typical installation the
coax cables were run underground via constanttemperature cable tunnels, avoiding diurnal degrading effects.
Leschiutta recently reported impressive test
results for transmission of phase data over coax
lines between Rome and Turin, Italy-a distance of
740 km [120]. Phase changes from diurnal
temperature variations were avoided since the cable
and associated amplifiers were underground at a
depth > 1 meter. A stabilizer carrier frequency of
300 kHz was transmitted from Rome; received at
Turin it was continuously compared with a synthesized 300-kHz signal from a local frequency standard.
Such a system is calibrated every third month and
within the last several years has drifted < 100 ns.
The received signal shows white phase noise for
time intervals 10 ms to 10 s; for T = I s , a fractional
frequency stability of 3 X lop9 was shown. The
transmitted data were subject to random jumps of
30 and 50 ns, probably caused by line connections
or amplifier changes. Such jumps are inconsequential on the stability measurements for long term.
Comparisons of transmitted time and frequency
data over the coax line and a nearly identical TV
path (microwave link using eight relay stations)
yielded a difference usually < 3 p s over measurement periods of 100 days. Part of this difference is
attributed to propagation delay variations in the
radio links.

-

-

-

Advantages of Hardwire Distribution Systems for

TFD
Dedicated telephone lines offer a relatively inexpensive means for distributing standard frequencies (1 to 10 kHz) between points 30 km
apart at accuracies c 1X 1O-Io. (Monthly
lease charges approximate $2 to $3 per airline
mile for a two pair-four line circuit.)
Underground telephone lines require little
maintenance and show minor temperaturecaused phase variations in transmitted signals.

-

-

-
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Precise time pulses can be transmitted over
coax cable for relatively short distances with
little degradation with care, provided pulse
shaping techniques are used. Underground
coax cable shows excellent stability for transmission of standard frequencies (- 300 kHz)
over relatively long distances (- 750 km).
Reliability and percent-of-time available factors
are excellent for hardwire systems.
WWV telephone signals can provide time to
30 ms anywhere in continental U.S.

-

Limitations of Hardwire Distribution TFD Systems
Aerially -mounted hardwire systems degrade
the transmitted precision signal because of
temperature-related variations of the line dc
resistance. Precise TFD via hardwire requires
undergrounding of all transmission cable.
Auxiliary equipment such as automatic phase
correctors (APC), amplifiers, and filters are
required for transmission and recovery of
signals over long telephone lines in the open air.
The signal attenuation per kilometer increases
with frequency and is a practical limitation to
the use of frequencies higher than 100 kHz in
many cases. The lines are distance-limited for
a given frequency because of signal attenuation.
Coax cables may be impracticable for T/F distribution for distances much greater than
several hundred meters because of the high
cost of either initial purchase or monthly lease.
As opposed to radio coverage, hardwire systems
are inflexible to the extent that coverage is
limited to those users connected into the
system.
For T&F distribution, telephone lines must be
dedicated to this sole transmission; they
should be balanced, unloaded, without repeaters, and bypass switching centers. The
telephone TFD cannot tolerate unknown and
variable delays from these latter factors.
It is impractical to transmit timing pulses with
high precision over telephone lines because of
band pass limitations.
Underground hardwire systems require a
constant ambient temperature environment for
highest precision.

10.5.3. Power Line (60-Hz) Signals as a Time
Transfer Technique
Large a-c power utilities in the continental U.S.
are divided into a network of interconnected systems serving major portions of the country [262].
The American Electric Power (AEP) Company at
Canton, Ohio, synchronizes and manually controls
the electric time of these grids with a tolerance of
k 2 seconds; offsets of the 60-Hz frequency in steps
of 20.02 Hz compensate for time errors [7]. The
time and fre uency reference for most of these networks is the %BS 60-kHz broadcast from Ft. Collins,
Colorado. (Cohn proposes automatic and continuous

time error control through use of NBS standard
frequency broadcasts in all power areas [263].)
Time coordination enables efficient transfer of
power from one area to another (load diversity)
without inadvertent interchange time accumulation.
The U.S. coast-to-coast interconnected power
grid is essentially a phase coherent system. Allan
et al. have shown its potential as a time transfer
system [264]. We will describe several of their
examples. Initially, they studied the fractional frequency stability of the 6 0 - H ~power signal at the
NBS Laboratories, Boulder, Colorado. In using
C T ~ ( T (square
)
root of an Allan variance [129. 130]),
it was determined that the data exhibited flicker
noise frequency modulation (see chap. 8) over a T
range of 17 ms to IO5 s and at a ( u ; ( N , T, ~ , f h ) ) 1 / 2
range of 5 X 10-5. Similar results were obtained
for measurements on different dates.
Another study compared the 60-Hz power line
phase in California and Colorado relative to atomic
clocks at the Hewlett-Packard (HP) Laboratory,
Santa Clara, California, and at the NBS, Boulder,
Colorado. Part of these data are plotted in figure
10.62, and strong phase correlation exists for the

-
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FIGURE10.62. Comparison of 60-Hz (power line) clocks and
local atomic clocks at Boulder, CO and Santa Clara, CA.

two distant sites in different interconnected systems [2@]. A study of the differential delay, T D ,
between Santa Clara and Boulder (determined by
differencing the first zero-crossing measurements
of the 60-Hz signal following a given second tick at
each site) gave a fractional frequency stability of
1 part in 108 for T = 1 day. Similar data for longer
periods of time suggest that two remote clocks,
located at distant points within different grid networks, could be kept within 1 ms, provided the
particular path was calibrated.
Day-to-day synchronization requires that no cycle
slips occur between measurement points. Tests
were run, using dividers which generated precise
1 pps from the 60-Hz signal, and no cycle slippage
occurred between three sites (Santa Clara, CA;
Boulder, CO; and Ft. Collins, CO) over an interval
of several days with continuous power. A plot of the
fractional frequency stability versus averaging time
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10.6. T/F USER AND SYSTEM
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classes of users in terms of accuracy requirements
are discussed below; the evaluation of systems provides direct comparison in some ten pertinent
categories.
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FIGURE10.63. Fractional frequency stability vs. averaging
time for 6 0 - H ~power frequency between Santa Clara, CA
and Boulder, CO.

of the Santa Clara-Boulder path is shown for 60-Hz
power line data in figure 10.63. The 60-Hz stability
data for the shorter WWV-Ft. Collins to Boulder
path shows an improvement by a factor of 6 over the
longer Santa Clara-Boulder path. Although the
stability degrades with distance, stability of clock
measurements of several ms may be possible across
interconnected power systems throughout the continental US.

Advantages of a-c Power (60-Hz) or TFD
Equivalent precision to d W V received skywave signals is possible from 60-Hz power line
signals via the differential mode. (The WWV
time signals are much more accurate than 60Hz power line signals.)
The 60-Hz time transfer system utilizes exceptionally cheap receivers (e.g.,
$20 for a low
pass filter and transformer).
The a-c power is continuously available to wide
areas throughout the continental U S ; the
power grids of the U S . are interconnected
and synchronized to form a phase coherent
system.
The ambimitv of 16.67 ms could probably be
resolved neaily everywhere in the USA- via
the WWV audio telephone signal, (303)
499-71 11.

-

Limitations of the 60-Hz Power System for TFD
The stability of the 60-Hz power system degrades with distance.
Local area power outages or phase shifts occur,
which can cause errors in the clock comparisons.

It is convenient to classify users of time into
three categories: low accuracy (coarser than 1 ms);
intermediate (1 ms to about 50 ps); and high accuracy (more stringent than 50 ps). Figure 10.64
illustrates the time accuracy requirements of some
users below the time scale line and the normal
capabilities of representative time dissemination
techniques and services above the reference line.
The accuracy obtainable by a given technique vanes
considerably with the location and skill of the user.
The low accuracy, group contains the largest
number of users; their needs are generally met by
telephone time-of-day service, telephone access to
WWV, commercial radio time announcements, and
standard time emissions (WWV, CHU, JJY, etc.).
The intermediate group is fast growing. Organizations engaged in satellite geodesy, seismic monitoring, and satellite tracking require time in the
intermediate accuracy range. The basic characteristics of reliability, geographical coverage,
availability of signals, accuracy propagation predictions, and equipment costs relevant to needed
accuracy have been explored largely in response
to this group's needs.
High accuracy is required by coherent detection
communication systems, long baseline interferometry facilities, and organizations engaged in
precision ranging. Submicrosecond accuracy is
generally sought by laboratories with clocks capable
of maintaining time at that level. The proposed T/F
aircraft collision avoidance system, for instance,
requires widespread dissemination of time with
submicrosecond accuracy [214]. Reliability, percentage of time available, coordination among facilities and systems, and worldwide coverage are of
paramount importance to system designers in the
high accuracy group. Although the number of time
users who have present requirements for submicrosecond accuracy is relatively small, these are not
negligible and can be met with sophisticated but
expensive techniques.
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FIGURE
10.64. Time-accuracy requirements and capabilities of some time dissemination techniques and services.

10.6.2. Evaluation of T/F Systems
Figure 10.65 compares some TFD techniques.
Such an evaluation is subjective, and some classifications are borderline. It is an attempt though, to
show a realistic picture of present or proposed dissemination systems in terms of their capabilities
and potentials. Accuracy figures are documented
by applicable references. The ratings of good, fair,
and poor are both arbitrary and broad. In the context of this presentation they are given for purposes of comparison and evaluation. Further
explanatory comments concerning the scope and
intent of the various characteristics identified in
figure 10.65 follow:
(1) Accuracy of date transfer. Refers to that accuracy (degree of conformity with some specified
value) to which time of day can be established at a
given location. The numbers given are believed to
be realistic for most users; it must be recognized
that these numbers must be adjusted for either
extremely favorable or unfavorable conditions,
locations, etc. The ratings of good, fair, and poor
are referenced to the needs of high, medium, and
low accuracy users as shown in figure 10.64.
(2) Accuracy of frequency synchronization. Refers
to that accuracy to which frequency standards
can be synchronized within some frame of leference.

As with date transfer the three basic ratings are in
terms of the classes of accuracy users shown in
figure 10.64.
(3) Ambiguity. Applies to that interval of time
which a given system or technique can provide
with certainty. In some cases two values are shown,
one is the basic period of a given carrier frequency,
sequence, or .audible tone; the other, by means of
time code provides date information for periods
up to a year. For instance, the period of a TV frame,
33 ms, is the ambiguity of the TV line-10 technique.
The line-1 TV system, using the coded data displays, has 24-hour ambiguity.
(4) Coverage. Refers to the geographical region
in which the dissemination technique can be used
to obtain the stated accuracy. In many cases special
considerations such as ground wave versus sky
wave, propagation over land or water, availability
of TV line networks, etc., may affect the coverage
of a specific signal.
(5) Percent of time available. Describes the operating time of a service, i.e., continuous (good),
a certain portion of a day (usually specified fair),
or only occasionally, irregularly or by special arrangement (poor). Interruptions caused by propagation conditions such as sudden ionospheric
disturbances, VLF diurnal phase shifts, or HF
ionospheric disturbances are not considered.
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FIGURE10.65.

Evaluation of s e l e c t e d t i m e / f r e q u e n c y d i s s e m i n a t i o n t e c h n i q u e s .

(6) Reliability. Estimates the degree of confidence in the operation of a system; considers
such factors as propagation conditions, system
components in satellite environment, rerouting of
TV network programs, etc.
(7) Receiver cost for stated accuracy. Refers
to the relative cost of an appropriate receiver
and antenna system for obtaining the stated
accuracy of a given technique. Equipment such
as oscilloscopes, digital counters, etc., is not included. A poor rating implies a cost greater than
several thousand dollars; fair refers to a cost in the
$1,000 to $2,000 range; and good indicates a cost
less than $1,000.

(8) Cost per calibration. Considers factors such
as the cost of required instrumentation to make
the calibration and the probable frequency of
calibration.
(9) Number of users that can be served. Refers
to the probable number of users for a given dissemination technique assuming regular availability
of the service, and considering the equipment costs
involved. For example, the TV technique is considered to have more potential users than the
WWVB broadcasts, even though both cover the
continental U.S. Relevant factors also include the
low cost of TV receivers and random propagation
disturbances associated with WWVB reception.
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(10) Operation skill required for stated accuracy.
Describes the degree of difficulty in making a time/
frequency measurement to the stated accuracy.
A good rating is shown if the time information can
be obtained simply from an oscilloscope display
or a counter reading. A fair category indicates
that the user must process the data to obtain the
required information, make multiple measurements
or select particular cycles of a radio signal, and/or
use specialized receiving techniques. A poor rating
indicates that complex procedures and special
skills are required for a given technique. The use
of the Omega system for determining time, for
example, requires envelope recognition followed by
cycle identification.
The following connotations are used in figure 10.65
in connection with the satellite techniques: A transponder satellite relays time signals from a ground
reference station to users in either a one-way or
mode. In this evaluation active describes
a sate lite with an onboard clock. A stationary
satellite is earth-synchronous or geostationary
while an orbiting satellite is one with a period of
revolution other than 24 hours.
It must be emphasized that the ratings are relative and arbitrary. Indeed, a system with a poor
rating may be the best choice for many users. A
severe limitation on the usefulness of figure 10.65
is that it reflects judgments of all parameters of a
given system assuming that a user desires the
highest accuracy normally available from the system. In the case of Loran-C, for example, use of a
sky wave is excluded, with the result that coverage
is rated poor.
A system designer will probably be forced to
make compromises in choosing a dissemination
service. He may have to trade receiver cost for
reliability, or accept a low percent of time available
for high accuracy and good coverage. Note that most
techniques that rate “good” in accuracy are shown
as fair or poor in other important categories. No
one technique shows all favorable ratings, but HF
broadcasts, stationary satellite relays (passive), and
the proposed NBS TV Time System stand out with
only one poor rating each. At present there is no
implemented time dissemination system that
permits comparison of a user’s clock to a primary
standard anywhere in the world at will and to an
accuracy level that fully exploits the capability of
atomic standards. Satellites appear to be capable
of meeting such a challenge but worldwide satellite
time dissemination service has not yet been
implemented.

quency standard and a remote user. Many options
are available to a time frequency user; choices must
be based on evaluations of overall objectives, economies, advantages, and limitations for a particular
situation. The picture is one of contrasts and variations in techniques, user requirements and accuracies, coupled with a multiplicity of inherent
characteristics. In detail we see the time and
frequency technology touching many diverse and
increasingly important areas of human life; e.g.
public safety, national defense, electric power
utilities, integrated computing networks, broadcastingltelevision activities, transportation including aircraft-collision avoidance, telecommunication
systems, etc. Basic science is influenced also in
terms of a unified standard, international time
scales, time/frequency calibrations, and time
bases for monitoring natural events of nature. In
summary, many time and frequency needs are
now being met at various accuracy levels and in a
variety of ways; on the other hand, some needs are
unfulfilled because of accuracy requirements,
economic factors, location of receivers, etc. We
would emphasize the capability of present day
communication and navigation systems (which of
themselves require high timing accuracy) for providing time and frequency dissemination at small
additional cost and ultimately at great savings to the
frequency spectrum. Operationally, it is apparent
that the capability for keeping accurate time has
outstripped the capabilities for widespread and
economic dissemination for the last several decades.
Nevertheless, proposed and experimental systems
show great promise. If one integrates and optimizes
the TFD possibilities in today’s picture and projects
these elements into the future, an achievable challenge is seen; one can foresee the dissemination
gap effectively eliminated with user equivalence of
on-site standards-comparison at high accuracy,
nearly global coverage and with reasonable-cost
equipment.
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P R I N C I P A L I N F O R M A T I O N E X T R A C T E D FROM C C I R PROC. X I I t h P L E N A R Y A S S E M B L Y (NEW D E L H I
INDIA
1970).
WE R E F E R T H E R E A D E R T O T i E S E D O t U M E N T S F O R
V O L . 111 C 7 3 1 A N D T H E B I H A N N U A L R E P O R T FOR 1 9 7 1 C2811.
A D D I T I O N A L N O T E S ON V A R I A T I O N S O F S O M E B R O A D C A S T S , A S W E L L A S T R A N S M I S S I O N F O R M A T S .

(2)

U T C T I M E A D J U S T M E N T AND Z E R O O F F S E T OF C A R R I E R F R E Q U E N C I E S ( A T O M I C F R E Q U E N C Y ) COMMENCED J A N U A R Y 1 1 9 7 2 .
S T E P ADJUSTMENTS OF 1 s
( L E A P SECONDS) W I L L BE MADE AT D E S I G N A T E D T I M E S T O PREVENT U T 1 D I F F E R I N ;
F R O M U T C B Y MORE T H A N + 0 . 7 s .
A S P E C I A L CODE I S D I S S E M I N A T E D W I T H T I M E S I G N A L S T O G I V E D I F F E R E N C E UT1 U T C T O 100 m s .
T H E USSR BROADCASTS A L S O W I L L G I V E D I F F E R E N C E T O 10 m s .
T I M E S I G N A L S OF A L L S T A N U A R D
F R E Q U E N C Y B R O A D C A S T S A R E T O B E M A I N T A I N E D W I T H I N ? 1 m s . OF U T C .

(3)

A N I R I G - H ( M O D I F I E D ) BCD T I M I N G CODE I S T R A N S M I T T E D C O N T I N U O U S L Y .
T H I S CODE I S PRODUCED A T A 1 p p s R A T E
T H E CODE G I V E S UTC I N s , m i n , h
A N 0 C A R R I E D ON A 1 0 0 H z S U B C A R R I E R , A T A C O M P L E T E T I M E F R A M E O F 1 m i n .
AND DAY O F YEAR AND C O N T A I N S 6 0 / m i n C L O C K I N G R A T E , 6 / m i n P O S I T I O N I D E N T I F I C A T I O N MARKERS, AND A l / m i n
REFERENCE MARKER.
T H E 1 0 0 H z I S SYNCHRONOUS W I T H T H E CODE P U L S E S , P R O V I D I N G 10 m s R E S O L U T I O N .

(4)

WWVL C A N B E U S E 0 F O R S Y N C H R O N I Z A T I O N ;
TRANSMISSION SCHEDULE.

I T I S A N E X P E R I M E N T A L B R O A D C A S T ONLY AND I S ON A N I N T E R M I T T E N T
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ANNEX 10.C. CHARACTERISTICS OF STABILIZED FREQUENCY AND
TIME-SIGNAL EMISSIONS OUTSIDE ALLOCATED FREQUENCY
ASSIGNMENTS ( l )

NOTES:

(1)

INFORMATION OBTAINED AS

(2)

A S NOTE ( 2 )

(3)

E X P E R I M E N T A L LF S T A T I O N U S E D P R I M A R I L Y F O R P R O P A G A T I O N S T U D I E S .
FOR SCHEDULE O F F R E Q U E N C I E S BROADCAST,
C O N T A C T D R . J . B E L R O S E , D E P A R T M E N T OF C O M M U N I C A T I O N S , S H I R L E Y B A Y , O N T A R I O , C A N A D A .

(4)

T H E S E S T A T I O N S ARE USED P R I M A R I L Y FOR C O M M U N I C A T I O N .
T R A N S M I S S I O N S ARE REFERENCED TO C s FREQUENCY
STANDARDS A N 0 ARE USEFUL FOR FREQUENCY SYNCHRONIZATION.
S T A T I O N C H A R A C E R T I S T I C S A R E S U B J E C T TO C H A N G E ;
HOWEVER, CHANGES ARE ANNOUNCED I N ADVANCE T O I N T E R E S T E D USERS BY USNO, WASHINGTON, D.C.,
U.S.A.

(5)

FORMAT I N P L A N N I N G STAGE.

I N A N N E X B;

I N A D D I T I O N FROM R E F .

[74].
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ANNEX 1O.D. CHARACTERISTICS OF FREQUENCY STABILIZED NAVIGATION SYSTEMS USEFUL FOR TIMElFREQUENCY COMPARISON(')
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NOTES:
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(2)

L O C A T I O N OF L O R A N - C S T A T I O N S SHOWN I N F I G U R E 1 0 . 1 8 ; OMEGA PROPOSED L O C A T I O N S A R E SHOWN I N F I G U R E 1 0 . 1 6 .

(3)

T H E S E B R O A D C A S T S W I L L B E T R A N S M I T T E D W I T H Z E R O O F F S E T A F T E R J A N . 1 , 1 9 7 2 ; OMEGA S Y S T E M W I L L NOT M A K E
L E A P SECOND A D J U S T M E N T S .

(4) T H E S E LORAN -C C H A I N S ARE T I M E S Y N C H R O N I Z E D AND P H A S E C O N T R O L L E D W I T H I N ? 1 5 u s OF U T C ( U S N 0 ) . ( M D E S I G N A T I O N
FOUR A D D I T I O N A L C H A I N S A R E U S E D FOR L O R A N - C
I N D I C A T E S MASTER; W, X, Y , Z I N D I C A T E SLAVE S T A T I O N S . )
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OF
T H E S E , T H E M E D I T E R R A N E A N AND N O R T H A T L A N T I C ARE T I M E - M O N I T O R E D AND C O R R E C T I O N S I N T E R M S OF U T C ( U S N 0 ) ARE
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UTC.
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COVERAGE I S A N T I C I P A T E D W I T H E A C H S T A T I O N R A D I A T I N G 1 5 k w OF POWER A T S T A B I L I Z E D F R E Q U E N C I E S B E T W E E N
1 0 . 2 a n d 1 3 . 6 k H z . FOUR I N T E R I M S T A T I O N S A R E NOW I N O P E R A T I O N AND A R E I N P R O C E S S OF B E I N G U P G R A D E D .
A D D I T I O N A L OMEGA S T A T I O N S W I L L B E C O N S T R U C T E D I N J A P A N , A U S T R A L I A - N E W Z E A L A N D A R E A , L A R E U N I O N ( I N D I A N
O C E A N ) , AND A R G E N T I N A .
L E T T E R S R E F E R T O SEGMENTS O F OMEGA FORMAT E X C E P T
GIVEN STATION.
DAY, h , min,

WHICH I N D I C A T E S U N I Q U E A S S I G N E D FREQUENCY T O

L O W - B I T R A T E T I M E CODE P R O P O S E 0 FOR F U T U R E I N C L U S I O N I N OMEGA F O R M A T .

OMEGA FORMAT I S T I M E M U L T I P L E X E D .
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